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Abstract
Spintronics is a rapidly developing Ąeld in solid state physics based on the
quantum property of spin angular momentum. It has the potential to ofer a
new generation of electronic devices exploiting spin properties instead of, or in
addition to, charge. Such quantum-based devices are expected to demonstrate
signiĄcant advantages over traditional charge based electronics with a promise
of faster data processing speeds and lower power consumption.
One of the most widely studied spintronic materials is the dilute magnetic
semiconductor gallium manganese arsenide ((Ga,Mn)As). This continues to be
a valuable test ground for spintronics applications due to its close relation to the
traditional, and well-characterised, semiconductor GaAs, and its relatively high
Curie temperature despite values remaining some way of the much sought-after
room temperature.
The two primary focuses of this thesis are phase-coherent transport and critical
phenomena, both of which whilst well understood in metals have seen limited
work in (Ga,Mn)As. Critical behaviour in particular has not been extensively
studied despite continued disputes over theoretical models and resistance peak
positions relative to Curie temperature.
Studies of both these areas are presented within this thesis split over four main
chapters. The Ąrst of these chapters acts as a general introduction to spintronics,
and includes both a brief history of the subject, and a theoretical overview
focused on the structure and properties of (Ga,Mn)As. This introductory
chapter also includes an in-depth review of nanofabrication including typical
processing techniques and their applications to the study of spintronics in
Nottingham.
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The second chapter presents a comprehensive study of critical phenomena within
(Ga,Mn)As, showing how the behaviour of magnetic properties close to �c are
strongly correlated between samples. Both magnetisation and susceptibility are
found to demonstrate behaviour very close to that predicted by the Heisenberg
model; a result in strong agreement with theoretical work.
The study of critical behaviour is carried over into the third chapter with
transport measurements showing that resistance data can be directly used
to accurately measure sample Curie temperature by Ąnding the peak in the
derivative d�
d�
. This potentially ofers an alternate approach to calculating �c
that is faster and cheaper than the more conventional magnetometry or Arrott
plot methods. Analysis is also carried out on the resistance peak which is
expected to follow the critical behaviour of the speciĄc heat.
The Ąnal experimental chapter focuses on the development of nanoring fabrica-
tion processes in (Ga,Mn)As including the di culties associated with fabricating
nanoscale structures, the testing performed to achieve high quality, reproducible
structures, and the Ąnal adopted recipe. This chapter then details early test
measurements on these devices including an initial study on the Ąrst structures
within a dilution refrigerator, and prelimenary work on a second improved
batch at 4He temperatures. This work will act as a foundation for the future
aim of conducting a full phase-coherence phenomena study in highly optimised
(Ga,Mn)As samples grown in Nottingham.
ii
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Whilst modern silicon-based electronics continues to drive the industry forward
the fundamental physics behind these devices has not signiĄcantly changed. Cur-
rent technology is capable of producing, and makes extensive use of, nanoscale
structures, but even for these the physics behind them remains purely classical-
based. Any quantum efects demonstrated in such devices are generally seen as
unwanted and can result in leakage or ineiciency.
This changed in 1988 when a potential new door for future electronics was
opened in the form of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) observed within mul-
tilayer structures of iron and chromium (Baibich et al. (1988); Binasch et al.
(1989)). Large changes in resistance resulted from the alignment of magnetic
moments of successive ferromagnetic layers due an applied magnetic Ąeld with
the efects found to be an order-of-magnitude greater than ordinary magne-
toresistance previously seen in metals. This behaviour not only demonstrated
that charge carrier spin could potentially be used within standard devices,
but also introduced the possibility of a wide variety of completely original
quantum-based structures. The GMR efect has since been widely exploited by
hard drive manufacturers with the success of this technique ultimately leading
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to the 2007 Nobel Prize in physics being awarded to Albert Fert and Peter
Grünberg for its discovery.
Interest in this area of physics has inevitably Ćourished due to the promise
of faster data processing speeds and lower power consumption. The most
prominent research in recent years has focused on spin polarisation within the
Ąeld of spintronics creating a non-equilibrium spin population to manipulate
electron Ćow. Prototype spintronic devices such as that used in hard drive read
heads employed GMR within metallic structures due to the widespread avail-
ability of ferromagnetic metals. However, for full future electronics integration
there are a number of fundamental requirements not met by such materials.
The most notable of these is that the material should demonstrate standard
semiconductor properties such as sensitivity to doping and external gate applied
electric Ąelds, both of which are widely used in conventional devices. Current
research is therefore focused on ferromagnetic semiconductors with the much
sought-after possibility of combining the physics of semiconductor electronics
with that of magnetic data storage.
Despite this sudden increase of interest ferromagnetic semiconductors are not
a new concept (Mauger and Godart (1986)), with carrier-mediated ferromag-
netism demonstrated some time ago at liquid helium temperatures in PbSnMnTe
(Story et al. (1986)). However, it is the alternative method of introducing local
moments into well understood compound semiconductors originally pioneered
in the late 1970s (Gaj et al. (1978); Jaczynski et al. (1978)) that has promoted
such attention. Spurred on by the initial fabrication of (In,Mn)As (Munekata
et al. (1989)) the resulting dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMSs) lead to a
huge resurgence of research in the Ąeld (Munekata et al. (1993); Ohno et al.
(1992, 1996); van Esch et al. (1997); Hayashi et al. (1997); Ohno (1998)) with
several III-V compound semiconductors shown to become ferromagnetic when
heavily doped with manganese. The resulting research has lead to huge steps
being made in the understanding of the origins of ferromagnetism within such
systems (Ohno (1999); MacDonald et al. (2005)), the optimisation of sample
growth (Campion et al. (2003); Wang et al. (2005b)), and the increase of
transition temperature (Matsukura et al. (1998); Wang et al. (2005a); Wang
et al. (2008)).
This work on the doped III-V compounds has meant that one of the most
2
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widely studied spintronic materials is gallium manganese arsenide ((Ga,Mn)As)
due in part to its relation to GaAs, the second most widely used semiconductor
in modern electronics. In the case of (Ga,Mn)As dopant manganese (Mn) ions
are substituted into the GaAs structure with the most stable position in the
lattice on the gallium (Ga) site. Incorporated manganese then act as acceptors
resulting in valence band holes that mediate ferromagnetic interactions.
Ferromagnetism is, however, only observed within systems with a gallium
substitution greater than 1%; a value signiĄcantly higher than the equilibrium
solubility limit of 0.1% (Jungwirth et al. (2006)). Nevertheless developments in
growth techniques and post-processing have resulted in a steady rise in Curie
temperatures from the initial record of 110K (Matsukura et al. (1998)), with
the latest samples in excess of 185K (Wang et al. (2008); Olejník et al. (2008)).
Theoretical calculations have predicted room-temperature ferromagnetism with
a 10% Mn substitution (Jungwirth et al. (2005)), but this still remains a long
way of with the slow progress in recent years suggesting that such a goal may
never be attainable in this system.
Despite the ramiĄcations of this to future practical applications, the quantum
properties of (Ga,Mn)As are still widely studied due to the potential knowledge
and insight gained being applicable to other promising spintronic materials.
The main aims of this thesis are therefore to investigate the magnetic properties
of (Ga,Mn)As with the principal focuses on phase coherence within nanoring
structures and critical behaviour close to the sample Curie temperature.
The remaining sections of this chapter focus on the properties of (Ga,Mn)As
including background theory behind the origins of its ferromagnetism, the basic
crystallographic structure and electron conĄguration, material growth, as well as
some of the standard techniques used to characterise samples. A comprehensive
overview of nanofabrication is also given in this chapter, felt necessary by
the amount of time invested in device fabrication for these studies, and its
general applicability to most (Ga,Mn)As research. The thesis then comprises
three chapters with the Ąrst of these presenting an in-depth study on the
critical behaviour of the magnetic properties of high quality (Ga,Mn)As samples.
Chapter 3 then revisits this subject focusing on the transport properties close to
�c, and the often refuted method of �c measurement via resistance-temperature
peak position.
3
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Chapter 4 presents a study of (Ga,Mn)As nanoring devices with a large section
devoted to their fabrication acting as a continuation of the general overview
covered in section 1.4. This details the exact recipes and processes used to deĄne
the rings, and some of the preliminary work performed. This chapter also covers
the initial measurements performed on these structures with the future aim of
studying the Aharonov-Bohm efect and phase coherence within (Ga,Mn)As at
dilution refrigerator temperatures. Specialised theory sections regarding phase
coherence and critical phenomena are covered in their respective chapters with
further information regarding the equipment used given in appendix B.
Appendix C details an earlier study of the low-temperature magnetoresis-
tance properties of (Ga,Mn)As thin-Ąlms following on from previous work
performed in Nottingham by Dr. Kaiyou Wang. Unlike these original studies
measurements were performed at much lower millikelvin temperatures with
data demonstrating corrections to the resistance at low applied magnetic Ąelds
due to weak localisation. Such quantum mechanical corrections are expected to
be suppressed within perpendicular magnetic Ąelds which in the past has raised
the question as to whether these efects could be observed within ferromagnetic
systems which have an intrinsic magnetic induction.
Past studies of this behaviour in (Ga,Mn)As have been limited (Neumaier et al.
(2007); Rokhinson et al. (2007)) despite the system potentially ofering the
opportunity for a more deĄnite experimental answer due to its small internal
Ąeld compared to that of conventional ferromagnets. Whilst unĄnished this
study ofers some insight into the magnetotransport behaviour of Nottingham-
grown (Ga,Mn)As samples at millikelvin temperatures and the the efects of
quantum mechanical corrections that could prove useful for the Aharonov-Bohm
nanoring work presented in chapter 4.
1.2 Gallium Manganese Arsenide
From a fundamental perspective (Ga,Mn)As is now considered to be a textbook
example of a rare group of DMSs that exhibit ferromagnetic behaviour due
to a coupling of the dilute magnetic moments via delocalised charge carriers;
both provided by the dopant manganese. It is this ferromagnetism that has
4
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lead to (Ga,Mn)As and several other (III,Mn)V DMSs being the most popular
within spintronics with the Ąrst viable magnetic semiconductors based on the
II-VI semiconductors only demonstrating paramagnetic behaviour. (Ga,Mn)As
itself also has the advantage of being based on the second most widely used
semiconductor, gallium arsenide (GaAs), making it easily compatible with
current electronics technology.
The semiconductor GaAs has a Zinc-blende crystal structure composed of two
interlocked face-centred cubic sublattices of gallium (Ga) and arsenic (As)
displaced apart by 1
4
of a body diagonal as shown in Ągure 1.2.1. This structure
acts as a host for the introduced manganese (Mn) impurities with the most
stable, and most favourable, position in the lattice on the gallium site (MnGa).
The elements within (Ga,Mn)As have the atomic structure [Ar].3d104s24p1 for
gallium, [Ar].3d54s2 for manganese and [Ar].3d104s24p3 for arsenic. The two 4s
electrons within the dopant manganese therefore take part in crystal bonding
in the same way as that of the gallium. However, the gallium substitutional
manganese ions also act as shallow acceptors due to the missing 4p electron,
and have a localised magnetic moment of � = 5
2
formed by the Ąve occupied
d-orbitals with the same spin orientations. Each ion provides a single itinerant
valence band hole to the lattice, (Ga,Mn)As is thus a p-type material.
Long-range ferromagnetic ordering occurs within this system due to an anti-
ferromagnetic p-d exchange interaction between the manganese acceptors and
the delocalised holes. This model of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism was
originally proposed by C. Zener for transitional-metal ferromagnets (Zener
(1951)) with little success. However, the Zener exchange model has been
applied to (Ga,Mn)As (Dietl et al. (2000)) assuming a merging of the manganese
impurity band with the valence band with strong valence band hole spin-orbit
coupling playing an important role in the magnitude of the critical temperature.
Equation (1.2.1) shows the predicted relation between the Curie temperature
�c, the efective manganese density �eff and the carrier density � that has been
veriĄed by experiment (Jungwirth et al. (2005)).
�c ∝�eff� 13 (1.2.1)
The result of this is that (Ga,Mn)As should have near-ideal controllable mag-
5
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Figure 1.2.1: The zinc-blende structure of GaAs with gallium lattice
sites represented in yellow and arsenic in black.
netic properties with theoretical calculations based on the Zener exchange
model predicting room-temperature ferromagnetism in 10% manganese samples.
Unfortunately, this model does not take into account the efects of disorder
within the system that can signiĄcantly reduce �c. Ferromagnetism is only
observed on the metallic side of the Mott insulator-metal transition for sub-
stitution greater than 1%, well above the 0.1% equilibrium solubility limit.
A non-equilibrium growth method is therefore required in order to avoid the
formation of unwanted, but energetically favourable, Mn-rich precipitates such
as manganese arsenide (MnAs). The use of such a non-equilibrium growth leads
to defects within the structure which act to compensate the desired efects of
the substitutional manganese.
In an ideal (Ga,Mn)As sample the carrier concentration is equal to that of the
manganese with all impurity ions occupying substitutional positions within the
GaAs lattice. Such a system is not realised in practice due to the presence
of a number of other metastable impurity states within the structure because
of the non-equilibrium growth process. The most important of these are the
incorporation of manganese ions between lattice sites in interstitial states
6
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(Mnint), and the addition of arsenic on gallium antisites (AsGa). These both act
as double donors therefore compensating two substitutional holes. Interstitial
manganese atoms also act to compensate the MnGa local moments by forming
close pairs with substitutional atoms due to anti-ferromagnetic coupling. Both
of these efects are clearly undesirable when growing high �c (Ga,Mn)As samples
with a serious efect on the electric and magnetic properties. The substitutional
MnGa, interstitial Mnint and AsGa antisite positions are all shown within the
GaAs crystal structure in Ągure 1.2.2.
Figure 1.2.2: The lattice structure of (Ga,Mn)As based on the GaAs
structure shown in Ągure 1.2.1 with the addition of both substitutional
MnGa and interstitial manganese Mnint shown in blue, and an example
of an arsenic antisite defect AsGa. As can be seen from this image the
interstitial manganese atom does not occupy a position on the lattice
and has no bonds to other atoms thus resulting in the donation of two
4s electrons.
1.3 Molecular Beam Epitaxy
The standard non-equilibrium growth process used to produce (Ga,Mn)As is
low-temperature molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), Ąrst employed in (III,Mn)V
7
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semiconductors in the growth of (In,Mn)As (Munekata et al. (1989)). This
process allowed doping levels high enough to make the Ąrst observations of
ferromagnetism within DMS materials and has gradually been optimised to
produce ever higher manganese concentration samples with corresponding
increases in �c.
Molecular beam epitaxy was originally developed for the growth of compound
semiconductors in the late 1960s (Cho (1970)), and is essentially a reĄned
ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) evaporation method for producing thin epitaxial
structures. As implied by the name, beams of atoms or molecules of the required
materials constituents are used as a source to form an ordered arrangement of
atoms on a growth substrate. This substrate is suiciently heated to provide
enough thermal energy to the arriving atoms for them to migrate over the
surface to lattice sites. The UHV environment is required in order to reduce
contamination of the growth surface and allows beam atoms to take near-
collision-free paths before arriving at the substrate. The use of a UHV also
permits the use of a variety of analytical methods to monitor the substrate
before, after and even during the growth process. A typical growth temperature
for GaAs is 550℃ with very slow rates of roughly one monolayer per second
ensuring a two-dimensional growth and allowing single layer thickness control
with the use of fast shutters. MBE is also a relatively simple process in
comparison to other growth techniques and can be explained with simpliĄed
models resulting in a greater understanding and therefore the possibility of
higher quality materials.
A schematic diagram of a typical MBE growth chamber is shown in Ągure 1.3.1.
During growth a crystalline substrate is mounted onto the rotating holder and
separate Knudsen efusion cells used to produce the required beams of atoms
or molecules by heating ultra-pure elements such as gallium and arsenic until
atoms of the source material are able to escape by evaporation or sublimation.
Mechanical shutters are then used to regulate the Ćuxes from each source oven
efectively turning the beams on and of. The walls of the growth chamber are
liquid nitrogen cooled in order to condense unused source atoms thus retaining
the UHV environment of the system and preserving the purity of the growing
Ąlm. Samples are rotated during the growth process to reduce the efects of
non-uniform beam Ćuxes and concentration gradients across the wafer caused by
8
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Figure 1.3.1: A top-down view of a typical MBE growth chamber
containing four efusion cells, a RHEED and mass spectrometer for in
situ sample monitoring, and a rotating stage to avoid non-uniform beam
Ćuxes. Figure taken from the web page of the MBE Laboratory in the
Institute of Physics of the ASCR, Czech Republic.
the angled directions of the incoming atoms. Samples are monitored within the
growth chamber through the use of a reĆection high-energy electron difraction
(RHEED) system and mass spectrometer providing real time information about
the growth rate and composition. This allows the observer to immediately see
the efects of beam intensity and substrate temperature on the Ąlm growth.
The RHEED system consists of an electron gun and a phosphor-coated screen.
Electrons are emitted from the gun at a very small glancing angle to the
substrate, these are then reĆected and difracted from the surface to form a
distinct pattern on the screen related to the surface ordering and material
structure. When the substrate is atomically Ćat electrons are only weakly
scattered from the surface resulting in a pattern of well-deĄned intense dots. As
material is deposited onto the substrate epitaxial islands are formed resulting
in an increase in scattering and a drop in the intensity of the RHEED pattern
dots forming long streaks normal to the substrate surface. These islands then
gradually coalesce to form a new Ćat surface with unĄlled areas of the previous
layer. Electron scattering therefore begins to drop again until Ąnally the voids
9
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Figure 1.3.2: A diagram showing the gradual progression of the RHEED
intensity as a single layer of material is deposited onto the substrate.
The Ąrst column shows the development of islands on the surface, and
the second how the incoming electrons are scattered from this surface.
The Ąnal column then shows the resulting oscillations of the RHEED
intensity.
are Ąlled leading to a peak in reĆectivity. This process then repeats with the
resulting oscillations in the RHEED difraction pattern intensity related to the
rate of growth. Figure 1.3.2 shows a simpliĄed diagram of this process with
idealised RHEED oscillations.
As well as the growth chamber shown in Ągure 1.3.1 modern MBE systems
also include separate substrate introduction, and analysis chambers. Introduc-
tion chambers act as load-locks to mount substrates into the system without
the necessity to evacuate the growth chamber. These much smaller volume
chambers also mean that heating can be performed in order to outgas both
the substrate and holder before being moved into the main chamber. Analysis
chambers are used for further substrate preparation and allow the use of surface
characterisation techniques such as AES and XPS not possible within the main
chamber UHV environment.
Standard (Ga,Mn)As Ąlms are grown on semi-insulating GaAs wafers using
temperatures between 150℃ and 200℃. Optimum growth conditions occur
at the 2D-3D RHEED phase boundary (Campion et al. (2003)) with higher
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Mn doping levels requiring lower temperatures. Such low temperatures inhibit
surface difusivity and result in less surface Mn, but also make the measure-
ment and control of temperature more di cult than a standard GaAs growth.
Substrate temperatures are traditionally measured within MBE systems using
either a thermocouple or an optical pyrometer. However, both these techniques
are limited at (Ga,Mn)As growth temperatures with thermocouples being much
more sensitive to the heater than the substrate and optical pyrometers typically
inaccurate below 500℃. Temperature monitoring for (Ga,Mn)As growth in
Nottingham is therefore performed by measuring the GaAs substrate band edge
absorption using a k-Space BandiT solid state spectrometer system. Growth
is performed using two gallium cells for near exact stoichiometry and the Mn
density determined from the Mn/Ga Ćux ratio calibrated by secondary ion
mass spectroscopy.
1.4 Nanofabrication
After the MBE growth process most (Ga,Mn)As samples need to be fabricated
into structures in preparation for measurements. For typical structures such as
a Hall bar this procedure can frequently be completed within a couple of days
or even a matter of hours. However, for smaller nanoscale structures such as the
Aharonov-Bohm rings studied in chapter 4, fabrication can form a large, and
integral part of the work. Given the signiĄcant amount of time devoted, and
its application to almost all areas of (Ga,Mn)As study, this section extensively
details the subject of nanofabrication acting as a preface to the fabrication
work on nanorings detailed in chapter 4.
When fabricating nanostructures the Ąrst fundamental obstacle to overcome is
always how to deĄne areas of the required size. In the case of Aharonov-Bohm
rings the diameter requirement is related to the sample phase coherence length
as detailed in chapter 4. For (Ga,Mn)As this is expected to be close to 150 nm,
the nanorings therefore have to have a comparable diameter. Fortunately
one of the main aims within the electronics industry has always been the
miniaturisation of circuit components in an efort to improve device performance.
The driving technology behind the fabrication of such increasingly complex and
compact electronics is lithography of which there are two predominant variants:
11
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photolithography and electron beam lithography (EBL).
Fabrication within industry has always been dominated by increasingly complex
forms of high resolution photolithography because of the high cost and slow
device output of EBL. Unfortunately, due to the source wavelength, photolithog-
raphy as ofered by standard mask aligners in research only provide resolutions
of around two microns. The prime focus of this section for the nanorings is
therefore the higher resolution EBL; however, it must be noted that a lot of
the basic principles and steps remain the same for both techniques.
1.4.1 Principles
Whether using photolithography or EBL the sole objective of lithography is
always to transfer a pattern or design onto the surface of a sample. This is
always done by creating a temporary mask over the sample in which the design
has been deĄned using a chemical known as a resist. Areas on the sample
can then be selectively removed via etching. During this process the resist, as
implied by the name, is either unafected or removed at a reduced-rate to that of
the sample. The remaining resist can then be removed leaving an imprint of the
design in the surface. As well as removing from the surface of samples it is also
possible to selectively deposit materials by choosing appropriate resists, set-ups
and pattern designs. Within electronic structure fabrication the whole purpose
of this is to create electrically isolated shapes and contacts on substrates; full
devices are fabricated via the use of multiple lithography-based processing
stages.
The design within the resist is produced by exposing it to some form of radiation
to which it is sensitive. In photolithography this is high frequency ultraviolet
radiation, and in EBL it is electrons from a focused thermionic or Ąeld emission
source. Once exposed to the given radiation the resist becomes either more
or less soluble to a developing solution. Thus when soaked in the appropriate
developer for the correct period of time some areas are removed and others
retained.
Figure 1.4.1 shows a simple Ćow diagram of a typical structure fabrication
procedure. Fabrication for a standard Hall bar for example would consist of
12
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Figure 1.4.1: A Ćowchart showing the basic steps taken when fabri-
cating structures using lithography. This diagram also acts as a visual
summary of the information covered in this chapter.
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a Ąrst photolithography exposure followed by wet etching, and then a second
exposure followed by gold evaporation. However, it is entirely possible to carry
out steps in various orders and multiple times depending on the Ąnal structure
requirements.
1.4.2 Electron Beam Lithography
Systems
Electron beam lithography systems can vary between being a converted scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) with pattern generator to a professionally
manufactured beamwriter by such companies as Leica, Etec or Raith. In all
cases, however, the basic components remain the same: a high voltage power
supplied electron gun, an electron beam column, a moveable stage within a
vacuum chamber and a pattern generator. Figure 1.4.2 shows a diagram of the
basic components of a standard EBL system taken from the SPIE Handbook
of Microlithography, Micromachining and Microfabrication (Rai-Choudhury
(1997)).
As can be seen from this diagram the electrons are emitted from the gun and
passed through a set of electrostatic and electromagnetic lenses within the beam
column. These act to focus the beam and correct for any astigmatism; in this
case electron optics follows along similar principles to that of light optics. Due
to the fact that the electron source is generally never turned of a beam blanker
is used to divert the beam when the sample is not to be exposed or no imaging
is carried out. As with a number of the lenses the blanker simply makes use of
an applied electrostatic Ąeld which allows fast response switching.
With the beam blanker of the electrons then pass through a deĆection system
that allows the beam to be quickly scanned across the sample through an
objective lens. Again this system works along the same principle as both the
lenses and the blanker, and deĆects the beam over a square on the sample called
the writeĄeld. Larger patterns can be written in blocks in which one whole
writeĄeld is completed before the stage is moved, and the exposure process
repeated. This avoids the high deĆection of electrons that can cause focus issues,
but can also lead to misalignments between adjacent Ąelds. System calibration
14
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Figure 1.4.2: A block diagram showing the main components of a
standard EBL system.
and a high resolution substage are therefore required to avoid poor writeĄeld
stitching. Typically higher speciĄcation systems have a laser interferometer
controlled stage allowing accurate movements to within less than 5 nm. More
information regarding the operation of electron columns including potential
electron sources, various lens types, stigmators and apertures can be found
in Rai-Choudhury (1997).
Whilst the basic component parts within most systems remains the same there
are still various strategies for pattern writing each of which ofers distinct
advantages and disadvantages. The most common method is to use a round
(Gaussian) beam to either vector or raster scan the pattern, but more compli-
cated shaped-beam structures can also be employed for quicker writing. Raster
scanning involves moving the stage and scanning over the whole writeĄeld line
by line blanking the beam where exposure is not required. This produces very
reproducible results, but means that sparse pattern designs take just as long
as much denser ones. Vector scanning, however, involves only scanning over
the required areas following a meander or line path using the blanker to move
between exposure areas. This leads to faster sparse pattern writing because
unwritten areas are skipped, but it does mean settling and hysteresis must Ąrst
be calibrated.
The system used in Nottingham for nanoring fabrication is a converted Jeol
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JSM-7000f SEM with an in-lens Schottky Ąeld emission source capable of
acceleration voltages between 0.5 kV and 30 kV, and probe currents as high
as 200 nA. This ofers a resolution of up to 3 nm, maximum magniĄcation of×500,000 and detectors for secondary, backscattered (Composition, Topography)
and forward scattered electron imaging. This is combined for EBL with a
XENOS XPG 2 pattern generator with a maximum writing clock speed of
20MHz, and a Deben PCD beam blanker. Exposures are carried out using
a Kleindiek substage with a 10mm travel and resolution of 0.5 nm with a
maximum 1nm/min drift. However, imaging can also be performed with a
variety of holders including an angled platform for surface proĄling.
Resists
With the EBL system chosen the next step is the choice of resist; this is
always very important and depends very much on the intended outcome. The
choice of resist and its dilution determines the resolution, the contrast, the etch
resistance and the thickness. These ultimately lead to the minimum structure
size attainable, the edge proĄle after exposure, the sensitivity to proximity
efects and the quality of lift-of. Standard resists are generally polymers
dissolved in a liquid solvent with a larger proportion of solvent leading to a
thinner Ąlm after deposition.
The exposure of resist always results in a change in solubility to the appropriate
developer. The reaction caused separates resists into two main categories:
positive and negative. Positive resists become more soluble after exposure
generally caused by the breaking down of molecules to leave behind lower
weighted fragments. Negative resists on the other hand become less soluble due
to the cross-linking of polymer chains to form larger molecules. The positive
tone resists are usually better suited to contact pattern writing whilst negative
are suitable for mask patterns or gates.
Poly(methyl methacrylate)
The most widely used resist in EBL for the fabrication of nanostructures is
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and it is this that was used to fabricate
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the (Ga,Mn)As nanorings. It is primarily the most popular electron beam
resist because of its extremely high resolution, versatility, ease of handling and
simplicity. It does, however, have a very poor dry etch resistance; etch rates
are close to that of (Ga,Mn)As therefore posing a problem when fabricating
the nanoscale rings.
PMMA is a positive tone resist consisting of a synthetic polymer composed of
carbon (C), oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H) dissolved in either chlorobenzene
or the much safer anisole. The base molecule of PMMA is C5O2H8 which is
repeated many thousand times over to produce the 495k and 950k polymer
resist variants. Once exposed to an electron beam a scission of the polymer
chains is caused as shown in Ągure 1.4.3.
The top of this diagram shows a portion of a PMMA polymer in which carbon
is represented by grey circles, oxygen blue and hydrogen red. When this is
exposed to an electron beam, as shown by the e− arrows, the bond between
carbon atoms is broken. This promotes the formation of covalent bonds and
leads to the much smaller molecules shown at the bottom of the diagram. Such
break down occurs along the whole polymer resulting in many thousands of
fragments that can be removed by the developer.
PMMA comes in various molecular weights and concentrations each of which is
suitable for diferent lithographic steps. The two most commercially available
weights are 495k and 950k. The higher molecular weight version has a better
resolution and is thus more appropriate for nanoscale fabrication, but the lower
weight does have a higher sensitivity and can be used in the fabrication of the
nanoring contacts. On top of this a number of diferent concentrations are
available as denoted by their C- or A-rating. The C or A indicates the dilution
solvent and the number indicates the percentage of PMMA, thus an A5 495k
resist consists of 5% 495k molecule PMMA and 95% anisole.
The thickness of the resist after sample deposition is dependent on both the
solvent concentration and molecular weight. The thickness required depends on
the post-exposure process, and also has an efect on the required dose. Typical
doses for 950k PMMA are 100ÛCcm−2 at 10 kV, 200ÛCcm−2 at 20 kV and
300ÛCcm−2 at 30 kV.
The conventional developer for PMMA is a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone
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Figure 1.4.3: A diagram of the EBL exposure of PMMA with a splitting
of the original C5O2H8 base shown at the top down to the smaller
fragments at the bottom.
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(MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA). For larger features samples are usually
developed in a 1:1 mixture for between one and two minutes. However, smaller
features require a higher ratio of IPA; a composition of 1:3 leads to a very
high resolution, but lower sensitivity. An alternative developer, and that used
during nanoring fabrication testing, is IPA (7):(3) DIW as Ąrst employed by
Cambridge (Yasin et al. (2002)). This can ofer improvements in contrast,
sensitivity, exposure dose latitude and roughness. The development time
depends very much on the resist concentration, thickness and feature size;
typically a time of 10 to 15 seconds is used.
Although usually used as a positive resist PMMA can also act as a negative
resist via the use of very high exposure doses. By applying a dose of more
than ten times the typical amount the polymer molecules crosslink forming a
carbon-like structure that can only be removed via oxygen (O2) plasma (Zailer
et al. (1996)). This efectively creates a high-resolution negative resist that
with optimisation can be used for nanostructure fabrication.
Dose
When exposing any resist the most important parameter that must be considered
is the dose. Within photolithography this is simply related to the exposure
time and system used. For the most frequently used resists this is usually
between Ąve and ten seconds. In EBL, however, it is a little more complicated
because of the write-like method of exposure.
In order to clear an area of resist a certain number of electrons must hit the
sample within that region; the number of electrons is proportional to the beam
current and the dwell time. Thus simple equations can be derived relating the







�dot = �beam.�dwell pC (1.4.1c)
The beam current �beam is deĄned by the Ąlament, aperture and excitation
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voltage of the beam column used; most of which can be set by the user. The
dose is deĄned by the process to be carried out and depends very much on the
resist, developer, temperature and excitation voltage. And Ąnally, both the
dwell time �dwell and the step size � are exposure parameters that depend on
the required accuracy, pattern design, and throughput.
Proximity Effects
Unfortunately, no matter which resist or method is chosen EBL is always limited
by electron scattering within the resist that can lead to unwanted proximity
efects in the desired pattern. As electrons enter the resist a lot of their initial
energy is lost in the form of lower energy secondary electrons resulting in two
main types of scattering event. The Ąrst form is small angle forward scattering
as the electrons penetrate the resist causing the exposure proĄle deeper within
the resist to be wider than that of the beam diameter. This efect can easily
be reduced through the use of thinner resists and higher acceleration voltages.
However, as electrons pass further into the resist many undergo much larger
angle backscattering. It is this second form of scattering along with a small
contribution from high energy secondary electrons that results in exposure
away from the beam and hence the proximity efect.
There are a number of methods used to try and avoid or minimise this efect,
again each ofering their own advantages and disadvantages. The standard
technique is dose correction that involves giving every shape within the pattern
a speciĄc dose such that smaller more isolated areas become more exposed. A
lot of the professional beamwriters, such as that by Raith, include proprietary
software that can be applied to pattern designs before exposure. These generally
model the electron distribution as a double Gaussian, sometimes with an
exponential decay, in the form of Monte Carlo simulations. It must be noted,
however, that before such simulations can be made a number of mathematical
parameters need to be measured through the use of various speciĄcally designed
test exposures. Unfortunately, not all systems ofer dose correction programs
making large pattern designs extremely time consuming using even a very basic
form of this technique. Another method that can sometimes be employed is
pattern biasing in which individual shapes and elements are resized whilst
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retaining the same dose.
Dose correction and pattern biasing ofer a simple, but efective, approach to
proximity correction; however, both require long calculation times prior to each
exposure. A slightly more time eicient approach is that of background dose
equalisation in which a GHOST consisting of the reverse pattern is Ąrst exposed
using a defocused beam (Owen and Rissman (1983)). This mimics the shape
of the backscatter distribution resulting in a roughly uniform background dose
after the main exposure, and thus avoids the need for additional computation.
Depending on the pattern design, however, sample throughput can still remain
low because of the need for a second exposure and can also lead to a loss of
both contrast and resolution.
Finally, multiple layer resists can be used during the processing stages as a form
of compensation by reducing the efect in the top layer via the absorption of
backscattered electrons in the lower layer. This does mean that the processing
time and cost is increased, but can also ofer the advantage of a clean lift-of
after metal deposition.
1.4.3 Pre-exposure processing
Before even applying a chosen resist to the sample the very Ąrst thing that must
be done, and is repeated multiple times throughout the fabrication process,
is sample cleaning. Whilst this may seem a trivial process, and can easily be
overlooked, without it di culties can immediately arise in the form of surface
chemical residues and unwanted particles. If present either can result in an
uneven resist layer on the sample that can signiĄcantly afect the quality of the
upcoming exposure and processing.
The general method of sample cleaning is to soak the chips in various solvents
and then blow dry using a nitrogen (N2) gun. The primary solvent used is
acetone which is then cleaned of using IPA. In certain circumstances, such as
at the very beginning of fabrication and after wafer cleavage, ethyl lactate and
methanol may also be employed along with an ultrasonic bath. When using
some resists it is also sometimes necessary to bake the sample after cleaning to
completely dry it and remove any solvent residue left on the surface.
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Once the sample has been cleaned resist is applied in single drops onto the
surface using some form of small disposable pipette. This is then spun at high
speed to cover the surface with a thin uniform layer; an even distribution across
the whole sample is crucial for high quality lithography. Once spun with the
resist the sample should have a level Ąlm across the surface except close to the
edges and corners. It is for this reason that all structures must be fabricated
close to the centre of the chip when using lithography in order to avoid exposure
on uneven resist.
For EBL this thicker corner resist poses no problem; however, for contact
photolithography it can afect how close the exposure resist can be moved to
the glass mask. This can result in the projection of UV light being out of
focus and the exposure edges being poorly deĄned. This can be overcome by
removing the thicker resist, either by a relatively long window exposure (20 s),
or by simply brushing it of carefully without touching the required surface at
the centre.
The speed and time for which a sample is spun depends very much on the resist
used, the thickness required and the chip size. For a standard 5mm x 5mm
chip, a typical speed at which the resist is spun on is 5000 rpm for between
30 seconds and 1 minute. The resulting resist thickness is then dependent
on the concentration and, for PMMA at least, the molecular weight. Resists
containing more solvent are spread more thinly; an A8 dilution of PMMA
would have a much greater thickness than the equivalent A1. Similarly lower
weight variants would have a lower thickness than higher ones.
The overall thickness of the resist is a very important consideration, and the
requirement is decided by the processing to be carried out after exposure.
When etching the whole purpose of the resist is to withstand the etchant, the
most obvious choice is therefore to make it as thick as possible especially when
creating deep trench-like structures. Unfortunately using a thick resist can
severely limit the resolution meaning that for smaller features a thinner resist is
much more preferable. The thickness must be balanced with the etch resistance
and the etch depth needed. For metallisation the thickness is determined by
the depth of metal to be deposited. For a successful lift-of the resist should be
at least one and a half times as thick as the required metal layer.
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After the sample has been spun with resist it must be heated in order to
evaporate the dilution solvent and harden the surface. Temperatures, times and
even methods vary, with photoresists often only requiring a couple of minutes
on a hotplate, but many EBL resists need a full oven bake. PMMA is usually
cured in an oven at a constant temperature of between 100℃ and 200℃ for
one hour.
1.4.4 Post-exposure processing
Wet and Dry Etching
After exposure and development the next stage is to transfer the pattern design
onto the sample; there are two standard processes by which this can be done.
Etching is the Ąrst of these and ofers two distinct methods: wet and dry. Wet
etching involves immersing samples in a solution containing acids, and dry
etching employs the bombardment of ions or the use of plasma. Each ofers
slightly diferent beneĄts as summarised in table 1.1.
Wet Dry
● Low cost and easy to carry out ● High resolution
Advantages ● High etch rate
● High selectivity
● Low resolution ● High cost
Disadvantages ● Potential chemical hazards ● Poor selectivity
● Potential wafer contamination ● Potential radiation damage
Table 1.1: The advantages and disadvantages of wet and dry etching.
A typical wet etch for GaAs, which can also be used for (Ga,Mn)As, is a solution
containing sulphuric acid (H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and water (H2O).
These can be mixed with diferent ratios of various concentrations to control the
etch rate with a higher quantity of acid leading to higher etch rates. A standard
mixture of 1:5:5 for 80 s is used in Nottingham when fabricating (Ga,Mn)As
Hall bars resulting in an etch depth of roughly 2.2Ûm.
Unfortunately, due to its isotropic nature wet etching is not usually suitable for
nanostructure fabrication. Dry etching was originally developed to resolve this
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Ćaw. There are three main techniques: sputtering, plasma etching and reactive-
ion etching (RIE). Each of these is signiĄcantly more directional than wet
etching with vertical etch rates that are far greater than the lateral etch rates.
Of the three of these it is RIE that is used when fabricating the (Ga,Mn)As
nanorings.
RIE efectively acts as an intermediate between sputtering and plasma etching
with both beam energy and chamber pressure generally somewhere between
the two. It makes use of both ion bombardment (sputtering) and chemical
reactions. A standard RIE set-up consists of a low pressure vacuum chamber
within which two electrodes are used to create an electric Ąeld to accelerate
ions towards the sample. A gas is pumped through the chamber and a strong
oscillating RF Ąeld applied which ionises the molecules to form a plasma that
generates both ions and free radicals. When ions strike the sample they remove
material via the transfer of kinetic energy, whilst free radicals react chemically
with the exposed surface atoms forming volatile products. Both processes act
to etch the sample and it is this strongly vertical approach that leads to such
anisotropic properties when using RIE.
A high quality and reproducible etch relies on conditions in the system being
held constant; the pressure, gas Ćow rates and radio frequency (RF) power
must all be closely monitored. Typically a system needs a few seconds to
settle before controllable and constant etching can be carried out. The choice
of gases used within the chamber depends on the material to be etched with
diferent gas combinations promoting diferent ion species. The RIE of GaAs is
frequently carried out using SiCl4-based plasmas.
Metallisation
The second process that may be performed after development is metallisation:
selectively coating the sample with metal. Whilst etching is usually used for
deĄning the actual structures within the chip, metallisation is used to create
contacts to the device, or alignment marks. Contact pads can be bonded to in
order to make electrical measurements, and alignment marks used to position
further processing steps. The most widely used metal for both is gold.
Metallic layers are deposited onto samples via controlled evaporation in purpose
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built systems. These consist of a large bell jar containing a windowed sample
holder with shutter, metal coils and a piezoelectric crystal. Pieces of high
purity metal are heated by passing a high current through the coils resulting
in an angular distribution of emitted atoms that uniformly cover all surfaces in
line-of-sight. Deposition onto the sample is controlled by the shutter whilst the
crystal is used to measure the rate.
The general procedure after Ątting the sample is to pump the system down to
around 10−6 to 10−7Torr, and then with the shutter still closed to begin heating
the metal. The deposition rate is then adjusted via the applied current, and
the pressure left to stabilise before uncovering the sample. This stabilisation is
required in order to release any trapped gases or unwanted surface impurities
from the metal before deposition. In most cases before the evaporation of the
main metallic layer a thin wetting layer is needed to improve adhesion to the
sample surface. Standard adhesion layers for gold are chromium or titanium
with a thickness of around 20 nm.
The next step after evaporation is to remove the resist and with it the unwanted
metal; a process that is usually made much easier by well-deĄned edges in
the resist from an accurate exposure and development. Lift-of is performed
simply by immersing the sample in a solvent such as acetone. In most cases
the resist-metal will easily separate from the surface after a short period of
soaking, but sometimes it can also be necessary to agitate it either by spraying
further solvent across or, in the worst case scenarios, by using a short burst of
ultrasound in a sonicator. However, this is generally considered to be a last
resort because it can easily result in damage to the metal layer if used for too
long.
1.5 Post-growth Annealing
The strong magnetic behaviour of a ferromagnetic material is derived from
the quantum-mechanical exchange interaction between unpaired electron spins.
This acts to align spins resulting in a net magnetic moment even in the absence
of an external magnetic Ąeld. However, rather than being composed of a single
region of parallel moments these materials consist of a number of domains
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each spontaneously magnetised to saturation. The alignment within these
magnetic domains varies from one to another with the directions based on the
minimisation of internal energy. This can result in largely random directions
and a total magnetisation close zero, however, certain directions can be preferred
based on the crystal structure, stress or shape. Ferromagnets usually have
easy-axes which are energetically favourable crystallographic directions for
the spontaneous magnetisation resulting from magnetocrystalline anisotropy.
Further information about magnetic anisotropy within (Ga,Mn)As can be found
in section 1.7.2.
The application of a small external magnetic Ąeld to this structure causes
domains to line up with one another until the magnetisation becomes saturated
when all domains are aligned in the direction of the external Ąeld. Ferromagnets
then tend to stay magnetised once the Ąeld is removed with the fraction of
the saturation magnetisation retained called the remanence. All ferromagnetic
materials have a maximum temperature at which this alignment of spins and
domain structure is destroyed resulting in zero spontaneous magnetisation.
The Curie temperature �c is the point where the thermal energy becomes
great enough to overcome the efects of the exchange interaction. Above this
temperature the material loses its ferromagnetism and becomes paramagnetic
with random spin orientations.
The Ąrst ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As samples, grown in the mid-nineties, dis-
played relatively low Curie temperatures around 60K (Ohno et al. (1996))
due in part to their low Mn doping levels. Sample growths performed over
the subsequent couple of years therefore focused on increasing this value both
through the use of post-growth annealing and by improving the MBE growth
process. These early low concentration samples showed behaviour consistent
with the Zener model (1.2.1), however, in 1998 a plateau was reached at
110K (Matsukura et al. (1998)) with higher concentrations resulting in values
lower than that predicted and samples demonstrating signiĄcant magnetisation
deĄcits. Very little progress was made for almost Ąve years with increased
annealing temperatures and times leading to very similar results or even drops
in �c from as-grown (Potashnik et al. (2001); Yu et al. (2002)). This value was
even proposed as a fundamental upper limit (Yu et al. (2002)) related to the
self-compensation covered in section 1.2.
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Work on improving sample Curie temperatures from this apparent limit therefore
concentrated on the reduction or removal of the unwanted interstitial manganese
and arsenic antisite defects. Unfortunately, self-compensation is an important
property connected to the lattice stability with the formation of interstitial
manganese crucial to (Ga,Mn)As growth beyond the equilibrium solubility
limit. Avoiding the formation of Mnint defects is therefore impossible during
the MBE growth process itself. The solution to this problem was found in 2002
by annealing samples following a similar approach to that used previously, but
at much lower temperatures for longer periods of time (Edmonds et al. (2002);
Ku et al. (2003); Wang et al. (2005a)). Careful control of both the growth and
annealing conditions allowed samples to be produced with Curie temperatures
as high as 173K, well in excess of the original record.
This pronounced increase in �c arises from the metastable nature of the un-
wanted Mnint defects. The low activation energies of these atoms allows them
to be removed by annealing samples at temperatures below 200K. Prior to
this work samples had always been annealed around 250K at temperatures
potentially high enough to not only remove the interstitial manganese, but also
the higher activation energy substitutional manganese. The resulting reduction
in MnGa could explain the observed drops in �c in some of the earlier work
when annealing for longer periods of time.
These initial studies showed that sample Curie temperatures are very sensitive to
both the annealing temperature and time with optimum conditions dependant
on sample thickness. Samples consisting of thinner (Ga,Mn)As layers were found
to be annealed quicker than their thicker counterparts with in situ monitoring
showing more rapid resistivity drops with reduced Ąlm thicknesses. From this
behaviour it was deduced that the most dominant mechanism in the removal of
interstitial defects is a difusion to the surface leading to Mnint passivation via
oxidation. Models of the difusion of interstitial manganese to the free surface
gave an excellent agreement with the resistivity data assuming the increases
in carrier concentration are entirely caused by the removal of compensating
Mnint defects (Edmonds et al. (2004)). The expected surface accumulation of
manganese from this behaviour was conĄrmed by auger electron spectroscopy
(AES) on samples both before and after annealing.
It is this resulting rise in carrier concentration that leads to an increase in
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�c as predicted by the mean-Ąeld Zener model (1.2.1). Hole densities within
6% manganese samples typically increase by a factor of two whilst changes
in mobility remain below 10% (Edmonds et al. (2004)). Low-temperature
annealing also results in an increase in saturation moment, and changes in
the forms of both the magnetisation �(� ) and the resistivity �(� ). However,
not all of the efects of these defects are reversible with lattice constants still
remaining higher than that expected without interstitials due in part to the
survival of some Mnint atoms even after an optimised annealing process.
Whilst the efects of interstitial manganese can be greatly reduced via sample
annealing, arsenic antisite defects are not as easily removed. This is due to
their stability up to 450℃ well above the temperature at which manganese
precipitation starts to dominate the properties of (Ga,Mn)As. However, anti-
sites can be minimised by growing samples using As2 dimers rather than As4
tetramers (Campion et al. (2003)).
1.6 Measuring Sample Curie Temperatures
1.6.1 Remanent Magnetisation
The standard method used to obtain the Curie temperature of ferromagnetic
materials is through the use of a SQUID system by measuring the remanent
magnetisation as a function of temperature. This involves Ąeld-cooling the
sample in order to saturate the magnetisation in the direction of the Ąeld before
warming up and measuring the remanence. The measured remanence is equal
to the spontaneous magnetisation because of the strong uniaxial anisotropy
and single domain structure of high �c (Ga,Mn)As samples. Typical applied
Ąelds used when measuring the �c of (Ga,Mn)As samples are between 500Oe
and 1000Oe. This has to be high enough to saturate the magnetisation,
but low enough to avoid unwanted Ąelds caused by trapped Ćux within the
superconducting magnet. Figure 1.6.1 shows remanent magnetisation plots of
a 12%, 25 nm (Ga,Mn)As sample taken from wafer Mn437 both as-grown and
annealed. These datasets demonstrate the signiĄcant rise in �c after annealing
as well as a move to more uniaxial behaviour along the ︁11¯0︁ direction.
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Figure 1.6.1: Typical remanent magnetisation curves for a high �c
(Ga,Mn)As sample both as-grown (a) and fully annealed (b) after a
Ąeld-cool at 1000Oe. The inset in (b) shows the annealed data close to
�c and demonstrates how even for high quality samples a small non-zero
magnetisation can be present above �c.
The magnetisation of a ferromagnetic material is expected to drop sharply
to zero at the Curie temperature. However, as can be seen from the inset in
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Ągure 1.6.1b this is not usually the case within (Ga,Mn)As samples. A small
tail is frequently observed which can potentially result in poorly deĄned mea-
sured Curie temperatures. This behaviour is caused by sample inhomogeneity
efectively resulting in a non-uniform Curie temperature across the sample, and
the presence of small unwanted external magnetic Ąelds.
This inhomogeneity arises from the high-sensitivity of the material to its growth
temperature. During MBE growth the temperature is controlled by a centrally
mounted heater resulting in a temperature gradient from the centre of the wafer
to the outside edge. For a typical two inch wafer this drop in temperature
is roughly 2K which can lead to radial �c variations of as much as 3K. A
more in-depth overview of this �c broadening can be found in the critical
phenomena chapter in section 2.5.5. The small external magnetic Ąelds are also
very di cult to remove within a SQUID due to the use of a superconducting
magnet. Whilst the applied Ąelds during cooling are kept below 1000Oe to
minimise this efect small magnetic Ąelds are still always present, and can be
enough to alter the behaviour upon approaching �c.
1.6.2 Arrott Plots
These problems with remanent magnetisation measurements of (Ga,Mn)As
are further exacerbated when measuring as-grown samples with additional
di culties associated when samples are biaxial. An alternative technique
frequently used to calculate sample Curie temperatures is through the use of
Arrott plots (Arrott (1957)). In his original paper Arrott made use of a power
series expansion of the magnetic Ąeld � derived from the mean-Ąeld Brillouin
function.
� = �Û tanh(Û� ⟩ ÛÚ�
�B�
) (1.6.1)
By rewriting this function and expressing the inverse hyperbolic tangent as
a Taylor series a relation can be found between � and � . Equation (1.6.2)
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By ignoring the higher order terms in this expansion it can be seen that a plot
of�2 against �
�
for a given temperature close to �c should be linear. At � = �c
the susceptibility is theoretically inĄnite, and therefore the associated Arrott
plot should pass through the graph origin. The Curie temperature can therefore
be calculated by making a series of magnetisation against Ąeld measurements at
temperatures around that expected, plotting their respective Arrott isotherms,
and then making linear Ąts to each to Ąnd the intercept values.
The use of Arrott plots can potentially avoid the uncertainty faced when
performing standard magnetisation measurements. However, this techniques
does require a much greater amount of time to complete, and relies on a
number of assumptions and simpliĄcations, most notably the use of the mean-
Ąeld approximation. Another advantage of this method is that it can also
be performed via magnetotransport measurements due to the presence of the
anomalous Hall efect within ferromagnetic materials. This allows a relatively
accurate calculation of the sample Curie temperature without the need for a
SQUID system.
The transverse resistivity �xy of a ferromagnet such as (Ga,Mn)As can be
described as the sum of both the ordinary and anomalous Hall components. The
Ąrst term representing the efects of the Lorentz force on charge carriers, and the
second the Hall efect contribution due to the spontaneous magnetisation.
�xy = �0�z ⟩�A�z (1.6.3)
The ordinary Hall coeicient �0 depends mainly on the charge carrier density
� whilst the anomalous Hall coeicient �A depends on a variety of material




�A ∝ ��xx (1.6.5)
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The anomalous Hall contribution is typically much greater than that of the
ordinary Hall efect. Equation (1.6.3) can therefore be simpliĄed and rewritten




Measurements of both the longitudinal and transverse resistances can therefore
be used in place of the magnetisation plotting (�xy
�nxx
)2 against �(�xy⇑�nxx) for a
series of isotherms following the same approach as the standard Arrott plots.
Competing theories on metals suggest the scaling exponent between �A and �xx
to be either � = 1 due to anisotropic (skew) scattering (Smit (1955, 1958)) or
� = 2 due to a side-jump mechanism (Berger (1970)). More recent theoretical
work focused on the (III,Mn)V semiconductors suggests that for (Ga,Mn)As
this exponent should be equal to two (Jungwirth et al. (2002)).
1.7 Properties of (Ga,Mn)As
1.7.1 Transport Properties
Whilst the techniques given in section 1.6 are the most widely accepted meth-
ods of calculating a materialŠs Curie temperature, early work on (Ga,Mn)As
suggested a potential alternative without the need for a SQUID system or the
time required for Arrott plot analysis. Past papers studying both the trans-
port and magnetic properties of (Ga,Mn)As demonstrated a close correlation
between the Curie temperature from the magnetisation and the peak in resis-
tance (Potashnik et al. (2001); Eid et al. (2005)). A number of theories were
postulated to try to explain this behaviour based on the coherent scattering
from long wavelength spin Ćuctuations and the early work of De Gennes and
Friedel (1958).
With a high number of the early studies also showing similar behaviour, mea-
suring the sample resistance as a function of temperature became an accepted
approach to quickly calculating �c to such an extent that groups continue to
apply this method when characterising the highest �c (Ga,Mn)As (Chen et al.
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(2011)). Unfortunately, work performed by Novák et al. (2008) has shown that
this technique does not give reliable values for fully annealed samples, and is
only approximately true for lower �c as-grown samples. Applying this method
to fully annealed samples tends to overestimate the value by as much as 10K
to 20K. It is therefore only useful as a guide for �c when limited to transport
measurements.
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Figure 1.7.1: Typical resistance against temperature plots for as-
grown (black) and annealed (red) (Ga,Mn)As samples performed using a
standard Hall bar structure. These datasets were taken from an Mn437
sample adjacent to that used to measure the magnetisation shown in
Ągure 1.6.1. The Curie temperature values are therefore that taken from
these magnetisation plots on a diferent sample as rough a comparison
to the position of the peak in resistance.
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The reason for such a dramatic diference is the change in resistance behaviour
seen after annealing. Figure 1.7.1 shows typical examples of both as-grown
and annealed behaviour from a 12%, 25 nm (Ga,Mn)As sample taken from
the same wafer as that used in Ągure 1.6.1. The annealed behaviour shown in
red not only demonstrates a signiĄcant drop in overall resistance and a peak
shift to higher temperatures, but also a pronounced change in the shape of the
peak.
A typical as-grown sampleŠs resistance tends to increase as the temperature
is reduced following an exponential-like form up to a peak. This is frequently
found to be close to the sample Curie temperature. In contrast annealed
sample behaviour is almost linear at higher temperatures with a much smaller,
shallower increase before reaching a peak. The peak itself is also much Ćatter
and broader than that of an as-grown sample with an appreciable shift to
higher temperatures relative to the Curie temperature. This shift is clearly
demonstrated by the �c values taken from the adjacent sample magnetisation
measurements shown in Ągure 1.6.1. As-grown datasets also show a more
pronounced rise in resistance at lower temperatures due to an additional
resistive term on top of that of the expected peak behaviour. It is this added
component that results in a peak at lower temperatures close to �c for as-grown
samples.
1.7.2 Magnetic Anisotropy
As brieĆy discussed at the beginning of section 1.5, magnetic materials such
as (Ga,Mn)As exhibit preferred directions of magnetisation called easy axes.
These are energetically favourable directions along which moments tend to
align under zero applied Ąeld. This directional dependence of a materialŠs
magnetic properties is called magnetic anisotropy. There are three main types
of magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnets: magnetocrystalline, magneto-elastic
and shape.
Magnetocrystalline is the most common form of magnetic anisotropy. It is an
intrinsic property of ferromagnetic materials that arises from the atomic struc-
ture of the crystal. The primary source of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
is spin-orbit coupling: the interaction of the spin magnetic moments with the
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crystal lattice. Magneto-elastic anisotropy is also derived from the spin-orbit
interaction, however, rather than being an intrinsic property it is dictated by
strain on the sample. If the lattice is changed by strain the distance between
magnetic moments is altered leading to a change in the interaction energies,
and therefore the magnetic behaviour.
Whilst the magnetocrystalline is independent of the dimensions of a sample,
magnetic anisotropy can also be caused by shape. Shape anisotropy exists in
any non-spherical magnetic domain due to the formation of magnetic poles
at the edges caused by a dipolar magnetostatic interaction. This creates
demagnetising Ąelds that act to oppose the total magnetic moment. Within a
spherical domain the magnitude of this Ąeld is the same for any given direction
due to symmetry, but for a non-symmetric domain the Ąeld can be stronger in
certain directions. For a long and narrow magnetic domain, for example, the
demagnetising Ąeld is stronger across the width, this leads to a magnetic easy
axis parallel to the length.
The strength of the demagnetising Ąeld depends on the magnitude of the sample
magnetisation and a demagnetising factor: a coeicient between zero and one
which determines the preferred direction. For a cube this takes a value of 1
3
along each of the orthogonal axes, but for a wire the value is roughly 1 across
its width, but close to 0 along the length.
The magnetic anisotropy of (Ga,Mn)As is dominated by the the magnetocrys-
talline and magnetoelastic terms with shape anisotropy being much less signiĄ-
cant due to the low moment density. The cubic symmetry of the (Ga,Mn)As
lattice provides a cubic magnetocrystalline term resulting in a speciĄc case of
bi-axial anisotropy in which the two easy axes are at ninety degrees. Typically
(Ga,Mn)As Ąlms demonstrate a competition between this cubic anisotropy, and
a uniaxial component of unknown origin. Both of these components lie in-plane
due to a symmetric, compressive growth strain arising from a lattice mismatch
between the (Ga,Mn)As Ąlm and GaAs substrate.
The exact details of the magnetic anisotropy in (Ga,Mn)As varies greatly
betweem samples, but in general the cubic term is found to have a stronger
temperature dependence with samples tending toward uniaxial behaviour upon
approaching �c. For annealed samples this uniaxial anisotropy can persist down
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Figure 1.7.2: Typical examples of (Ga,Mn)As datasets dominated by
(a) uniaxial, (b) bi-axial and (c) cubic anisotropy.
to low temperatures, but cubic or biaxial can frequently become dominant
at lower temperatures, particularly in as-grown samples. The anisotropic
behaviour of samples can even be changed by the annealing process due to the
sensitive dependence of the anisotropy on hole concentration and strain. The
behaviour of the magnetic anisotropy in (Ga,Mn)As Ąlms has been modelled in
the past using a single domain model with the unknown uniaxial term included
via an artiĄcial anisotropic shear strain (King et al. (2011)).
Figure 1.7.2 shows Ąeld-loop datasets from three as-grown samples which
exhibit dominant (a) uniaxial, (b) bi-axial and (c) cubic behaviour. These
are all past datasets performed by diferent members of the group, both the
bi-axial and cubic examples were taken at 2K, and the uniaxial at 60K. As
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with many as-grown samples the uniaxial sample becomes bi-axial at lower
temperatures.
Figure 1.7.2a demonstrates strong uniaxial behaviour along the ︁11¯0︁ direction
with a quick switch at low Ąelds. The sample in 1.7.2b also shows a sharp change
at low Ąeld, however, this is accompanied by a more gradual curved proĄle
at higher Ąelds. This behaviour is seen in both the ︁11¯0︁ and [110] directions,
but with clear diference between them. The behaviour seen in 1.7.2c is very
similar to that in 1.7.2b, however, unlike the bi-axial sample both directions
are the same suggesting a largely cubic dominated anisotropy.
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One of the most important areas within condensed-matter physics is the study of
phase transitions. These are points in parameter space at which a system moves
from state in thermodynamic equilibrium to another. They are manifested as
sudden or sharp changes in various physical quantities. There are two types
of phase transition: discontinuous phase transitions which are accompanied
by the release of latent heat, and continuous phase transitions that are not.
Critical phenomena are the behaviour of a materialŠs properties at or around a
continuous phase transition.
Phase transitions can be driven by a number of parameters; a typical example
of this is the temperature with systems tending to move from an ordered state
at low-temperatures to a disordered state at higher temperatures. One of the
most studied continuous phase transitions driven by temperature is that of a
ferromagnetic material which becomes paramagnetic above a certain critical
point. The temperature at which this transitions occurs is called the Curie
temperature �c named after the French physicist Pierre Curie.
One of the most interesting aspects of continuous phase transitions is that the
behaviour of a materialŠs properties close to the critical point is found to be
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the same across many diferent physical systems, and that this behaviour only
depends on a small number of parameters. Power-law scaling relations can be
derived between diferent quantities, such as the speciĄc heat and magnetic
susceptibility, described by critical exponents which fall into a number of
distinct universality classes. The study of this behaviour close to �c within
ferromagnets is very useful in the understanding of their magnetic and electronic
properties.
Studies of critical phenomena and continuous phase transitions were originally
performed in the sixties and seventies on transition-metal ferromagnets such as
nickel (Kouvel and Fisher (1964)) and iron (Lederman et al. (1974)). Measure-
ments and detailed analysis of the magnetic properties of these materials close
to the Curie temperature allowed the calculation of power-law exponents with
strong agreements to theoretical models.
With these 3d elemental ferromagnets now fairly well understood more recent
work on critical phenomena has focused on more complex systems such as
perovskite structures and the DMSs. Measurements within various perovskite
manganites (Kar et al. (2006); Ghosh et al. (2006); Fan et al. (2010)) have
shown that it is possible to make calculations of the critical exponents of
such systems applying similar methods to that used on the aforementioned
metals. Despite this, conclusions drawn from papers on the same material are
frequently in disagreement due to only small diferences between the expected
mean-Ąeld, Heisenberg or Ising modelled critical exponents. Work on the
pervoskite SrRuO3 has also demonstrated critical behaviour within d�d� (Kats
et al. (2001); Kim et al. (2003)), however, in similar manner to that seen in
the manganite studies, conclusions regarding the exponent values have been
varied.
This disparity between results suggests that there are a number of inherent
di culties associated with these more complex structures over the metals. This
would also imply that critical behaviour studies on (Ga,Mn)As are likely to
pose a number of problems when trying to calculate accurate, reproducible
critical exponent values. The limited number of experimental papers focused
on the subject supports this with observations of critical behaviour (Jiang et al.
(2009); Khazen et al. (2010); Yuldashev et al. (2011)) leading to very mixed
or imprecise results. Section 2.4 gives a more in-depth overview of some of
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the experimental work performed up to this point on the critical behaviour of
(Ga,Mn)As.
With this past work in mind the focus of this chapter will be on the measurement
of the magnetic properties of (Ga,Mn)As close to �c with the aim of conĄrming
the Heisenberg-like critical behaviour predicted by Priour and Das Sarma (2010).
Both magnetisation and susceptibility measurements will be performed in order
to calculate exponents Ñ and Ò respectively, and Ąeld-sweep measurements
made to accurately calculate sample Curie temperatures. The next section will
cover the background theory of critical phenomena, including phase transitions
and universality classes, before giving a basic overview of a number of the more
well known ferromagnetic models. The chapter will then move on to discuss
the measurements themself with information regarding setup optimisation,
the data analysis techniques used to obtain accurate exponent values, and




Before considering critical behaviour the Ąrst thing that must be understood is
the concept of phases and the types of transition from one phase to another.
All systems in thermodynamic equilibrium exist in diferent phases throughout
which all physical properties are essentially uniform. The most well known
examples of this within the real world are the states of matter. The solid,
liquid and gas states of H2O particularly are a regular feature, and even a
requirement, of everyday life.
In general, phase transitions are deĄned as points in parameter space at which
the thermodynamic potential becomes non-analytic. Such a failure of analyticity
can only occur at the thermodynamic limit when the system size is assumed to
be inĄnite. Theoretical models therefore always consider this bulk limit. Within
experiment this limit is not strictly reached; however, a typical macroscopic
system does contain roughly 1023 degrees of freedom enough to observe the
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efects of critical behaviour.
Transitions can be classiĄed in a number of ways, the Ąrst was proposed by
P. Ehrenfest based on the behaviour of the free energy at or around a phase
boundary. This method results in two main groups: Ąrst order and second
order phase transitions. The changes between states of matter are an example
of Ąrst order transitions, and the magnetic transition of (Ga,Mn)As studied
within this chapter an example of a second order transition.
In the Ehrenfest classiĄcation system a Ąrst order transition involves discontin-
uous behaviour in one or more of the Ąrst partial derivatives of the free energy;
for example the entropy −��
��
. Within second order transitions these remain
continuous, and it is the second order derivatives that demonstrate a disconti-
nuity. Two examples of this in a magnetic system such as (Ga,Mn)As are the
speciĄc heat and the susceptibility. Unfortunately, whilst such classiĄcation
does group similar transitions together it is limited to a purely thermodynamic
view of the phenomena and is not always precise.
A more complete form of classiĄcation based on the theoretical work of L. D.
Landau involves the presence of a latent heat and a breaking of symmetry at the
phase transition. In 1937 Landau suggested that continuous phase transitions
are a manifestation of a broken symmetry, and noted that transitions without
a break in symmetry are accompanied by a latent heat. Therefore within
this new system Ąrst order, or discontinuous, phase transitions are classiĄed
as that which involve a latent heat, and second order, or continuous, phase
transitions classiĄed as that which do not involve a latent heat. Figure 2.2.1
shows examples of both types of phase transition.
LandauŠs approach to second order phase transitions also involves the introduc-
tion of the idea of order parameters that are zero in one state and non-zero
in the other. A zero value means that the symmetry of the ground state is
the same as that of the Hamiltonian whilst a non-zero value means that the
symmetry has been broken. In most cases the order parameter is found to
vanish on the high-temperature side of the transition. Systems are generally
more ordered at lower temperatures because the interactions between atoms
are able to overcome the efects of thermal motion. The order parameter is
therefore a measure of the order present within a system.
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Figure 2.2.1: (a) A typical phase diagram of a thermodynamic system
at equilibrium showing three distinct states of matter. This is an example
of a Ąrst order phase transition in which the order parameter is the density.
(b) A magnetisation against temperature plot from (Ga,Mn)As sample
Mn438_a2 measured in Nottingham. A second order phase transition
occurs at the Curie temperature �c.
Within ferromagnetism the order parameter of a system is the spontaneous
magnetisation � . In this case the critical point is called the Curie temperature
�c which separates the disordered paramagnetic phase above �c from the ordered
ferromagnetic phase below �c. The magnetisation is zero in the paramagnetic
phase above �c, and non-zero in the ferromagnetic phase below �c. The order
parameter is therefore a physical quantity that clearly distinguishes between
phases.
An idealised ferromagnetic system can be modelled by a Hamiltonian consisting
of a lattice of elementary magnets. Interactions between these magnets are
rotationally invariant such that the Hamiltonian itself is rotationally invariant.
Above �c the system is paramagnetic and the magnetisation zero, consequently
the ground state is also rotationally invariant. However, below �c the system
becomes spontaneously magnetised in a certain direction resulting in the ground
state not being rotationally invariant. The state of the system therefore does
not show the symmetry of the Hamiltonian. Further information regarding
the Landau-Ginzburg model, order parameters and spontaneous symmetry
breaking can be found in Binney et al. (1992).
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The Ąrst basic model developed for the understanding of magnetic phase
transitions was mean-Ąeld theory. Below the Curie temperature within a
ferromagnet there is a spontaneous magnetisation with no applied magnetic
Ąeld suggesting an ordered arrangement of the electron spins. This alignment
is then broken down by thermal motion above �c. Within mean-Ąeld theory
this behaviour is modelled via an internal interaction between moments called
the exchange Ąeld equivalent to a magnetic Ąeld �E. Each magnetic moment
is assumed to experience a Ąeld proportional to the magnetisation as shown
by equation (2.2.1). This mean-Ąeld approximation efectively simpliĄes the
many-body statistical problem to a single-body problem.
�E = Ú� (2.2.1)
This can be combined with the simpliĄed paramagnetic Brillouin function for the
magnetisation using a total angular momentum � = 1
2
to form equation (2.2.2)
with an external magnetic Ąeld of �. Here � is the number of moments, Û the
magnetic moment per site, and �B the Boltzmann constant.
� = �Û tanh(Û� ⟩ ÛÚ�
�B�
) (2.2.2)
This can then be rewritten in terms of the reduced Ąeld ℎ, reduced magnetisation
�, and reduced temperature � as deĄned by (2.2.4).
� = tanh(ℎ ⟩�












= 1 − �B�
�Û2Ú
By expanding (2.2.3) as a Taylor series to the second term (2.2.5) and rear-
ranging, the mean-Ąeld equation of state close to �c can be derived as shown
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by equation (2.2.6).
� ≅ ℎ ⟩�





= −� ⟩ �2
3
(2.2.6)
This equation predicts that under zero Ąeld the remanent magnetisation should
show a power law behaviour of �Ñ close to �c in which the exponent Ñ = 12 .
Similarly just above �c the magnetic susceptibility ä = �� is predicted to show
a �−Ò dependence in which Ò = 1. However, such behaviour is not observed
experimentally: within three-dimensional systems the exponents are found to
be closer to Ñ = 1
3
and Ò = 4
3
.
A disagreement with experiment is also observed at lower temperatures with the
experimental results demonstrating a much more rapid temperature dependence
of the magnetisation. For � ≪ �c equation (2.2.2) with zero external Ąeld can
be approximated to
Δ� =�(0) −�(� ) ≅ 2�Û exp(−2ÚÛ2
�B�
) (2.2.7)
However, experimental results show the magnetisation to follow a �
3
2 depen-
dence as seen in equation (2.2.8).
Δ�
�(0) = �� 3⇑2 (2.2.8)
This behaviour is the result of collective oscillations of the coupled magnetic
moments called magnons. It can be derived from the total number of magnons
excited at a given temperature as shown in most solid state textbooks (Kittel
(2005), p.334).
2.2.2 Universality
One of the major disadvantages of the mean-Ąeld theory is that it does not take
in to account the efects of Ćuctuations resulting in the large disagreement with
experiment. However, it does ofer a basis for the theory of phase transitions
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that is partially correct. Mean-Ąeld theory suggests a single universal behaviour
of properties close to �c that is found not to be the case. Measurements across
a wide variety of very diferent systems show that there are a restricted number
of universality classes which arise from the types of order parameter, system
symmetry and dimensionality.
Each class has its own set of critical exponents that describe the power law
behaviour of properties in the critical region close to �c. The expected power
law behaviour of the properties most relevant to the (Ga,Mn)As measurements
taken in this chapter are shown by (2.2.9). Both the magnetisation � and
susceptibility ä dependences on the reduced temperature � are efectively
generalisations of that found from the mean-Ąeld theory.
� ∝ �Ñ � → �c from below, � = 0 (2.2.9a)
ä∝ �−Ò � → �c from above, � = 0 (2.2.9b)
� ∝� 1δ at � = �c (2.2.9c)
�� ∝ �−Ð � → �c, � = 0 (2.2.9d)
Here the speciĄc heat is shown to diverge in a way similar to that of the
susceptibility with a critical exponent Ð > 0. However, within real systems
�� can also be seen to show a much slower log(1� ) divergence or even a Ąnite
peak.
Equation (2.2.10) shows how the logarithmic behaviour can be considered to







(�−Ð − 1) (2.2.10)
In the case of a Ąnite peak favourable Ątting is usually found to equation (2.2.11).
Comparing this to (2.2.10) suggests that these are examples of negative Ð.
�� = �︀Ð︀ (1 − �︀Ð︀) (2.2.11)
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All three cases are generally embraced within the single formula
�� ∝ 1
Ð
(�−Ð − 1) (2.2.12)
The power laws shown by (2.2.9) can be derived from the Widom scaling
hypothesis in which the GibbŠs free energy �(�,�) close to �c is approximated
to a function of the form
�(�,�) = � 1wΨ± ( �
��⇑�
) (2.2.13)
where Ψ+(�) and Ψ−(�) are two diferent functions of a single variable for
� > �c and � ⎨ �c respectively. This scaling form of the free energy guarantees
that the critical exponents are the same above and below �c. The magnetic
properties of a system are related to the free energy by the equations shown
below.




= −�( 1−uw )Ψ′±(0) (2.2.14a)




= −�( 1−2uw )Ψ′′±(0) (2.2.14b)


















− 1) �( 1w−2) (2.2.14d)
When calculating the relation between� and � at � = �c (2.2.14c) the Widom
scaling hypothesis is re-expressed as
�(�,�) =� 1u Ψ˜( �
��⇑�
) where Ψ˜(�) ≡ � −1u Ψ(�) (2.2.15)
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Comparing these results to that shown by (2.2.9) leads to
Ñ = 1 − �
�




1 − � Ð = 2 − 1�
Relations can therefore be derived between critical exponents from the same
universality class. Those most relevant to this work are shown by (2.2.17).
Ð ⟩ 2Ñ ⟩ Ò = 2 RushbrookeŠs scaling law (2.2.17a)
Ð ⟩ Ñ (1 ⟩ Ó) = 2 Gri thsŠ scaling law (2.2.17b)
Ò = Ñ (Ó − 1) WidomŠs scaling law (2.2.17c)
These laws were originally derived as inequalities phenomenologically via ther-
modynamic arguments and are converted to equalities by the scaling hypothesis.
An example of such a derivation for the Rushbrooke inequality is shown below



















Substitutions into this can be made using equations relating the entropy to the
speciĄc heat (2.2.19), the Maxwell relation shown by (2.2.20), and the partial
derivative relation (2.2.21).































Equation (2.2.22) shows the result of these substitutions rearranged as the difer-
ence between the speciĄc heats at constant Ąeld �� and constant magnetisation
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�� .








This can be combined with the scaling functions shown by (2.2.9), and an
inquality formed by removing �� since the speciĄc heat at constant magnetisa-
tion is always greater than zero. Equation (2.2.23) shows the inequality within
the critical region below �c.
(�c − � )−Ð′ ≥ �(�c − � )Ò′(�c − � )2(Ñ−1) (2.2.23)
Therefore for suiciently small reduced temperature values close to �c
−Ð′ ≤ Ò′ ⟩ 2(Ñ − 1)
∴ Ð′ ⟩ 2Ñ ⟩ Ò′ ≥ 2 (2.2.24)
2.2.3 Ferromagnetic Models
The standard method for modelling ferromagnetism is to consider an idealised
magnetic system in which magnetic atoms sit on a periodic lattice. Each atom
has an elementary magnetic moment or spin of Ąxed magnitude. The simplest
and most famous form of this is the Ising model Ąrst proposed by W. Lenz and
put forward in the doctoral thesis of E. Ising (Ising (1925)).
Within the Ising model the spins are described as discrete variables that can
exist in one of two states �� = ±1. Each spin can then only interact with its
nearest neighbours in the lattice through an exchange coupling. The energy of
this system is determined by the sum of the interactions between spins and
their neighbours on the lattice as shown by (2.2.25).
� = −� �∑
⎨��>
���� − Û� �∑
�
�� (2.2.25)
where J denotes the exchange coupling energy between nearest neighbours and
Û the magnetic moment per spin. The ⎨ �� > indicates that the exchange energy
is counted only for nearest neighbours. If neighbouring spins point in the same
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direction then the energy contributed is −� , and if they are anti-parallel then
the energy is ⟩� .
The most straightforward case of this model is in one-dimension consisting of a
chain of nearest neighbour interacting spins. Within his original paper Ising
numerically solved the 1D case which displayed a �c value of zero and hence
no phase transition or spontaneous magnetisation. However, later analytical
work by L. Onsager (Onsager (1944)) showed that a transition is present in
two-dimensions.
The Ising model is an example of a scalar model of ferromagnetism identical
to the lattice gas model within thermodynamics. Each site on the lattice
efectively contains a scalar variable taking one of two values; within the Ising
model this is � = ±1, and within a lattice gas it is whether the site is occupied
or unoccupied. The Ising model therefore only describes magnetic systems with
an extremely uniaxial anisotropy.
Rather than simply assuming spins can only take parallel or antiparallel values
a more general method is to assign a vector to each site. The three-dimensional
vector case of this is called the Heisenberg model which allows the moments
to point in any direction of space. The Ising model is efectively a simpliĄed
case of this in which the direction of the spin vector is restricted to a single
axis. The spin vector can therefore be replaced by a scalar with positive and
negative signs.
The force aligning neighbouring spins within the Heisenberg model is derived
from an energy dependant on the angle between the two spins, and not on their
orientation with respect to a Ąxed axis. Thus if all spins within the system are
rotated by the same amount the energy is unchanged. The Heisenberg model
is therefore symmetric under arbitrary rotations of the spin; this symmetry is
then broken below �c.
The mean-Ąeld, Ising and Heisenberg models are all part of separate universality
classes each with their own unique critical exponents. Table 2.1 shows the Ð,
Ñ, Ò and Ó values of the models detailed in this section and those most relevant
to the work in this chapter. As stated earlier the system dimensionality takes
a crucial role in determining the universality class, thus the exponent values
are diferent for one-, two- and three-dimensional variants of each respective
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Ð Ñ Ò Ó
Mean-Field 0 0.5 1 3





Ising 3D 0.11 0.326 1.237 4.8
Heisenberg 3D -0.13 0.365 1.396 4.8
Table 2.1: The critical exponents of various statistical spin models of
magnetism. Samples of (Ga,Mn)As are expected to show Heisenberg-like
behaviour.
model.
Section 2.2.1 showed an exact solution to the mean-Ąeld model deriving the
exponents shown within this table. However, whilst the 1D Ising model is a
relatively simple problem to solve, higher dimensional systems are far more
complex. The analytical solution derived by Lars Onsager (Onsager (1944))
for the 2D Ising model is highly non-trivial, and the three-dimensional Ising
model remains unsolved. There are currently no theories for providing exact
predictions to the critical exponents in three-dimensional systems. The values
given in table 2.1 for the 3D Ising and Heisenberg models are therefore estimates
obtained via approximate methods using both Monte Carlo simulations and
perturbation Ąeld-theory.
2.2.4 Fluctuations and Renormalisation
When considering the critical phenomena within a magnet the system is built
up of atoms placed on a lattice. The spins within this system are coupled
over a distance of the order of the correlation length Ý. As the temperature
of the system approaches the critical point, Ćuctuations of increasingly longer
wavelength become apparent in the magnetisation. The correlation length is
the maximum wavelength of these Ćuctuations which is inĄnite at �c.
This divergence results in a serious problem when trying to formulate a model
of these Ćuctuations at a macroscopic scale. Within hydrodynamics, Ćuid
waves can be described by equations that make no reference to the atomic
structure because such waves are characterised by a single deĄnite wavelength
with very little motion at shorter scales. However, when considering the critical
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Ćuctuations in a magnet the longer wavelengths are not dominant. Instead
Ćuctuations occur over all wavelength scales between the correlation length
and the atomic spacing of the lattice. All intermediate wavelengths are crucial
for the physics of critical phenomena.
Such behaviour requires the taking into account of more than simply the nearest
neighbour interactions seen in the previous models. The main theoretical
di culty therefore faced when dealing with critical phenomena is the large
number of degrees of freedom involved, and the fact that there is no clear-cut
method to decouple them in a systematic way. The most important advancement
to this problem came in the 1970s (Wilson (1971)) with the development of a
set of mathematical techniques known as renormalisation group theory based
on the earlier scaling work of L. P. Kadanof (Kadanof (1966)).
The renormalisation group technique establishes a relation between systems
of diferent correlation length. Transformations generated from the renormali-
sation group efectively change the initial system to an equivalent one with a
smaller correlation length and thus fewer degrees of freedom. Repeated trans-
formation stages can therefore lead to a systematic reduction in the efective
correlation length to which standard pair interaction models can be applied.
Once this problem is solved the correspondences can then be followed back to
produce the solution for the original system.
The renormalisation group techniques are not solely limited to critical phenom-
ena, but are useful whenever dealing with Ćuctuations occurring simultaneously
over many length or time scales. The repeated stages efectively eliminate
remaining shortest-wavelength Ćuctuations until only a few macroscopic degrees
of freedom remain. The efects of these shorter Ćuctuations are approximately
accounted for by the renormalisation of the interactions among the remaining
longer wavelength modes.
The renormalisation group theory justiĄes the scaling laws shown by (2.2.17).
The method enables one to predict which details of a system are relevant
to determining the universality class, and which microscopic features are
unimportant close to the critical point. It also allows the calculation of the
properties of any given universality class; the critical properties of simpler cases
have been calculated to a high degree of accuracy, and conĄrmed by experiment.
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Unfortunately, for more complicated cases such a high accuracy is not observed
with further improvements to existing renormalisation group calculations still
desperately needed. A much more comprehensive overview of renormalisation
and renormalisation group theory can be found in Binney et al. (1992) chapters
5 and 11, or most textbooks on critical phenomena.
2.3 Measuring Critical Exponents
Before carrying out magnetometry measurements on samples there were number
of basic problems that needed to be addressed in order to calculate accurate,
reproducible critical exponents. Both the experimental methods and data
analysis techniques posed di culties that Ąrst needed to be overcome.
2.3.1 Data Analysis
In past measurements at Nottingham critical exponents were calculated from
the magnetisation and susceptibility by simply plotting the appropriate dataset
as a log-log graph against log(�). The exponent would then be taken to
be the gradient close to �c. Unfortunately, this method immediately runs
into a number of problems that are not easily resolved. The main problem
associated with this method is the requirement for a known single value of the
Curie temperature, something that cannot accurately be taken from the raw
data.
Whilst theoretically the remanent magnetisation of samples should drop very
deĄnitely to zero, measurements always display a slight tail above �c due to a
very small remaining magnetic Ąeld within the SQUID or the inhomogeneity
of the sample. Changing the value of �c even by a single Kelvin within the
log-log plots can result in a broad range of calculated exponent values that can
easily be classiĄed into another one of the known universality classes.
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Modified-Arrott Plots
The standard method used to avoid this problem is to perform additional
measurements to accurately calculate the sample Curie temperature using
Arrott plots as detailed in chapter 1. Unfortunately, this standard Arrott plot
method assumes a mean-Ąeld model of the behaviour. This is not expected
to be the case for the (Ga,Mn)As samples. One potential solution to this
problem is to make use of a more general equation of state to that derived from
mean-Ąeld theory (2.2.6).
Equation (2.3.1) shows an equation of state Ąrst proposed by Anthony Arrott
and John Noakes (Arrott and Noakes (1967)) for the limit � → �c. This
was originally given as a partially empirical expression that Ątted to earlier
magnetisation measurements on Nickel that did not follow the expected mean-
Ąeld behaviour. The Ñ, Ò and Ó asymptotic relations shown by (2.2.9) can be
derived from this by simply assuming � → 0, � → 0 or �→ 0 respectively, and
making use of the Widom inequality. Both � and � are temperature-independent




1⇑Ò = �� ⟩ ��1⇑Ñ (2.3.1)
The Arrott-Noakes formula is an approximation appropriate close to the critical
isotherm at � = 0 with a 1% level of precision as long as inequality (2.3.2) is
satisĄed (Campostrini et al. (2002)). Here �0 is deĄned as the constant of





1⇑Ñ ≲ 25 (2.3.2)
From the Arrott-Noakes formula it can be seen that linear modiĄed-Arrott
graphs can be produced by plotting �1⇑Ñ against (�
�
)1⇑Ò using the appropriate
universality class critical exponents. Given this requirement the log-log and
Arrott method is clearly not a viable option when studying the critical phe-
nomena with each of the steps requiring the result of the other. The only real
use for the modiĄed-Arrott plots in this case is therefore as a �c consistency
check after the calculation of Ñ and Ò.
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Kouvel-Fisher Analysis
An alternative, and relatively simple, method is to use a Kouvel-Fisher plot
(Kouvel and Fisher (1964)) in which the power law behaviour of the reduced
temperature is efectively removed by dividing the magnetisation or suscepti-
bility by its temperature derivative. A brief mathematical derivation of this
can be seen below for the magnetisation case.
� =�0�Ñ

























(�c − � ) (2.3.3)
A linear Ąt over the critical region should therefore produce a gradient � = − 1
Ñ
and intercept � = �c
Ñ
without the need for prior knowledge of the sample Curie
temperature. This method can also be applied to the susceptibility relating
the gradient and intercept to �c and the critical exponent Ò.
2.3.2 Diamagnetic Background
Whilst the Kouvel-Fisher approach to critical exponent data analysis ofers a
number of advantages over the previously used log-log plots, it still poses a
couple of new problems. The most notable of these is related to a constant
background or shift in the data. Within the log-log plots this would only
manifest itself as a vertical shift with no efect on the gradient, and therefore
the calculated critical exponent. Unfortunately, this is not true of the Kouvel-
Fisher plots.
The most important example of this is within the susceptibility measurements in
which the magnetic Ąeld is swept at each temperature. Any form of diamagnetic
or paramagnetic material in the SQUID sample holder results in a shift of the
measured susceptibility. For the (Ga,Mn)As samples the prominent form of this
is caused by the GaAs substrate on which it is grown; this shows a diamagnetic
contribution to the susceptibility.
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In the past this problem was solved by calculating the background through
Ątting at higher temperatures and magnetic Ąelds. However, this results in
a relatively high associated error which whilst not usually a problem can
have a signiĄcant efect on the Kouvel-Fisher analysis. Within the Ąrst set of
measurements carried out on a (Ga,Mn)As sample this diamagnetic background
was efectively removed by an iterative approach based on the Ątting of a shifted
power law (2.3.4) with a Ąxed �c.




The initial Ąxed Curie temperature was taken from a shifted Kouvel-Fisher
plot with a diamagnetic background 10−8 emuOe−1. This is a rough Ągure
consistent both with previous samples of the same chip size and an open �c Ąt
to the data with equation (2.3.4). This value could be taken because whilst
the Kouvel-Fisher calculated Ò varies by a signiĄcant amount with background
the variation in �c remains relatively small ±0.2K.
Given that this method demonstrates similar drawbacks to the original log-log
plots, further sample measurements required a diferent approach in an efort to
remove the substrate efects prior to analysis. The SQUID efectively measures
the sample magnetisation by measuring the Ćux change through pick-up coils.
The result of this is that a uniform length of material longer than the system
coils and movement range would not be shown in measurements.
The most obvious solution to the diamagnetic background problem is therefore
to have a sample consisting of a uniform rod of GaAs as the substrate with a
region of (Ga,Mn)As at the central point. Unfortunately, standard (Ga,Mn)As
samples are grown on 2 inch wafers seriously limiting the length of fabricated
GaAs rods. Preliminary test measurements demonstrated that such samples
were not long enough to avoid the efects of the substrate background. The
fabrication of such unorthodox samples also resulted in a number of problems
involving the deĄnition and etching of the unwanted (Ga,Mn)As without
signiĄcantly altering the underlying substrate thickness and roughness.
These initial tests did, however, show that the efective length of the rod
could be increased by introducing further GaAs rods to each end. The gaps
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between rods were not apparent when making scans in the SQUID. Rods of
equal width and thickness to the substrate were therefore introduced to the
sample holder on either side of the existing (Ga,Mn)As chips Ąxed to a silicon
rod. The second set of measurements performed on the original (Ga,Mn)As
sample with this alternative mounting technique showed no signs of diamagnetic
background.
2.3.3 Inhomogeneity
The second problem faced when conducting critical phenomena studies of
(Ga,Mn)As is Curie temperature broadening related to the MBE growth pro-
cess. Sample inhomogeneity was demonstrated in past (Ga,Mn)As samples by
Mu Wang (Wang et al. (2008)). Measurements over a vast range of annealed
wafers showed that �c can change radially across a two inch wafer by as much
as 3K. This suggests a potential broadening across a standard chip of up to
0.6K.
The sample inhomogeneity is the main reason for the di culties in the original
log-log plot method. The resulting broadening not only makes it impossible
to directly read of the Curie temperature from the magnetisation data, but
also distorts the expected power law behaviour. An incorrect �c value can then
be chosen which forces the behaviour to appear power law-like with erroneous
critical exponents.
The efect of the broadening on Kouvel-Fisher plots is a drop-of upon ap-
proaching �c resulting in a decrease in the calculated critical exponent. This
immediately brings in to question the temperature range over which to Ąt. Unfor-
tunately, the width of the critical region cannot easily be derived with diferent
materials exhibiting diferent reduced temperature ranges of anything between
� = 0.01 and � = 0.1. Previous Kouvel-Fisher plots of magnetisation measure-
ments on (Ga,Mn)As samples of various manganese concentration demonstrated
linear behaviour up to a reduced temperature of roughly 0.05.
The �c broadening acts to further limit this temperature range. Temperatures
close to �c must be ignored in the Kouvel-Fisher plots in order to avoid the
efects of sample inhomogeneity. Measurements therefore require a higher
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density of temperature points than that carried out previously in Nottingham
in order to make accurate Ąts. The efects of sample inhomogeneity are explored
in more detail in the �c broadening section 2.5.5.
2.3.4 Practical Difficulties
Field Cooling
As well as these problems there were also a number of practical issues that
Ąrst needed to be considered before Ąnalising the experimental methods. When
performing SQUID magnetometry on (Ga,Mn)As samples the application of a
magnetic Ąeld is always a necessity. Even when measuring the magnetisation a
Ąeld cool step is required prior to measurement.
The Ąeld cool step is required in order to saturate the sample. Whilst at the
microscopic scale well below �c the magnetic moments are aligned, samples as
a whole can be composed of saturated domains that are not necessarily parallel.
The application of an external magnetic Ąeld acts to align these domains.
Within the Nottingham SQUID system this external Ąeld is applied via the
use of a superconducting magnet. Unfortunately, one of the results of this
can be trapped Ćux within the coils after applying a large magnetic Ąeld.
These remanent Ąelds whilst less than 5Oe can serious efect the magnetisation
behaviour close to �c in the critical region as well as leading to a shift in the
susceptibility data. In order to minimise this efect the Ąelds applied during
the critical phenomena measurements had to be as small as possible, and yet
large enough to saturate the samples. Magnetic Ąelds of 300Oe or less were
therefore used throughout the measurements, and oscillatory demagnetisation
used between samples.
Susceptibility Measurements
In addition to this minimising of the applied Ąeld, a decision also had to be
made on whether to measure the sample susceptibility using either alternating
current (AC) or direct current (DC) magnetometry. In DC measurements a
constant magnetic Ąeld is applied producing a DC magnetisation curve �(�)
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for each temperature. In AC magnetometry a small AC Ąeld is superimposed
on top of this resulting in a time-dependent moment that allows measurement
without sample motion. The advantages of this over the DC applied Ąelds
are a high sensitivity to small changes in �(�) irrespective of the absolute
value, and that it yields information regarding both the magnitude of the
susceptibility ä and the dynamic efects within the sample.
Due to the potential additional information produced and speed of measurement,
initial testing on sample Mn438_c6 was performed using AC magnetometry.
Various frequencies were used to show how the AC susceptibility varied with
temperature above �c. Unfortunately, Kouvel-Fisher plots produced from
these datasets resulted in calculated Ò values close to 1.7 a long way from the
expected Heisenberg value of 1.396. However, initial DC susceptibility data
from the same sample was found to give a value almost half that of the AC test
measurements demonstrating behaviour similar to that predicted by Heisenberg
after diamagnetic background removal.
2.3.5 Experimental Methods
The magnetic properties of (Ga,Mn)As samples were characterised through
the use of both remanent magnetisation and �(�) hysteresis loop SQUID
measurements using a reciprocating sample option (RSO). Samples measured
were taken from wafers Mn433 and Mn438, both 25 nm thick (Ga,Mn)As grown
on semi-insulating GaAs substrate, with nominal manganese concentrations
of 11% and 12% respectively. These were originally prepared by scribing the
wafers into 5mmx4mm chips with the shorter length denoting the ︁110︁ axis.
Previous magnetometry work carried out on these samples after annealing
by fellow Ph.D student Mu Wang showed that they are both of high quality
(high �c) and uniaxial making them an ideal choice for the critical exponent
measurements.
These original measurements were not intended for critical phenomena analysis
consisting of both a high Ąeld-cool of 1000Oe and a large temperature step
size. However, rough Kouvel-Fisher plots resulted in calculated Ñ exponents
of 0.377 and 0.368; values that compare favourably with that predicted by
the Heisenberg model as shown in table 2.1. The resulting intercept �c values
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from these plots also acted as a guide for the critical exponent measurement
ranges.
Remanence measurements were made by Ąrst Ąeld-cooling from room tempera-
ture at 300Oe, and then measuring the sample magnetisation whilst warming
in zero applied Ąeld. A temperature step size of 0.1K was used from 10K below
the expected Curie temperature to increase the number of data points over the
critical region from that of previous measurements. This data was then used to
calculate the Ñ critical exponent and an exact value for �c via Kouvel-Fisher
analysis.
Two full sets of DC �(�) hysteresis loop measurements were carried out on
each sample. The Ąrst sets were taken over a temperature range from the
expected Curie temperature up to 10K above at intervals of 0.5K. These
were then used to calculate the susceptibility as a function of temperature by
averaging both the up and down sweeps, and linearly Ątting around � = 0.
Both Ąt and sweep range of each measurement were increased with temperature
with a maximum sweep range of ±200Oe from roughly 5K above �c. The
susceptibility data was then used to calculate both a comparison �c value and
the Ò critical exponent.
The second sets of loop measurements were taken at temperatures both above
and below the expected �c over a range of ±3K and a magnetic Ąeld of ±20Oe.
In this case rather than using a constant temperature step size, hysteresis
loops were taken at ever smaller intervals down to 0.1K upon approaching
the expected Curie temperature predicted by the remanence data. These
�(�) loops were used to produce modiĄed- and standard-Arrott plots with
the Heisenberg and mean-Ąeld exponent values respectively. Linear Ątting to
each of the isotherms was then used to calculate a value of �c for both models.
These second sets of �(�) loops were then also used to produce an estimate
for the Ó critical exponent at the calculated Curie temperature to make a
comparison to that predicted by the Widom function (2.2.17).
Two sets of each of these measurements were performed on sample Mn438_c6.
The Ąrst using a conventional silver wire and GE varnish mounting technique,
and the second on silicon with the addition of GaAs rods either side. This
chapter presents these measurements as the averages of each respective datasets
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with the conventionally mounted susceptibility and Arrott data having been
corrected for diamagnetic background as detailed in section 2.3.2. Only a
single set of measurements were made on sample Mn433_c using the GaAs rod
mounting method.
2.4 Previous Work
A number of studies in the past have focused on the behaviour of the magnetic
or transport properties of (Ga,Mn)As close to the Curie temperature (van Esch
et al. (1997); Matsukura et al. (1998); Jiang et al. (2009)). However, whilst the-
ories about the behaviour and expected universality class (Kuivalainen (2001);
Brey and Gómez-Santos (2003); Moca et al. (2009); Priour and Das Sarma
(2010)) have been put forward, the search for an absolute description of the
critical contribution still remains an open problem within the Ąeld.
Experimental measurements concentrated purely on the critical behaviour have
been relatively limited (Novák et al. (2008); Khazen et al. (2010); Yuldashev
et al. (2011)) with no deĄnite conclusions drawn about whether the observed
behaviours follow the expected Heisenberg model. This is due in part to the
associated di culties detailed within this chapter, but also the need for rather
subtle, high-resolution measurements very close to �c because of the relative
close proximities of the mean-Ąeld and Ising values.
This is especially true of the Ñ exponent with Novák et al. (2008) estimating the
value to be somewhere between 0.3 and 0.4. This range comfortably covers both
the Ising and Heisenberg critical exponents, but is based solely on standard
magnetisation measurements with the paper stating the need for a much more
in-depth study of the critical region in order to perform accurate calculations
of the exponent.
A much more exact Ągure of Ñ = 0.407(5) is given by Khazen et al. (2010), a
value slightly higher than that predicted by the Heisenberg model, but still
appreciably lower than the mean-Ąeld value. However, this value is calculated
via the log-log Ątting method over a much larger reduced temperature range
than that of the expected critical region, and on datasets with step-sizes close to
5K. Assuming a reduced temperature critical region of 0.1 such a large step-size
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results in only two data points within the required range. By comparison the
magnetisation measurements presented in this chapter have step-sizes of only
0.1K close to �c.
The paper cites a number of possible explanations for this apparent disparity
with the Heisenberg model including referencing the single cluster defect model
proposed by Muller-Krumbhaar (1976). Comparisons are also made to past
amorphous ferromagnet studies many of which showed calculated exponent
values close to 0.4. However, analysis of past sample datasets from Nottingham
with similarly large step-sizes demonstrates that such values are only valid when
Ątting over larger temperature ranges outside the critical region. A summary
of this analysis is presented in section 2.5.6.
2.5 Results
2.5.1 Remanent Magnetisation
Figure 2.5.1 shows remanent magnetisation data from both Mn438_c6 sets of
measurements. Whilst the remanence and Ñ calculation are not signiĄcantly
afected by the diamagnetic background the measurements performed using
the rod mounting technique serve to show that this method can cause further
problems to be noted for future magnetometry.
The diference seen below �c is most likely caused by a slight, unavoidable
misalignment of the sample; one of the reasons why these measurements are
usually performed together without removing the sample from the SQUID. The
remanence of ∼ 0.4 emucm−3 above �c is more di cult to explain, but could
be due to unwanted impurities on the GaAs surface or silicon mounting rod.
Despite these potential problems the 300Oe Ąeld cooled datasets shown in
Ągure 2.5.2 demonstrate that the introduction of the GaAs does dramatically
reduce the efects of the substrate background.
Kouvel-Fisher analysis on earlier Mn438_c6 datasets with similarly small
temperature step sizes resulted in noticeable oscillations in the plot making
accurate linear Ątting very di cult. The cause of this behaviour was found to
be the numerical derivative which emphasises any noise in the data leading to
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Figure 2.5.1: Remanent magnetisation data both with (red) and with-
out (black) GaAs rods for sample Mn438_c6. The green plot shows the
GaAs rods data shifted by -0.366 emu cm−3 calculated from the non-zero
magnetisation above �c.
pronounced unwanted Ćuctuations. Test measurements were performed prior
to that shown in order to optimise both the temperature sweep rate and data
step size.
In order to remove these unwanted Ćuctuations both interpolation and nearest
neighbour adjacent averaging were carried out before diferentiation, and then
Fourier Ąltering used at lower temperatures to remove or reduce any remaining
periodic noise. The Ąnal Kouvel-Fisher plots of the average of both Mn438_c6
datasets, and the single Mn433_c dataset are shown in Ągures 2.5.3a and 2.5.3b
respectively. Figure 2.5.3c then shows a comparison between these plots for
both samples shifted by their calculated �c values.
Linear Ątting on the non-shifted plots was performed over the same reduced
temperature ranges avoiding both the noisier data at lower temperatures and
the observed drop-of close to �c. These apparent drop-ofs in −�⇑d�d� and
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Figure 2.5.2: Field-cool data at 300Oe for sample Mn438_c6 both
with (red) and without (black) GaAs rods. The negative shift in the
black plot is the result of the substrate diamagnetic background. This is
almost completely removed once the GaAs rods have been added with
only a slight moment above �c in the red plot.
associated rise in calculated Ñ exponent just below �c are the result of sample
inhomogeneity covered in sections 2.3.3 and 2.5.5. The calculated results of
ÑMn438 = 0.365 and ÑMn433 = 0.368 are very close to that predicted by the
Heisenberg model.
Larger step size magnetisation measurements were also performed on both
samples down to 20K. Kouvel-Fisher analysis on this data revealed linear
behaviour not just close to �c, but also below the critical region as shown
by Ągure 2.5.4. Fitting to these datasets resulted in calculated exponents of
roughly 0.4 in both samples down to 100K; a value very similar to that found
by Khazen et al. (2010). Analogous plots for the previously measured samples
shown in section 2.5.6 revealed very similar behaviour over a wide range of
manganese concentrations.
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Figure 2.5.3: Kouvel-Fisher plots of the averaged interpolated re-
manence from samples Mn438_c6 (a) and Mn433_c (b). Numerical
diferentiation was carried out using nearest neighbour least-squares
smoothing to reduce the ampliĄcation of noise. Graph (c) then shows
both of the Kouvel-Fisher plots shifted by their respective calculated �c
values.
Below this temperature range the Kouvel-Fisher plots then becomes non-linear
with exponential growth down to 20K. At such temperatures the efects of
spin-wave excitations are expected to dominate following BlochŠs law (2.2.8) as
covered in section 2.2.1. Figure 2.5.5 shows log(1 − �
�0
)-log(� ) graphs of both
the Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c magnetisation datasets used to plot 2.5.4. Linear
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Figure 2.5.4: Shifted Kouvel-Fisher plots of larger step-size remanent
magnetisation data for samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c. Linear Ątting
was performed from 100K up to just below the respective critical regions
shown in 2.5.3a and 2.5.3b. The calculated exponent values are found to
be very close to that of a wide range of previously measured (Ga,Mn)As
samples over the same reduced temperature range.
Ątting between 20K and 100K resulted in power-law exponents approaching
that of the Bloch � 3⇑2 law.
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Figure 2.5.5: Logarithmic plots of ∆�
�0
against T for both Mn438_c6
(∎) and Mn433_c (▲). The calculated power law exponents of 1.44 and
1.43 are comparable to that predicted by BlochŠs law of magnons.
2.5.2 Susceptibility
Figure 2.5.6 shows both susceptibility datasets for sample Mn438_c6 with the
standard silver wire mounting method data becoming negative above 188K
due to the substrate diamagnetic background contribution. The adjustment of
2.1x10−2 emucm−3Oe−1 to this data was calculated by the Ątting of a shifted
power-law as described in section 2.3.2. This corrected data closely matches
that of the GaAs rod measurements especially at higher temperatures away
from the efects of �c broadening.
Kouvel-Fisher analysis was carried out on the average of the Mn438_c6 datasets
shown in Ągure 2.5.6, as well as the single set of Mn433_c data. Plots are shown
in Ągures 2.5.7a and 2.5.7b respectively. Linear Ątting close to �c reveals similar
Ò values close to that predicted by the Heisenberg model. However, whereas
the Mn433_c plot appears to show linear behaviour of constant gradient over
the full measured temperature range the Mn438_c6 Ò-Kouvel-Fisher seems to
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Figure 2.5.6: Mn438_c6 susceptibility data calculated from the low-
Ąeld gradient of DC�(�) loops. The black plot shows the susceptibility
calculated from the measurements performed without the GaAs rods.
The red plot then shows the black plot shifted by 2.1x10−2 emucm−3Oe−1
to correct for the substrate diamagnetic background. This is comparable
to that calculated from the measurements performed with the GaAs rods
shown by the green points.
have a change in gradient, and thus calculated Ò, roughly 5K above �c.
This change in gradient could indicate a transition away from the Heisenberg
critical behaviour similar to that observed in the remanence. Fitting to both
sections in Ągure 2.5.7a revealed a change in Ò towards that predicted by the
mean-Ąeld model (ÒMF = 1). Unfortunately, unlike the magnetisation data
this change in behaviour cannot be veriĄed at higher temperatures due to the
resolution of the SQUID; as the susceptibility approaches zero an increasing
level of oscillatory noise is observed in the Kouvel-Fisher plot. An alternative
reason for the apparent diferences between samples could therefore simply be
that this noise is distorting the underlying behaviour more than 5K above
�c. Kouvel-Fisher plots of the separate Mn438_c6 datasets showed that the
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Figure 2.5.7: Kouvel-Fisher plots of the DC susceptibility from samples
Mn438_c6 (a) and Mn433_c (b). Graph (c) shows both these plots
shifted by their respective calculated �c values.
non-GaAs rod measurements accounted for most of the apparent change in
gradient suggesting the noise to be the more likely source.
2.5.3 Modified-Arrott Plots
Figures 2.5.8 and 2.5.9 show both the standard mean-Ąeld Arrott and Heisenberg
modiĄed-Arrott plots for Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c respectively. These were
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produced by averaging the up and down sweeps and then plotting ︀� ︀1⇑Ñ against(�
�
)1⇑Ò resulting in two parallel sections for each temperature originating from
the positive and negative Ąeld regions of each loop. These were then averaged
to produce a single Arrott plot for each temperature.
The Curie temperatures were calculated from both sets of plots by performing
a linear Ąt to each isotherm and plotting the resulting y-intercepts against
temperature. In both cases the mean-Ąeld intercept plot showed a change in
gradient roughly 1K below the expected Curie temperature. One possible
reason for this could be the higher associated errors in the Ątting due to the
noticeably less linear behaviour compared to that of the Heisenberg plots. The
�c values from the standard Arrott plots were calculated from the 1K Ątting
range close to the Curie temperature with Ątting over the lower range resulting
in calculated values roughly 0.5K higher.
The modiĄed-Arrott intercept plots showed no change in gradient below the
expected Curie temperatures, but non-linear above them. Equation (2.3.2)
shows that the modiĄed-Arrott plots are only valid up until roughly the expected
�c values above which the inequality is not satisĄed at low magnetic Ąelds. The
sample �c values shown in Ągures 2.5.8a and 2.5.9a were therefore calculated
by Ątting to the linear regions below the expected Curie temperatures.
The resulting �c values of 183.5K and 169.1K from the Heisenberg plots
compare favourably to the corresponding Ñ-Kouvel-Fisher values of 183.7K and
169.0K. The mean-Ąeld Arrott plots produce a calculated value only slightly
higher that is still well within the expected �c broadening demonstrated in
section 2.5.5. However, the di culties in Ątting to these over the modiĄed-
Arrott plots due to both non-linear and non-parallel behaviour demonstrates
the potential importance of the correct choice of universality class and Ątting
range when making use of Arrott plots.
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T = 183.8 K
(b)
Figure 2.5.8: Heisenberg modiĄed-Arrott (a) and standard mean-Ąeld
Arrott (b) plots for sample Mn438_c6 close to the calculated �c values
of 183.5K and 183.8K respectively. Measurements performed without
the GaAs rod mounting had a constant diamagnetic background of
−2.1x10−2 emucm−3Oe−1 removed prior to analysis.
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Figure 2.5.9: Heisenberg modiĄed-Arrott (a) and standard mean-Ąeld
Arrott (b) plots for sample Mn433_c close to the calculated �c values of
169.1K and 169.5K respectively. In the case of the mean-Ąeld plots a
169.5K isotherm was not measured due to this being 0.5K away from
the expected �c value taken from the magnetisation. At this temperature
measurements were performed in 0.2K steps.
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2.5.4 Consistent Fitting
Both remanent magnetisation and susceptibility data from sample Mn438_c6
show a �c value variation of only 0.3K, thus one possibility for a more accurate
Ąt is to force both values to be equal by performing a consistent Ąt. Consistent
Ątting across both datasets was carried out by multiplying the Ò-Kouvel-Fisher
data by a constant � = Ò
Ñ
and Ątting over a wide range of � values to Ąnd
that with the highest correlation coeicient. The �(�) data originally used
to make both the standard and modiĄed-Arrott plots in Ągure 2.5.8 was then
used to make a third plot to test the �c self-consistency using the Widom
function:
Ò = Ñ (Ó − 1) (2.5.1)
∴ Ó = 1 ⟩ Ò
Ñ
= 1 ⟩� (2.5.2)
This can be combined with the 1
Ó
-scaling of � and � such that
(d log(�)
d log(�) )
−1 −� ⟩ 1 (2.5.3)
should equal zero at �c, and thus if consistent cross with the intercept of the Ñ
and Ò Ąts.
The highest Ątting correlation coeicient occurred at � = 4.00 resulting in a
calculated value of Ó = 5.00 at � = 183.8K. However, as is shown in Ągure 2.5.10,
this calculated value of �c does not match that of the shifted Ó plot which crosses
zero at � ≈ 183.4K. The calculated value of Ó from this plot at � = 183.8K
was only 1.35, much lower than that predicted by the Heisenberg model. This
diference in �c could again be linked to a broadening across the sample: the
calculated Ñ and Ò values were noticeably further from the predicted values
than that when performing separate Ąts.
Due to this problem appearing even more pronounced in Mn433_c between
both the Kouvel-Fisher plots, full consistent Ątting was not carried out for
this sample. Figure 2.5.11 does, however, show the separate components of
the plot without consistent Ñ and Ò Ątting. It is clear from this graph that
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Figure 2.5.10: An averaged consistent Ąt plot for sample Mn438_c6 in
which MatLab was used to linearly Ąt over a � = Ò⇑Ñ range of 3 to 5 in
0.01 increments. Black points represent the Ątting range over both the
Ñ- (∎) and Ò- (▲) Kouvel-Fisher plots, and the blue points the shifted Ó
curve.
both Kouvel-Fisher plots are not consistent even when varying the Ąt range.
However, unlike Mn438_c6 the shifted Ó plot is consistent with �Ñ with a
calculated value of 5.08 at 169.0K.
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Figure 2.5.11: A consistent plot for sample Mn433_c in which both
Ñ and Ò Ąts are separate as shown in Ągures 2.5.3b (∎) and 2.5.7b (▲),
and the Ó plot calculated from the Arrott data.
2.5.5 Curie Temperature Broadening
Calculated �c values can be seen to difer for both samples between the Ñ-Kouvel-
Fisher plots (2.5.3), Ò-Kouvel-Fisher plots (2.5.7), and the modiĄed-Arrott plots
(2.5.8a, 2.5.9a). One possible reason for this variation is sample inhomogeneity
as covered in section 2.3.3.
The efects of broadening within the magnetisation plots were modelled via
a program written by Prof. Kevin Edmonds using a Gaussian distribution of
�c across the sample taking a similar method to that of KuzŠMin and Tishin
(2006). Equations (2.5.4) and (2.5.5) show the standard Gaussian distribution
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and the broadened �c integral used to model the magnetisation.














Modelling was carried out using a mean value of �c0 = 180K and exponent equal
to that of the Heisenberg model. Plots of the magnetisation using Δ values of
0.125K, 0.25K, 0.5K and 1.5K showed a steady smoothing around the critical
region with larger widths leading to an increasing non-zero tail above �c0 similar
to that observed in past samples with low �c values. Figure 2.5.12 shows how
both the Δ = 0.5K and Δ = 1.5K Gaussian broadened magnetisations compare
to the theoretical Heisenberg functional form close to �c.












Tc = 180 K,  = 0.365
  = 0.5 K
  = 1.5 K
Figure 2.5.12: The standard Heisenberg model magnetisation (black)
using a constant of proportionality of�0 = 1, and the Gaussian broadened
plots with Δ values of 0.5K (red) and 1.5K (green).
Kouvel-Fisher plots of these modelled magnetisation curves show a drop of upon
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approaching �c0 that occurs at ever lower temperatures as the Gaussian width
is increased. The 0.125K and 0.25K plots showed only a very slight drop of
only apparent ∼1K below �c0. However, the 0.5K and 1.5K plots demonstrate
appreciably diferent behaviour over the whole Ątting range resulting in a
change in both calculated Ñ and �c as shown in Ągure 2.5.13.
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Figure 2.5.13: Kouvel-Fisher plots of the Gaussian broadened mag-
netisation using a central �c value of 180K and Δ values of 0.5K and
1.5K.
The 1.5K plot shows non-linear behaviour up to 5K below �c0, and a non-
Heisenberg gradient down to 160K. Fitting over the expected critical region
below the non-linear range results in a reduced exponent close to that of
the 3D-Ising model. Such a dramatic change in the magnetisation close to
�c illustrates the importance of highly homogeneous samples when studying
critical phenomena. Samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c demonstrate behaviour
much closer to that of the 0.5K plot with a much smaller drop of. However,
what is clear from this plot is that a slight broadening can still result in a
reduction in the calculated Ñ and �c values even when avoiding the non-linear
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range close to �c.
The calculated drop of 0.1K goes someway to explaining the diference in
calculated �c between the Kouvel-Fisher plots for Mn438_c6, but not the 1K
diference observed in sample Mn433_c. With this in mind the second stage
of the �c broadening was to model the efect on susceptibility. Unfortunately,
in this case the Gaussian broadening method cannot be applied because the
susceptibility is theoretically inĄnite at the Curie temperature.
The method used as an estimate for the susceptibility data was to replace the
probability distribution with two single temperature points of equal contribution:(�c ⟩Δ) and (�c −Δ). Plots of susceptibility were made using a central �c of
180K and Δ values the same as that used for the magnetisation. The efects
of this broadening were much more pronounced for the susceptibility than
that of the magnetisation with a large shift from the expected Heisenberg
behaviour just above 180K resulting in a larger change in the calculated �c
values. Figure 2.5.14 shows both the 0.5K and 1.5K broadened susceptibility
plots compared to the ideal Heisenberg power law close to �c.
Kouvel-Fisher plots for both the Δ = 0.5K and 1.5K models are shown in
Ągure 2.5.15. The efect of the two point model is a drop of in the Kouvel-
Fisher approaching �c similar to that of the Gaussian broadened magnetisation.
However, unlike the magnetisation plots this behaviour is not observed in either
of the sample susceptibility datasets. Both Ò-Kouvel-Fisher plots shown in
Ągure 2.5.7c resulted in calculated exponents very slightly above the Heisenberg
value with no noticeable drop-of in the graphs upon approaching �c.
One possible reason for this diference could be the numerical diferentiation
which causes a slight turn up of the plot at each end. Within the Ñ analysis
this had very little efect on the Ąnal Ątting due to the small 0.05K data
step-size and the measured temperature range extending well above the critical
region. However, in the case of the susceptibility datasets the step-size is much
larger at 0.5K with the measured range only beginning at �c. Within both
Ò-Kouvel-Fisher plots this Ąrst data point showed a signiĄcant rise away from
the more linear behaviour at higher temperatures. These were therefore not
shown in Ągures 2.5.7a and 2.5.7b.
Comparisons of the magnetisation datasets to the Gaussian model, and to Mu
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Figure 2.5.14: The standard Heisenberg model susceptibility (black)
using a constant of proportionality of ä0 = 1, and the two-point broadened
plots with Δ = 0.5K (red) and 1.5K (green).
WangŠs past work, suggest a �c broadening of ∼ 1K across a standard high
quality sample. Such broadening could account for most of the disagreements
seen between both sets of Kouvel-Fisher analysis and the modiĄed-Arrott plots
with shifts in the calculated �c expected to be roughly 0.2K in each direction.
However, this broadening behaviour does not explain the 1K inconsistency
between the Kouvel-Fisher plots of sample Mn433_c.
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Figure 2.5.15: Kouvel-Fisher plots of the two-point broadened suscep-
tibility using a central �c value of 180K.
2.5.6 Past Samples
Having shown that both high �c samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c demonstrate
behaviour very similar to that predicted by the Heisenberg model the next
step was to conĄrm this across a much broader spectrum of samples. Kouvel-
Fisher analysis was carried out on roughly forty datasets from past remanent
magnetisation measurements on annealed samples of various Mn concentration
and thickness. All measurements were originally performed as part of sample
and wafer characterisation by members of the Nottingham group using 1000Oe
Ąeld cools and varying step-sizes much larger than that of the work on Mn438_c6
and Mn433_c. These datasets are therefore not suitable for high quality analysis
only as a general conĄrmation of the Heisenberg behaviour. Figure 2.5.16 shows
four examples of the Ñ-Kouvel-Fisher analysis of such samples.
The Ąrst, sample Mn439_A, was taken from a (Ga,Mn)As wafer nominally
the same as that of Mn438_c6 with a similarly high �c. The graph for this
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Figure 2.5.16: Remanent magnetisation Kouvel-Fisher plots for sam-
ples (a) Mn439_A (12%, 25 nm), (b) Mn604 rod (12%, 25 nm), (c) Mn296
(8%, 25 nm) and (d) Mn330 (6%, 25 nm).
sample serves to show the large temperature step sizes used in most of the
past measurements, and their efects on the Kouvel-Fisher analysis. A general
smoothing of the graph is seen with no oscillatory behaviour; however, because
of this the unwanted efects of �c broadening are much less apparent and thus
more di cult to avoid. Despite this problem Ątting over a range consistent
to that previously used does result in a calculated Ñ very close to that of the
Heisenberg model.
Similar behaviour is then also seen in graph (b) for sample Mn604, again a high
�c and Mn concentration sample. However, unlike the other samples shown,
measurements on Mn604 were carried out during the testing of GaAs rods.
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Rather than being a standard 5mm x 4mm chip this was fabricated as part of
a 60mm long GaAs rod; the results suggest that this could be another future
possibility for dielectric background removal given further optimisation.
The Ąnal two plots (c) and (d) are taken from lower Mn concentration samples.
In such cases accurate Ątting is more di cult because the critical phenomena
temperature range scales with sample �c. Sample Mn296 is a typical example
of this problem in which the 2K step size results in a range containing only two
points, Ątting was therefore performed over a larger range yielding a Ñ value of
0.408. This closely matches the behaviour seen in Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c at
temperatures below the critical region, and is also seen in most of the other
past dataset samples.
Such a value calculated for Mn296 suggests that the transition to the Heisenberg
behaviour is too close to the efects of �c broadening resulting in a merged
curve that cannot be Ątted to with the larger step size data. Mn330 is a similar
sample in which the smaller 1K step size means that a more reasonable range
can be chosen. The result is a slightly low calculated exponent with a relatively
large associated error due to broadening drop-of.
Calculated Ñ values for the past datasets were plotted as a histogram as shown
in Ągure 2.5.17. Samples that produced non-linear Kouvel-Fisher plots caused
by high Ąeld cooling or a large �c broadening were not included. Such samples
generally resulted in a smooth curve over the critical region, or a very noisy plot
such as that seen in very early Mn438_c6 test measurements. Samples with a
low thickness (<10 nm) and Mn concentration with a �c below 100K resulted
in non-linear plots that when Ątted to over the required temperature range
resulted in calculated values of less than 0.3. Fitting to these samples over a
larger range below the critical region usually resulted in calculated exponents
close to 0.4.
Generally samples with a high Mn concentration and a �c above 170K resulted
in calculated values close to or just below that predicted by Heisenberg as shown
by the Ąrst peak in 2.5.17. The average Ñ exponent of 0.357 was calculated by
Ątting a normal distribution excluding the Ñ counts at the 0.4 peak associated
with the problems with large step size Ątting as seen in 2.5.16c. Such a slight
drop in the average Ñ in comparison to the Heisenberg value closely matches
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Figure 2.5.17: A histogram of the Ñ values calculated from the past
sample measurements. Samples are grouped by manganese concentration
as denoted by the left greyscale legend. A wide range of samples with
various thicknesses and concentrations show an exponent close to the
Heisenberg value, but there are also a several outliers.
that predicted by a �c broadening of 1K or less in Ągure 2.5.13.
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2.6 Conclusions
This chapter has detailed an in-depth study of the critical behaviour of
(Ga,Mn)As performed on two of the highest Curie temperature samples grown
in Nottingham. This work shows that whilst there are a large number of di -
culties faced when making such measurements that can easily be overlooked,
accurate and reproducible values of the critical exponents can be calculated
for both the remanent magnetisation and magnetic susceptibility. Within both
samples these were found to exhibit behaviour very close to that of the expected
Heisenberg model with a signiĄcant number of past datasets demonstrating
very similar results. Table 2.2 shows the calculated critical exponents for the






Ising 3D 0.326 1.237
Heisenberg 0.365 1.396
Mean-Ąeld 0.5 1
Table 2.2: Tabulated results of both the magnetisation (Ñ) and suscep-
tibility (Ò) critical exponents compared to that predicted by the Ising,
Heisenberg and mean-Ąeld models. The calculated values for both sam-
ples very closely match that of the Heisenberg model with both exponents
appreciably diferent to the Ising values.
Magnetisation data also showed power-law-like behaviour below the critical
region down to temperatures as low as 80K less than �c. As with the critical
behaviour this was also found in most of the past datasets with calculated
exponent values of roughly 0.41. A value appreciably lower than that predicted
by mean-Ąeld theory, but very close to that observed by Khazen et al. (2010).
From this it is clear that the choice of Ątting range takes an important role when
calculating the critical exponents with modelled values close enough together
to easily cause confusions about the observed behaviour. However, whilst the
same is true of the measurements covered in this chapter, the calculated values
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shown in table 2.2 and results seen in past samples almost exactly match that
expected from Heisenberg theory and are markedly diferent to that predicted
by either the Ising or mean-Ąeld models.
Modelling the efects of sample inhomogeneity on magnetometry measurements
demonstrated equally compelling results with �c broadening leading to shifts
in the Kouvel-Fisher analysis that go a long way to explaining the diferences
observed between the Curie temperature as calculated from the magnetisation
to that by the susceptibility. Whilst there were slight disagreements between
these Ągures for both samples, all but one of the calculated �c values still
remained within 0.5K of that predicted from Arrott plots. Exponent values
were also not signiĄcantly afected by the broadening due to the appropriate
choice of Ątting range selected to avoid the drop-of in Kouvel-Fisher plots very
close to �c.
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Chapter 3
Transport Properties Close to
the Curie Temperature
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2 a comprehensive study of critical behaviour was presented cen-
tred on the calculation of critical exponents with the aim of conĄrming the
Heisenberg-like behaviour predicted by Priour and Das Sarma (2010). This
chapter revisits critical phenomena in (Ga,Mn)As, but shifts the focus away
from the magnetic properties to the study of the resistance behaviour close to
�c. As covered in the introductory chapter the position of the peak in resistance
relative to the Curie temperature is widely contested. Whilst early work on
(Ga,Mn)As implied that both lie at the same temperature, more recent studies
have demonstrated that it is in fact the peak in the diferential that is at �c
(Novák et al. (2008)).
Such a suggestion is not a new concept with early measurements on transport
critical phenomena in metals demonstrating similar cusps in d�
d�
at the Curie
temperature (Craig et al. (1967); Shacklette (1974)). This behaviour was in
contrast to that predicted by earlier theoretical work (De Gennes and Friedel
(1958)), but explained by M. E. Fisher and J. S. Langer by relating d�
d�
to
the expected critical phenomena seen in the speciĄc heat (Fisher and Langer
(1968)).
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Section 2.2.2 of the previous chapter shows how this is expected to follow a power-
law upon approaching �c similar to both the magnetisation and susceptibility.
Accurate measurements of the resistance close to �c could therefore support
the Heisenberg behaviour observed in the magnetic critical behaviour as well as
potentially conĄrming the peak position behaviour. Despite these motivations
transport properties close to �c have not been widely studied in (Ga,Mn)As.
Past measurements of both the resistance and speciĄc heat have shown very
mixed results with the accurate calculation of the Ð critical exponent proving
di cult (Novák et al. (2008); Yuldashev et al. (2011)).
Vit NovákŠs group performed both magnetisation and resistance measurements
on a variety of (Ga,Mn)As samples both as-grown and annealed to make
comparisons between the peak in d�
d�
and the Curie temperature. Peaks were
found to be very close to �c for the annealed samples, but appreciably lower
than �c for as-grown or only partially annealed samples. Calculations of the Ð
critical exponent resulted in non-linear log-log plots of d�
d�
with little sign of
the expected power-law behaviour in the critical region even for the annealed
samples. The group was therefore unable to draw exact conclusions about the
nature of the critical behaviour in (Ga,Mn)As.
This chapter presents a more thorough study of d�
d�
focused around the critical
region with the aim of conĄrming the peak behaviour observed by Novák et al.
(2008), and then calculating the Ð critical exponent. These studies will act
as a continuation of the magnetic critical behaviour work with measurements
performed on the same high �c annealed (Ga,Mn)As samples. Having covered
the critical phenomena background theory in the previous chapter the next
section will move straight to the data analysis methods used to calculate Ð,
and the additional problems associated with resistance measurements over the
previous critical phenomena study. The results will then be presented following
a similar layout to the previous chapter including the calculation of the critical
exponent above and below �c, the efects of broadening both on the calculated
exponent and the position of the peak, and a comparison to past datasets.
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3.2 Measuring Critical Exponents
3.2.1 Data Analysis
Within the previous chapter both the Ñ and Ò critical exponents were calculated
using the Kouvel-Fisher method in order to avoid the need for prior knowledge
of the system. Unfortunately, this method is not possible when analysing the
speciĄc heat or the behaviour of d�
d�
close to �c due to the additional terms
shown in section 2.2.2.
When analysing the critical behaviour of the speciĄc heat the standard method
used to calculate exponent Ð is to Ąt to an equation of the form shown by (3.2.1)
containing both singular and non-singular components.
�(� ) = �R(�) ⟩��−Ð (1 ⟩ �(�)) (3.2.1)
The non-singular, or regular, part of the speciĄc heat �R(�) is given by a power
law series
�R(�) = �0 ⟩�1� ⟩�2�2 ⟩⋯ (3.2.2)
Whilst the singular part of the speciĄc heat takes the form of the leading power
term Ð with correction to scaling terms described by �(�).
�(�) =��∆ ⟩⋯ (3.2.3)
Within both these singular and non-singular components quantities such as
�, �0 and � may take diferent values above and below �c. This is indicated
in equations by the use of subscripts ⟩ and − respectively. Both Ð and Δ are
expected to take the same values above and below �c with renormalisation group
theory and measurements on the superĆuid transition of liquid helium (Greywall
and Ahlers (1972)) showing the correction exponent to be 0.5 within short
range systems.
Directly Ątting this equation to the (Ga,Mn)As d�
d�
data is not possible due
to both the high number of unknown Ątting parameters and the addition of
unnecessary terms used to remove a linear background from analogous speciĄc
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heat data. Early studies on the speciĄc heat of iron (Lederman et al. (1974))
and nickel (Connelly et al. (1971)) made use of a special case of equation (3.2.1)
assuming a linear non-singular background without the additional singular
correction terms. Simplifying the data analysis in this way allowed Ątting to
be performed to a shifted power law by Ąrst removing the linear background
calculated at high � away from �c. A similar method was also used on the
resistivity critical behaviour for these materials (Shacklette (1974); Zumsteg
and Parks (1970); Craig et al. (1967)).
Fitting to the (Ga,Mn)As d�
d�
data was therefore performed using the same













One of the main aims of this chapter is to accurately compare the peak position
in d�
d�
with the Curie temperature. A consistent method was therefore required to
measure both �c and the resistance proĄle. The most practical way of retaining
this consistency is by using a single system for both sets of measurements
efectively using the same thermometer setup. All measurements were performed
within the SQUID system used in chapter 2. This allowed magnetometry
measurements to be performed to accurately calculate �c. However, in order to
perform measurements of sample resistances within this system, wires Ąrst had
to be introduced running the length of the probe without signiĄcantly afecting
the magnetometry or operation.
Following similar principles to that of the diamagnetic background removal
within the magnetometry measurements, electrical contact to samples from the
probe were made via the use of gold track covered silicon rods 175mm in length.
The uniformity of these and the gold running the length therefore minimised
their potential background contribution to the magnetisation. These rods
were fabricated via photolithography from 8 inch wafers by the Southampton
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Nanofabrication Centre each containing four 850Ûm width gold tracks separated
by 150Ûm. A simple four-contact pattern design was then used to fabricate
contact pads onto the samples via a standard photolithography and evaporation
process with a 20 nm layer of titanium and 100 nm layer of gold. This allowed
direct bonding to the silicon rod gold tracks.
These silicon rod holders were Ątted onto the probe via a redesigned header at-
tachment consisting of a non-magnetic clamp structure containing four exposed
wire contacts. Silicon rods were held in place using both a straw outer-sleeve
and a nylon screw to tighten the clamp after gold track and wire contact
alignment. These wires were ran the length of the probe to a sealed 12 pin
connector at the top of the SQUID with a spring-like arrangement at the end
to allow movement of the probe when taking magnetometry measurements.
Figure 3.2.1 shows a diagram of the SQUID probe design used for electrical
measurements including the silicon rod and clamp holder.
3.2.3 Experimental Methods
Transport and magnetometry measurements were performed within the same
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) system as that used in
chapter 2. Initial testing on both samples showed unusually high resistances
for two Mn433_c contacts. These damaged contact pads lead to anomalous
behaviour at low temperatures limiting measurements on this sample to a two-
terminal probe setup between an adjacent current-voltage contact pair separated
by 0.5mm. Both four- and two-terminal measurements were performed on
sample Mn438_c6 to observe the potential efects of contact resistance on
the critical behaviour. All resistance measurements were performed using a
Keithley K2400 source-meter with an applied constant current of 10ÛA.
Magnetometry measurements were performed on both samples following the
same procedure as that developed for the high-resolution work covered in the
previous chapter. Samples were Ąrst Ąeld-cooled at 300Oe down to roughly
30K below the expected Curie temperature, and then remanent magnetisation
measurements performed at zero Ąeld using a sweep rate of 0.1Kmin−1 up to
20K above �c. This larger temperature sweep range was used in order to allow
simultaneous resistance measurements recorded at Ąve second intervals.
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Figure 3.2.1: (a) A diagram of the SQUID probe used to perform
electrical measurements with copper wires running from the clamp holder
to an external connector at the top. (b) The clamp design with a
nylon bolt to hold the silicon rod in place and PTFE tape to secure
the copper wires to the probe. (c) The four-contact sample design with
0.5mmx 4mm bond pads and a distance between the central contacts of
2mm.
Resistance and magnetometry measurements were also performed independently
to test for any unwanted additions to the magnetisation due to an applied
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current. In both samples only a very slight diference was observed over the
critical region with no signiĄcant efects on the data analysis or calculated
exponent value. Measurements were repeated for the purpose of averaging
to reduce noise within the resistance and subsequent d�
d�
data. Additional
measurements of the resistance were also performed whilst sweeping down
in temperature leading to a slight shift in the observed peak of less than
1K relative to the measurements performed during remanent magnetisation
warm-up. Such a small shift demonstrates that the measured thermometer
temperature is very close to the actual sample temperature. A larger shift was
observed when monitoring the resistance during Ąeld-cooling due to the much
higher sweep rate of 10Kmin−1.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Resistance
Figure 3.3.1 shows averaged resistance against temperature data for samples
Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c taken within the SQUID system at the same time
as further remanent magnetisation measurements. The two-terminal measure-
ments on sample Mn433_c shown in 3.3.1b were carried out between adjacent
current and voltage probe contacts 0.5mm apart as shown in Ągure 3.2.1c.
The similar measured resistance magnitudes in both (a) and (b) demonstrate a
high contact resistance for sample Mn433_c. Two-terminal testing conducted at
room temperature on this sample showed a completely non-symmetric structure
with one pair of current-voltage contacts showing a resistance more than twice
that of the other pair. Resistance versus temperature measurements for the
higher resistance pair showed a signiĄcant increase at temperatures less than
100K unlike that expected for a standard (Ga,Mn)As sample. The measure-
ments shown in 3.3.1b are therefore that of the lower resistance contacts.
Room temperature test measurements on Mn438_c6 revealed much lower
resistances with both pairs of current-voltage probe contacts within 0.5Ω of
each other and less than a quarter of that shown for Mn433_c. Resistance
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Figure 3.3.1: Resistance against temperature measurements of samples
Mn438_c6 (a) and Mn433_c (b) performed within the SQUID system.
versus temperature measurements for all sets of contacts also resulted in similar
behaviour to that of the four-terminal with no increase at lower temperatures.
However, whilst the two-terminal measurements for Mn438_c6 were much closer
in magnitude to that expected, the behaviour above �c is slightly diferent to
that observed in other annealed samples.
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Figure 3.3.1 shows how the resistance of Mn438_c6 drops away much more
rapidly than the more standard behaviour seen in the Mn433_c data. This steep
drop in resistance is also seen in the Ąeld-cool data with non-linear behaviour
down to a room temperature resistance of 322Ω. Such behaviour with a narrow
peak and non-linear drop-of is usually observed within as-grown samples with
much lower �c values. The standard behaviour for high �c annealed samples is
a more gradual linear drop approaching room temperature.
Past Hall bar measurements performed on another Mn438 sample showed
similar uncharacteristic behaviour at higher temperatures dependent on the
applied current. A stronger drop-of was observed when applying lower currents.
Figure 3.3.2 shows both a scaled comparison between the SQUID and Hall bar
datasets (a), and the efects of varying the applied current (b). All past Mn438
Hall bar measurements were performed by Dr. Andrew Rushforth.
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Figure 3.3.2: (a) A rescaled plot of the resistance of Mn438_c6 (black)
compared to the past dataset performed on a Hall bar structure (red)
with an applied current of 100ÛA. Both �c values were taken as the
peak in their respective derivatives. (b) A comparison between the past
Hall bar data applying constant currents of 10ÛA (black) and 100ÛA
(red).
One possible explanation for this non-linear �-� behaviour could be that wafer
Mn438 consists of a bilayer of (Ga,Mn)As unintentionally caused by the MBE
growth conditions required to produce such a high �c sample. Partial shorting
could therefore be occurring through a thin top Ąlm at higher temperatures
with the bulk then dominating below the peak. This could result in a distortion
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of the d�
d�
critical behaviour above �c.
Both resistance datasets in Ągure 3.3.1 were used to calculate the temperature
derivative for each sample by Ąrst interpolating the data, and then smoothing
using a 20 point adjacent average before numerical diferentiation. The resulting
plots were then compared to the remanent magnetisation data as shown in























Figure 3.3.3: The average of the measured remanent magnetisations
conducted with the resistance measurements (top), and the calculated
temperature derivative of the resistance (bottom) for sample Mn438_c6.
Sample Mn438_c6 shows a sharp peak in d�
d�
at 182.5K suggesting a drop
in �c of more than 1K compared to that calculated from the magnetometry
performed prior to contact fabrication for the previous chapter. The most
probable reason for this is the large period of time between measurements due
to di culties with the probe header design. Reductions in �c over time are not
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uncommon within annealed (Ga,Mn)As with similar drops observed in most
past samples.
A similar drop in �c is also apparent within the latest magnetisation data with
a good agreement between this and the d�
d�
peak. However, unlike the previous
magnetometry the exact value of �c cannot be calculated via Kouvel-Fisher
analysis due to the unusual behaviour seen in the critical region. Possible
explanations for this could be the presence of a slight magnetic Ąeld due to
trapped Ćux or a non-uniaxial sample in some way caused by the contact
fabrication process.
A non-uniaxial sample may also explain the noticeable drop in magnetisation
seen after contact fabrication compared to that shown in Ągure 2.5.1. However,
whilst previous non-uniaxial samples have shown a hump just below �c when
measuring in the ︁110︁ direction, such a pronounced dip in the ︁11¯0︁ direction
has not been observed before.
In contrast the magnetisation data for Mn433_c shown in Ągure 3.3.4 is much
closer to the expected proĄle with no visible anomalies except a slight tail
above �c most likely caused by broadening. Compared to the measurements
performed prior to contact fabrication there is a signiĄcant reduction in the
overall magnetisation similar to that seen in Mn438_c6. However, Kouvel-
Fisher analysis on this data still results in calculated �c and Ñ-exponent values
close to that of the previous measurements as shown in Ągure 3.3.5.
Figure 3.3.4 also shows the d�
d�
data for Mn433_c. Unlike the Mn438_c6 data
shown in 3.3.3 this two-terminal data does not show a sharp well deĄned peak
and has a much larger associated noise. However, data above �c does suggest
a peak close to the 168.5K calculated via Kouvel-Fisher on the remanent
magnetisation. The increase in noise results from the two-terminal nature of
the measurements with �c broadening likely contributing to the Ćattening of
the peak.
Two-terminal data on sample Mn438_c6 showed a similar increase in noise
with a much less well deĄned peak to that seen in 3.3.3. The comparison
between both datasets in Ągure 3.3.6 also shows a vertical shift suggesting
a temperature dependent contribution to the resistance from the contacts
that must be considered when analysing the Mn433_c data. Within sample
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Figure 3.3.4: The average of the measured remanent magnetisations
conducted with the resistance measurements (top), and the calculated
temperature derivative of the resistance (bottom) for sample Mn433_c.
Mn438_c6 this shift appears to be roughly constant below �c indicating a linear
contribution to the resistance that is included within the Ątting equation (3.2.5).
Both plots then show diferent proĄles at increasing temperatures above �c with
the two-terminal data showing a steeper drop-of. However, these additional
terms are most likely related to the unusual behaviour of the resistance at
higher temperatures, and are therefore not expected within Mn433_c.
Both samples clearly show a peak in d�
d�
that is much closer to the Curie temper-
ature than that of the peak in resistance. However, unlike the magnetometry
data in section 2.5 the exact value of the relevant critical exponent Ð cannot
easily be calculated from the data. The two most important reasons for this
are the expected low magnitude of Ð and the shift applied to the power law
preventing the direct use of either Kouvel-Fisher analysis or log-log plots. Curie
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Figure 3.3.5: A Kouvel-Fisher plot of the remanent magnetisation for
sample Mn433_c after contact fabrication as shown in Ągure 3.3.4.
temperature broadening, as seen in both the magnetisation and susceptibility
data, is also expected to further distort the critical behaviour as discussed in
the next section.
Given these di culties data was Ątted to equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) using
Ąxed values for both �c and Ð as a comparison to the expected Heisenberg
behaviour. Figure 3.3.7 shows the d�
d�
data of Mn438_c6 plotted against the
reduced temperature taking the peak as �c and Ð = −0.13.
Fixing both these values for sample Mn438_c6 suggests that d�
d�
below the
Curie temperature could follow behaviour close to that of the Heisenberg model.
At reduced temperatures higher than 0.05 the data begins to drop away faster
than the given Ąt. However, further Ątting over larger ranges showed that this
could be accounted for by adjusting parameters �− and �− without signiĄcantly
changing the Ąt over the expected critical region.
Including the exponent as an open Ątting parameter resulted in a calculated
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Figure 3.3.6: The temperature derivative of both the two-terminal
(red) and four-terminal (black) resistances taken on sample Mn438_c6.
Both sets of data were taken simultaneously using the Keithley source
to make the two-terminal measurement across the whole sample from
one current contact to the other.
Ð value of −0.369 a long way from any of the expected theoretical models
clearly demonstrating the di culties associated with the Ątting. The addition
of further terms and Ątting parameters, as seen by equation (3.2.1), lead to
very high dependencies between parameters allowing a wide range of calculated
exponent values.
Above �c the comparison shows a clearer disparity between the data and the
expected Heisenberg behaviour with a much stronger drop-of in the power law
to that of the experimental results. Unlocking the exponent whilst retaining a
Ąxed Curie temperature of 182.5K resulted in a calculated Ð values of −0.476,
again much higher in magnitude than any of the theoretical values. This
diference is most likely linked to the non-linear current response observed in
the Mn438 Hall bar sample, and therefore the unusual behaviour observed at
higher temperatures.
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Figure 3.3.7: The four-terminal d�
d�
data of sample Mn438_c6 compared
to a shifted Heisenberg Ąt from equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.5). Fitting
ranges were chosen based on the previous work on sample magnetometry.
Within most annealed samples the addition of non-magnetic contributions to the
resistance can be approximated via a linear extrapolation at high temperatures
(Novák et al. (2008)). This is taken into account within the Ątting equations by
the constant b. As seen previously, this is not the case in Mn438_c6 potentially
due to this sample consisting of two layers of (Ga,Mn)As. Given the change
in behaviour seen between the four- and two-terminal data for this sample it
is unlikely that this can be removed or reliably be taken into account when
Ątting.
Figure 3.3.8 shows the d�
d�
data for sample Mn433_c with Ąxed Ð Ątting above
�c. A strong agreement is seen between this data and that predicted by the
Heisenberg model giving further evidence towards the suggestion that the high
temperature data of Mn438_c6 includes additional unwanted terms. This
agreement is even seen to continue beyond the expected critical region all the
way up to 185K at a reduced temperature close to 0.1. Opening the exponent
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Figure 3.3.8: The d�
d�
data of sample Mn433_c compared above �c to
the Heisenberg Ąt from equation (3.2.4). Fitting was only performed
above �c due to the Ćattened peak and high associated noise from the two-
terminal data. The Curie temperature was taken from that calculated
from the magnetisation data via Kouvel-Fisher.
as a Ątting parameter results in a calculated Ð value of -0.144 very close to the
Heisenberg model. Fitting was not performed on the data below �c due to the
Ćattening of the peak.
3.3.2 Curie Temperature Broadening
Both datasets shown in Ągures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 show a general agreement between
the remanence and d�
d�
for samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c respectively.
However, even for sample Mn438_c6 with the sharper peak in the derivative,
the predicted �c value appears slightly lower than that of the remanence data.
As has been discussed previously for the magnetometry work in section 2.5.5
one possible reason for this slight drop and broadening of the peak is sample
inhomogeneity.
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Curie temperature broadening of d�
d�
was modelled in the same way as that






∫ (�(�−Ð − 1)
Ð
⟩ �) exp(−(�c − �c0)2
2Δ2
)d�c (3.3.1)
Figure 3.3.9 shows the modelled �c broadening assuming Heisenberg behaviour
both above and below �c. Parameters � and � were selected to take into account
the anti-symmetric behaviour seen in samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c, and
the past samples covered in section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.3.9: The standard Heisenberg modelled d�
d�
(black) using
constants �− = 0.3, �− = 0.75, �+ = 0.5, and �+ = −0.7, and the Gaussian
broadened plots with Δ values of 0.5K (red) and 1.5K (green).
Assuming both sides of the peak follow the Heisenberg behaviour with the
same critical exponent Ð = −0.13, a shift in the peak, and therefore observed �c,
only occurs when constants � and � are diferent above and below. The efects
of Gaussian broadening alone only act to Ćatten and widen the peak. Both
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samples measured in this chapter and all past samples show the behaviour
above �c to drop away much more than that below resulting in a decrease in
the observed peak position.
Magnetometry results in section 2.5 demonstrated a �c broadening across
samples of between 0.5K and 1K; this is shown in Ągure 3.3.9 as the red plot.
The drop from �c = 180K to �peak = 179.4K is comparable to, but slightly
larger than, the diference seen between the remanent magnetisation and the
d�
d�
peak in Mn438_c6. However, whilst this shift is close to that expected,
making the appropriate adjustments to the Mn438_c6 data analysis is still not
enough to explain the behaviour above �c.
Figure 3.3.10 shows Ąts to the 0.5K and 1.5K Gaussian broadened d�
d�
plots both
above and below �c. The Curie temperature was taken both as the modelled
value of 180K and the observed peak in the respective plots to demonstrate the
efects of selecting an incorrect value of �c on the calculated exponent value.
Fitting ranges were chosen based on the expected critical range from samples
Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c, and the position and proĄle of the peak.
Fitting below the Curie temperature on the �c = 180K plots resulted in
calculated exponents approaching that of the original Heisenberg value whilst
Ątting above resulted in positive values closer to that of the 3D Ising model. This
split between the behaviour above and below �c is then seen to further increase
when Ątting to the data using an incorrect value for the Curie temperature.
Fits to both d�
d�
broadened plots taking �c as the peak resulted in exponent
values much higher in magnitude than any of the ferromagnetic models shown
in section 2.2.3.
Sample inhomogeneity could therefore explain the large disparity seen between
the Mn438_c6 data and that predicted by the Heisenberg model. Fitting to the
Mn438_c6 dataset was performed taking �c as the peak in d�d� due to anomalies
in the magnetisation. This lead to calculated exponent values comparable to
that seen in Ągure 3.3.10c. The Mn433_c data, however, was Ątted to using
the Kouvel-Fisher calculated �c resulting in a much better agreement even with
the addition of the two-terminal noise.
Graphs 3.3.10a and 3.3.10b also demonstrate the potential importance of the
chosen Ątting range with the 1.5K broadened plot resulting in a calculated Ð
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Figure 3.3.10: Fits to both the Δ = 0.5 and Δ = 1.5 Gaussian broadened
plots shown in Ągure 3.3.9 using equations (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) above and
below �c respectively. Graphs (a) and (b) show the Ątting performed
by Ąxing �c to be the actual Curie temperature 180K, and graphs (c)




value closer to the modelled -0.13 value than that of the 0.5K plot. It is clear
from these results that directly Ątting to real data is unlikely to yield accurate
calculations of Ð even for high quality (Ga,Mn)As samples such as Mn438_c6
and Mn433_c. Fitting to datasets taking a �c value only 0.5K away from the
actual sample Curie temperature or Ątting too close to the peak can result in
considerably diferent calculated exponents.
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3.3.3 Past Samples
Past resistance measurements on (Ga,Mn)As samples were all performed on Hall
bar structures within a standard cryostat system. For this reason corresponding
magnetisation measurements were performed on diferent chips taken from the
same wafer. Curie temperatures were therefore not accurately calculated for
each sample due a disparity between the magnetometry and resistance caused
by the efects of wafer inhomogeneity and the position of thermometers within
each system. When these measurements were performed the thermometer
positions within the cryostat were not suiciently close to the sample for the
Curie temperature accuracy required to calculate Ð resulting in a diference
between the measured temperature and the actual sample temperature. It was
for these reasons that the resistance measurements covered in this chapter were
performed within the same system as the magnetometry.
Given the d�
d�
broadening results it is not possible to accurately calculate an
averaged Ð from these samples in the same way as that of the magnetometry.
Diferentiation of most of the past resistance datasets resulted in broad or
slightly noisy curves with higher �c samples generally leading to more well-
deĄned peaks comparable to that seen in Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c. Without
accurate Curie temperatures Ątting to such peaks could only be performed by
assuming a value for �c to give a rough comparative calculation of Ð.
Figure 3.3.11 shows four examples of Ąts to past sample datasets. The tem-
perature derivatives were calculated using a similar method to that used for
samples Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c via interpolation, adjacent averaging, and
numerical diferentiation. Fitting was then performed based on the 1K Gaus-
sian broadened plot and the previous measurements taking �c as a point above
the peak in d�
d�
relative to the 0.7K diference seen in Ągure 3.3.10a. Reduced
temperature Ątting ranges were chosen based on this �c value and the range
used for Mn438_c6 and Mn433_c.
All four samples shown in 3.3.11 demonstrate behaviour above the peak very
close to that of the expected Heisenberg model. Fits taking a Ąxed value
of Ð = −0.13 resulted in strong agreements up to roughly � = 0.1 similar to
that seen in Mn433_c. However, calculated exponents varied signiĄcantly
when changing either the Ąxed �c value or the Ątting range. In some cases
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plots for samples (a) Mn160 (8%, 25 nm), (b)
Mn330 (6%, 25 nm), (c) Mn437 (12%, 25 nm) and (d) the past Mn438
data (12%, 25 nm). Fitting was performed above the peak using equa-
tion (3.2.4).
increasing or reducing the Curie temperature by as little as 0.2K resulted in
Ð values approaching -0.3 similar to that seen within the Gaussian broadened
plots in section 3.3.2. Opening �c as a Ątting parameter resulted in very high
dependencies between parameters again similar to that seen in the previous
samples.
Fitting is only shown for the region above �c due to di culties below caused
by a Ćattening of the peak similar to that seen in Mn433_c. Fitting performed
below �c resulted in very strong dependencies between Ątting parameters even
with a Ąxed �c due to the more linear nature of the curve and the larger
relative noise. Resulting Ð values tended to be larger in magnitude than that
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expected with much higher associated errors. As with the Ątting above the
peak calculated exponent values varied signiĄcantly based on the Ątting range
and the parameter start conditions. Fixing the critical exponent to -0.13 lead
to results similar to that seen for sample Mn438_c6 with the equation open
enough to accommodate the change in Ð.
Such Ąts both above and below �c clearly suggest the possibility of Heisenberg
behaviour within (Ga,Mn)As, but in no way prove or disprove a particular
model given the sensitivity to chosen parameters and Ątting range. However,
these Ąts do show that the d�
d�
critical behaviour is very similar across a range
of annealed (Ga,Mn)As samples with a much more well deĄned peak than that
of the resistance. Unfortunately, for these past samples the position of the peak
cannot be compared to the actual Curie temperature due to system used, and
the lack of Arrott plots.
3.4 Conclusions
This chapter has detailed a more thorough study of the transport behaviour close
to �c in (Ga,Mn)As performed on the same high Curie temperature samples
measured in the critical phenomena work presented in chapter 2. Transport and
magnetometry measurements performed within the same system conĄrmed the
behaviour seen by Novák et al. (2008) with peaks in resistance predicting Curie
temperature values more than 10K higher than that measured via remanent
magnetisation. In contrast the derivative d�
d�
displayed a sharp peak in both
samples much closer to �c. Figure 3.4.1 shows the magnetisation, resistance
and d�
d�
datasets for sample Mn438_c6 and demonstrates the mismatch between
the resistance peak and the magnetisation calculated Curie temperature.
Unfortunately, the critical behaviour of d�
d�
was found to be much more di cult
to analyse than that of the magnetometry with calculated exponent values
wildly diferent to any of the models covered in section 2.2.3. Calculated values
were also very inconsistent between samples with no universal behaviour seen
in past datasets.
One of the most likely causes of these disparities was the need to perform
full function dataset Ątting rather than the Kouvel-Fisher analysis used to
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Figure 3.4.1: A comparison between the positions of the resistance
(blue) and d�
d�
(red) peaks relative to the remanent magnetisation for
sample Mn438_c6.
calculate Ñ and Ò. This method was not viable on d�
d�
both due to the double
numerical diferential required for analysis and the expected shifted-power-law
behaviour of the speciĄc heat 2.2.12. This resulted in unidentiĄed �c values
and Ątting with at least three open variables. Unknown �c values lead to
undeĄned Ątting ranges with only slight changes in these resulting in very
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diferent calculated Ð exponents. These problems were further exaggerated by
the very small diferences between the Ising and Heisenberg theoretical curves,
and the presence of peak broadening due to inhomogeneity.
Even with the open Ątting of a four variable function, data appeared to
show behaviour that was not power law-like, most notably above the peak in
sample Mn438_c6. The main reason for this could be the unusual behaviour
demonstrated by this sampleŠs resistance at higher temperatures with a peak
closer to that of an as-grown sample than an annealed one. A lot of these
problems stem from the di culties associated with performing the transport
measurements within the SQUID system. Further work on this should therefore
be focused on the re-measurement of the resistance using a more easily fabricated
contact pattern structure, and a redesigned probe header to avoid problems
with contact breakage.
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Chapter 1 has already discussed the potential future prospects of quantum-
based devices as a motivation for spintronics research. Whilst this has yet to
take of in everyday technology the concept of harnessing or observing quantum
mechanical phenomena within real devices or structures is not a new one. As
early as 1931 Paul Dirac (Dirac (1931)) proved that an electron wavefunction
should acquire a phase shift when passing through a region of zero magnetic
Ąeld, but non-zero magnetic vector potential. This was originally thought to
have no efect on the electronsŠ behaviour. However, in 1959 Y. Aharonov and
D. Bohm (Aharonov and Bohm (1959)) suggested a number of experiments
involving the interference of such electrons based on the theoretical work of
W. Ehrenberg and R. E. Siday (Ehrenberg and Siday (1949)).
Figure 4.1.1 shows one of their proposed set-ups in which a long solenoid is
added to the standard double-slit experiment in the region between the slits out
of the paths of the electrons. The predicted result was a shift in the expected
interference pattern when the coil is turned on derived from the diferent
phases acquired along each of the two paths. This was a surprising result: the
magnetic Ąeld outside the solenoid should be zero, and yet passing electrons
remain afected. This clearly demonstrates the importance of potentials within
quantum mechanics as something more than simply a mathematical aid. The
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Figure 4.1.1: A solenoid is added between the two electron paths in the
standard YoungŠs double-slit set-up, and an interference pattern shown
on the observation screen.
Aharonov-Bohm efect is essentially a quantum mechanical case of the Berry
phase; related phenomena can also be seen in a number of areas in physics
including that of superconductivity and optics.
These ideas were taken further by both Umbach et al. (1984) and Webb et al.
(1985), who fabricated sub-micron diameter metallic rings to try to observe
periodic ℎ
�
oscillations in the magnetoresistance as predicted by the Aharonov-
Bohm theory. The efect was then veriĄed separately using a diferent approach
involving superconductors by Osakabe et al. (1986). Similar results can also be
seen involving the electric scalar potential (van Oudenaarden et al. (1998)) as
well as an additional oscillation with period ℎ
2�
as predicted by AlŠtshuler et al.
(1981).
The study of these magnetoresistance oscillations ofers an insight into the
quantum mechanical interference phenomena in a material with the magnitude
related to the electron phase coherence length. This plays a crucial role in the
understanding of quantum mechanical transport, and corrections to resistivity
in diferent materials. Previous work on phase coherence in (Ga,Mn)As has been
very limited despite it being an excellent system to study quantum corrections
such as universal conductance Ćuctuations (UCF), weak localisation, and spin-
orbit coupling.
Whilst both spin-disorder and spin-orbit scattering are expected to suppress
these quantum corrections at temperatures approaching �c it has been argued
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Figure 4.1.2: A transmission electron microscope image of a gold ring
structure measured by Umbach et al. (1984) with an inside diameter of
280 nm and width 45 nm.
that in high quality metallic (Ga,Mn)As the phase coherence length could be
relatively large at low temperatures Matsukura et al. (2004). This is because
virtually all spins contribute to the ferromagnetic ordering thus reducing
spin-scattering, giant splitting of the valence band makes both spin-disorder
and spin-orbit scattering relatively ineicient, and strong magneto-crystalline
anisotropies suppress magnon scattering. The few studies already performed
on quantum interference efects within (Ga,Mn)As support this hypothesis
with observations of UCF (Vila et al. (2007)) and evidence for Aharonov-Bohm
oscillations (Wagner et al. (2006)) at millikelvin temperatures. Measurements
performed in Regensburg (Wagner et al. (2006); Neumaier et al. (2008)) studied
dephasing within (Ga,Mn)As nanowires and nanorings, and found the phase
coherence length to be of the order 100 nm at millikelvin temperatures.
This chapter focuses on the fabrication of nanoring structures on highly opti-
mised (Ga,Mn)As samples grown in Nottingham, and early test measurements
on these devices with the future aim of conducting a full phase-coherence
study. Low-temperature measurements were also performed within a dilution
refrigerator on the Ąrst batch of structures fabricated in Nottingham. These
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demonstrated encouraging behaviour at higher cryostat temperatures, but
had technical problems over the millikelvin range leading to results that were
di cult to interpret. These results are therefore not presented within this
chapter, but a brief summary is given within section 4.5 on the di culties
linked to these measurements, and the equipment optimisation performed in
preparation for future work. A second fabrication method was developed in
collaboration with the University of Glasgow guided by the processes developed
in Nottingham in an efort to solve these problems. Unfortunately, the Ąnal
study on these Glasgow-fabricated nanorings has not yet been performed due
to time constraints.
The next two sections of this chapter cover the basic theory of both the
Aharonov-Bohm efect and UCF as well as how the observation of the resulting
oscillations in the magnetoresistance can be used to calculate a sampleŠs phase
coherence length. This is then followed by a more detailed look at the previous
work on (Ga,Mn)As performed in Regensburg. The chapter then moves on to
the process of Aharonov-Bohm ring fabrication in (Ga,Mn)As describing the
di culties involved when fabricating nanoscale rings, the testing performed
to achieve high quality, reproducible structures, and the Ąnal adopted recipe.
Most of the basic terminology, principles and methods discussed within this
section are detailed in 1.4 as part of the introductory chapter. The remaining
sections present basic preliminary measurements on the fabricated devices




The Aharonov-Bohm efect is one of the primary examples demonstrating
the importance of the potentials in quantum mechanics. Within classical
electrodynamics it is the Ąelds that have physical signiĄcance with gauge
transformations on potentials leaving the Ąelds, and therefore the equations of
motion, unchanged.
A Ð→A ⟩∇ä(�, �) (4.2.1)
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Equation (4.2.1) shows a gauge transformation in which ä(�, �) is an arbitrary
scalar function. By applying this transformation to the relation between the
magnetic Ąeld B and the magnetic vector potential A it can be shown that
if B is zero then A does not necessarily also have to be zero. This is simply
based on the vector calculus identity that the curl of the gradient is always
zero, and thus A can have a value of ∇ä(r,t) whilst still retaining B = 0.





Ψ(�, �) = ︀ 1
2�
(−�ℎ̵∇ ⟩ �A)2 − �Φ︀Ψ(�, �) (4.2.2)
Equation (4.2.2) is the time-dependent Scrödinger equation for an electron in
an external electromagnetic Ąeld. Based on this equation, in order to leave the
theory invariant under the given gauge transformation an additional phase Ó
must be introduced to the wavefunction Ψ as shown below.
Ψ′ = Ψexp (�Ó) Ó = − �
ℎ̵




A ● dl (4.2.3)
In most circumstances this additional phase is unnoticed, but in 1959 Aharonov
and Bohm proposed a number of situations in which the efects could become
signiĄcant. A solenoid is added to the well-known double-slit set-up, as shown
in Ągure 4.1.1; the magnetic Ąeld within is non-zero, but zero everywhere
else. From equation (4.2.3), each path taken by the electrons must gain a
diferent change in phase when the solenoid is turned on, and therefore when
both wavefunctions are recombined at the observation screen the result has a
combination of the two phases.








A ● dl = �
ℎ̵
∮ A ● dl (4.2.4)
StokesŠ theorem can then be applied to show that this diference in phase is
proportional to the magnetic Ćux Φm within the solenoid.
∮ A ● �l = ∫
�
∇ ×A ● �S = ∫
�
B ● dS = Φm (4.2.5)
� = area enclosed by loop
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The Ąnal result predicted is that the expected interference pattern should move
periodically based on Φm within the solenoid with a period of the magnetic




Ó2 − Ó1 = �
ℎ̵
Φm = 2Þ� (4.2.6b)
(constructive interference occurs when � = 0, ±1, ±2...)
This efect was veriĄed a year later for electrons propagating in free space
(Chambers (1960)), but it was originally thought that it would not be observed
in material ring structures. It was not known if there would be phase coherence
of an electron during its difusive motion within a metallic or semiconducting
sample. When passing through a material electrons follow a difusive path
dictated by interactions with other electrons, impurities or phonons. Both
electron and non-magnetic impurity scattering are elastic processes that result
in no change in phase. However, phase coherence can be broken by inelastic
phonon scattering with magnetic impurities such as spin-Ćip or spin-orbit
interactions that result in a change in spin.
The average distance travelled by an electron before it sufers a phase changing
interaction is called the phase coherence length �ã. This is related to both the
elastic �el and inelastic �in mean free paths where typically �el ⎨ �ã ⎨ �in.
�ã = ︂�el�in (4.2.7)
Oscillatory behaviour can therefore be observed in the conductance of meso-





� = ring radius
From equation 4.2.7 it can be seen that higher temperatures lead to a reduction
in the phase coherence length due to an increase in phonon scattering and spin-
Ćip interactions. An increase in temperature can also destroy phase coherence
via thermal broadening around the Fermi surface leading to a spectrum of
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electron energies �F ± �B� . This results in electrons moving out-of-phase on
average after a difusion length �T referred to as the thermal length.
�T = ︂ℎ̵�⇑�B� (4.2.9)
Oscillations are therefore damped both in larger rings and at higher temper-
atures due to an exponential reduction in the number of coherent electrons
passing across the ring. This leads to a drop-of in the amplitude Δ� related







This allows �ã to be calculated from low-temperature conductance measure-
ments for samples of known thermal difusion length.
For the (Ga,Mn)As grown in Nottingham the thermal difusion length is
expected to be comparable to the phase coherence length at 50mK. Based on
the previous work by Neumaier et al. (2008) detailed in section 4.3 the phase
coherence length at this temperature should be of-the-order 150 nm. Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations are therefore expected to be observed in (Ga,Mn)As rings
of diameter less than 200 nm with an amplitude damping given by equation
(4.2.10).
The nanoring structures fabricated for this chapter had outer diameters ranging
from 130 nm to 300 nm with track widths of roughly 20 nm. As a result of this
Ąnite width a range of oscillation periods are expected due to a smearing of
the interference pattern. Table 4.1 shows the expected oscillation periods Δ�
and amplitude damping factors Δ� for 130 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm nanorings
calculated from equations (4.2.8) and (4.2.10) respectively. Each are given
as a range between the inner and outer diameters using a phase coherence
length of 150 nm and a thermal difusion length of 200 nm. It should be noted
that it is the inner diameter that results in the larger oscillations, and that
the conductances amplitudes are given as unitless quantities with the absolute
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Outer diameter /nm Δ� /T Δ�
130 0.31 → 0.65 0.34 → 0.52
150 0.23 → 0.44 0.28 → 0.42
200 0.13 → 0.21 0.16 → 0.25
Table 4.1: Aharonov-Bohm oscillation periods Δ� and amplitudes Δ�
calculated from equations (4.2.8) and (4.2.10) respectively for 130 nm,
150 nm and 200 nm (Ga,Mn)As nanorings with �ã = 150 nm and �T =
200 nm.
4.2.2 Universal Conductance Fluctuations
Another observable efect of the quantum coherence of electrons that cannot
be neglected in the (Ga,Mn)As nanoring structures are universal conductance
Ćuctuations. These are sample-speciĄc aperiodic Ćuctuations that are a ran-
dom function of the applied magnetic Ąeld, carrier concentration and impurity
conĄguration. However, unlike noise, they are not random in time, but repro-
ducible upon performing the same magnetic Ąeld or gate voltage sweep at a
given temperature. When viewed from a purely semiclassical theory of trans-
port these Ćuctuations are anomalously large. For mesoscopic structures with
� ≤ �ã the conductance varies from sample to sample, but the root-mean-square
Ćuctuation
Δ� ≡ ︂︁(� − ︀�︀)2︁ (4.2.11)
takes a universal value of �
2
ℎ
at suiciently low temperatures independant of
sample size and impurity conĄguration. This universal behaviour is a result of
interference between the various paths that an electron can take when traversing
a sample. A theoretical treatment of this was Ąrst established using pertubation
theory by AlŠtshuler (1985) and independently by Lee and Stone (1985).
Within a sample the conductance is related to the probability of an electron
travelling from one contact to the other per unit time. The probability of
transmission in a time � is found by summing over all possible paths connecting
the two contacts.
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Equation 4.2.12 shows this summation split into two seperate terms where ��
is the probability amplitude of the �th path connecting points �1 and �2 within
a time �. The Ąrst term corresponds to the classical picture of electron difusion
between the contacts in which the average conductance attributable to disorder
scattering is given reasonably accurately by Boltzmann theory. The second
term then considers the quantum interference between the diferent trajectories.
One might expect this term to self-average to zero when summing over a very
large number of paths as a result of the random nature of the phase relationship
between �� and ��. However, this is not the case in small systems, comparable
in size to �ã.
It is this quantum mechanical term that gives rise to a reproducible dependence
of the conductance on applied magnetic Ąeld or gate voltage. Both result in a
change in the phase diference between paths and therefore the interference,
the Ąrst by inducing a phase shift in the electron wavefunctions as shown
in the previous section, and the second by changing the efective impurity
conĄguration and therefore the paths taken by the electrons. As the magnetic
Ąeld or gate voltage is swept the quantum mechincal term Ćuctuates thus
resulting in Ćuctuations in �.
At absolute zero within systems in which � ≤ �ã the amplitude of these
Ćuctuations takes a universal value. However, as is the case with Aharonov-
Bohm oscillations, at Ąnite temperatures the combined efects of thermal
broadening and phonon scattering lead to decoherence once the system size
� exceeds the dephasing length �min. This results in a damping of UCF
dependent on the relative sizes of �ã, �T and � that takes the form of a
power-law attenuation derived from two factors: �ã⇑� and �T⇑�ã.
In two- and three-dimensions, systems behave as a classical network of resistors
consisting of coherent regions ��min in size where � is the dimensionality of the
system. Both factors therefore take an exponent value of 4−�
2
resulting in a








Within one-dimensional systems, such as the (Ga,Mn)As nanoring structures,
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the behaviour is more complex with the factor due to thermal broadening scaling
with an exponent of 1 rather than 3⇑2 (Lee et al. (1987)). The attenuation in




















for �T ⎨ �ã ⎨ � (4.2.14b)
Δ�∝ (�T
�
) for �T ⎨ � ⎨ �ã (4.2.14c)
Within nanoring structures UCF are expected to be superimposed on top of
the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations potentially making analysis more di cult.
The efects of UCF are therefore undesirable in the context of the (Ga,Mn)As
nanoring studies presented within this chapter. Given the expected phase










derived from equation (4.2.14a) where �ã ⎨ �� . An additional constant of
proportionality � has been introduced that is close to unity, and depends on
the spin-orbit interaction strength and the applied magnetic Ąeld with larger
Ąelds resulting in smaller Ćuctuations.
Theory also predicts the maximum scale of these Ćuctuations at Ąnite tempera-
tures within one-, two- and three-dimensional systems (Lee et al. (1987)). In
the case of a one-dimensional system this magnetic Ąeld correlation length �c
is dependent solely on the width � of the system and the dephasing length
�min.
�c(� ) = Φ0
�min�
(4.2.16)
The correlation Ąeld is therefore expected to be the same for all nanoring
diameters with equation (4.2.16) predicting a value of 1.38T for structures
with a width of 20 nm.
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Outer diameter /nm Δ�
130 0.63 → 1
150 0.51 → 0.81
200 0.33 → 0.46
Table 4.2: UCF amplitudes Δ� for 130 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm
(Ga,Mn)As nanorings with �ã = 150 nm and �T = 200 nm.
Table 4.2 shows the expected root-mean-square amplitude of UCF within the
130 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm (Ga,Mn)As nanorings based on equation (4.2.15)
assuming � = 1. These are given as unitless quantities with the absolute values





Whilst phase coherence phenomena such as UCFs and weak localisation have
been observed within (Ga,Mn)As in the past the Aharonov-Bohm efect remains
largely unexplored with only a single group based in Regensburg (Wagner
et al. (2006); Neumaier et al. (2008)) having performed focused studies. The
group presented measurements on both nanoring and nanowire structures with
evidence for both large UCFs and Aharonov-Bohm oscillations. This data was
used to calculate the phase coherence length and temperature dependence of
dephasing.
Within the original paper conductance measurements were only performed
on nanostructures fabricated on low �c as-grown samples with manganese
concentrations of only 2% Mn. A study of the observed UCFs within nanowires
estimated the phase coherence length to be roughly 100 nm; however, measure-
ments on a 100 nm diameter nanoring did not display clear periodic oscillations.
Fourier transforms of the behaviour showed a broad spectrum of magnetic
Ąeld frequencies with only a very poorly deĄned peak over the expected ℎ
�
range.
The second paper included additional data taken from much higher 6% an-
nealed samples with Curie temperatures of around 100K. Nanorings of average
diameters 150 nm and 190 nm displayed more periodic oscillations than that of
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the as-grown samples with relatively broad Fourier peaks within the expected
ℎ
�
ranges. Both UCF and Aharonov-Bohm measurements again demonstrated
phase coherence lengths of between 100 nm and 200 nm at millikelvin temper-
atures. However, these Ągures were only approximately calculated with the
UCF value partially based on Ątting to weak localisation behaviour and the
thermal difusion length taken as an approximate value between 120 nm and
200 nm.
The group concluded that the initial di culties with Aharonov-Bohm obser-
vations resulted from both the superposition of aperiodic UCFs with similar
magnetic Ąeld scales, and the Ąnite width of the ring which causes an uncer-
tainty in the expected oscillations. Despite these problems the phase coherence
length was calculated and shown to follow a � −1⇑2 temperature dependence.
Based on this weak temperature dependence the group suggested that the
primary source of phase breaking comes from hole-hole scattering following on
from the work of Lee and Ramakrishnan (1985) within disordered conductors.
Manganese interstitials were found not to cause dephasing with the increase of
�ã after low-temperature annealing put down to an increase in the difusion
constant with the corresponding dephasing time remaining unchanged.
Whilst this work has shown that (Ga,Mn)As can have relatively large phase
coherence lengths at low temperatures many questions still remain regarding
quantum corrections, and their signiĄcance in (Ga,Mn)As. Both the calculated
phase coherence length, and dephasing temperature dependence should be
treated with some caution based on the approximate methods of calculation and
the marginal dimensionality of the studied structures relative to the estimated
thermal difusion lengths. Work on Nottingham grown samples could expand
on these studies ofering further insight into phase related phenomena due to
the potential for longer phase coherence lengths and much thinner high quality
samples. Annealed samples studied in Regensburg demonstrated clearer periodic
oscillations than their as-grown counterparts, but still displayed conductances
appreciably lower than equivalent Nottingham-grown samples
Although this work does not ofer a complete picture it does expose a number
of problems that need to be considered in future studies. The most prominent
of these are the efects of a Ąnite track width and the addition of aperiodic
UCFs at low temperatures. The Ąrst of these in particular is not resolved by
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sample quality, and is efectively unavoidable in nanoring structures due to
the resolution limits of current fabrication processing techniques. One should
therefore always expect to observe a broadening of the possible oscillation
periods due to a variation in potential path lengths around the loop.
4.4 Nanoring Fabrication
In order to perform phase-coherence studies, structures Ąrst needed to be
fabricated in (Ga,Mn)As substrates. The main aim of this section is therefore
to give a summary of some of the di culties posed during processing, and the
testing and optimisation required to overcome these problems. Prior to this
work some progress had already been made in this Ąeld in Nottingham by Dr.
Ehsan Ahmad. The work detailed within this section is therefore loosely based
on EhsanŠs early testing; however, a great deal of further development was still
required for high quality, reproducible contacted nanoring fabrication.
It must also be noted that whilst this work was primarily based on that carried
out by Ehsan other people were also involved in various stages of fabrication.
The (Ga,Mn)As wafers were all grown via MBE by Dr. Richard Campion, the
contact deposition and bonding carried out by Dave Taylor, and the reactive ion
etching performed with the assistance of Dr. Chris Mellor, all of the University
of Nottingham. The observation of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in (Ga,Mn)As
requires nanorings with an outer diameter of less than 150 nm, and a width
approaching 20 nm to 30 nm. Whilst a standard EBL system is more than
capable of providing such a high resolution the fact that the exposed resist
was to be used for etching severely limited the resist options. This choice was
further restricted by the need for a negative tone resist in order to create a
high quality mask without the need to expose everything other than the ring
structure itself. The required ring width also restricted etching to that of dry
only due to the need for very high anisotropy to avoid undercut structure
collapse.
The most convenient resist choice, and therefore that used in the nanoring
fabrication, was the cross-link approach of PMMA. Unfortunately, this overex-
posure method of PMMA is not widely used in nanofabrication partly due to a
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poor etch resistance, but mostly because the resulting mask is hard to remove
without damaging the underlying material. Both these problems therefore
needed to be solved and a lot of optimisation carried out before the Ąnal
fabrication.
Rigorous dose and etch testing was performed along with many revisions of the
pattern design in an efort to achieve high quality, reproducible ring structures.
The next subsection describes some of the more signiĄcant testing carried out
along with brief comments on some of the lesser problems also encountered.
The Ąnal subsection then brings this all back together again by detailing the
Ąnal adopted fabrication procedure.
4.4.1 Preliminary Testing
Initial work on the nanoring fabrication was performed by Ehsan Ahmad, and it
is his work that is the basis for the testing detailed in this section. His original
designs were written on 30 nm thick A2 950 PMMA in Ąve separate 5Ûm
writeĄelds: four containing the outer contacts, and one containing the inner
contacts and the ring itself. Unfortunately, this design resulted in di culties in
writeĄeld stitching leading to unwanted gaps between the ring and contacts. RIE
testing of this exposure set-up on 25 nm (Ga,Mn)As chips also demonstrated
that it was not possible to deĄne the ring with such a thin layer of resist.
Exposure Testing
With both of these problems in mind a new design was created in a single larger
writeĄeld of 50Ûm consisting of a 150 nm diameter ring and four contacts each
split into inner and outer sections. The outer contacts with a constant width of
1.7Ûm, and the inner contacts with a gradually reducing width down to 20 nm
at the ring. This tapering contact design was used to avoid ring distortion
and breaks at the ring caused by excessive charge build-up. The whole design
was written in the pattern Ąle line by line with 10 nm spacing afording greater
control over the exact movements of the beam and the exposure order.
Optimisation of this original design was carried out by repeated array exposures
varying the dose of each area, the exposure order and beam path. Exposure
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Figure 4.4.1: An SEM image taken of sample Mn245_01 demonstrat-
ing the importance of both pattern design and exposure order. The top
right inset of the ring at the centre also shows slight signs of contact mis-
alignment, something again solved by exposure re-ordering and changing
the beam path.
doses were varied from 15 nCcm−1 to 35 nCcm−1 equivalent to between 50 and
100 times that of a standard PMMA exposure. Early exposures still resulted
in gaps in the contacts as seen in the previous work with separate writeĄelds;
an example of this is shown in Ągure 4.4.1.
In this example the outer contacts were written in an anticlockwise order from
the right. The increasing gap size as the exposure progresses suggests that
they could be caused by charge build up on the resist surface due to the high
exposure doses. This efect was removed from the Ąnal design by adjusting
the exposure order and beam path, and adding a slight overlap. Writing each
contact as a whole rather than two inner and outer sections resulted in breaks
at the ring and deformation of its shape.
After further dose optimisation, exposures were also made of both 100 nm and
130 nm diameter rings using the same basic contact design and dose assignment.
From these exposures it was possible to see that whilst 100 nm might be possible
a 130 nm design would ofer signiĄcantly greater fabrication success rate and
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Figure 4.4.2: SEM images of both 100 nm and 130 nm diameter ring
exposures with both the height and width shown. In both cases the rings
appear slightly elongated.
Figure 4.4.3: An SEM image of the inner contacts and ring of a fully
optimised 130 nm diameter exposure. The nanoring itself was exposed
Ąrst with areas close to the contacts at 30 nCcm−1 and areas on top
and bottom at 35 nCcm−1. This was followed by the inner then outer
contacts at 25 and 15 nCcm−1 respectively.
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Figure 4.4.4: An SEM image of an EBL gold contacts exposure.
more sharply deĄned inner ring edges. Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 show examples
of varying ring diameter and a fully optimised exposure respectively.
With the central ring exposure Ąnalised the next stage was to modify the gold
contacts pattern for this new design and try to improve the possible margins
for error when aligning to the ring contacts. During his original testing, EBL
was used with a bilayer resist of A5 495 and A2 950 PMMA spun separately;
a process that took well over Ąve hours and involved the use of very large
writeĄelds up to 1000Ûm. Given the di culties this imposed on the fabrication
the new pattern design was created Ąrst as an EBL pattern Ąle for testing, and
then the Ąnalised layout drawn and ordered as a photolithography mask.
Figure 4.4.4 shows an EBL exposure of the new gold contacts design performed
using bilayer PMMA with an exposure dose of 250ÛCcm−2. Each of the
contacts are arranged such that the overlap to the central ring contacts is
perpendicular rather than parallel, and the square at the centre reduced to
36Ûm in comparison to the 50Ûm of the ring exposure. Such a design allows
for a greater spatial or rotational misalignment of the layers without losing
overlap.
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Etch Testing
Having optimised both exposure processes the next test required for the fabri-
cation was that of etching. As with the previous optimisation these tests were
based on EhsanŠs original work in which he reactive ion etched (Ga,Mn)As
using a combination of SiCl4 and SF6, and then measured the etch depths
using an atomic force microscope (AFM). These original tests showed that
25 nm thick nanorings could not be fabricated due to the poor RIE resistance
of the PMMA even after overexposure. Etch rates of the resist were similar to
that of the (Ga,Mn)As, and thus di culties were found with the 30 nm thick
resist.
Unfortunately, simply increasing the resist thickness was not a possibility due
to the associated decrease in exposure resolution. With this in mind thinner
(Ga,Mn)As layers were speciĄed to Richard Campion with a thickness of 10 nm:
the minimum thickness possible without a large increase in sample resistivity
at low temperatures and a general decrease in overall sample quality.
Exposures of the Ąnalised nanoring design were made on 5mm x 5mm 6%
(Ga,Mn)As substrates, and RIE testing carried out with the aid of Chris
Mellor over a number of etch times between 15 s and 35 s using the same base
gases. After the etch process the overexposed PMMA was removed by two
minute oxygen plasma exposures allowing the etch depth of the substrate to
be measured directly via AFM.
SEM imaging of the etch-tested rings, as shown in Ągure 4.4.5, showed that etch
times of more than 20 seconds were not suitable for the nanoring fabrication.
Whilst the RIE method is highly anisotropic there is still a small amount of
lateral etching that is enough to cause an undercut leading to ring and inner
contacts collapse. The rings were, however, reasonably well deĄned in the 15 s
and 20 s samples, but in order for them to be truly isolated the etch depth
needed be more than 10 nm.
Etch depth measurements of these samples were carried out via the use of AFM
imaging and proĄling. Initial imaging proved di cult partly due to the height
and size of the rings, and partly because of the required precision set-up of the
system. Unfortunately, early measurements resulted in damage to some of the
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(a) 15 seconds (b) 20 seconds
(c) 25 seconds (d) 30 seconds
Figure 4.4.5: SEM images of the RIE etch test rings taken after both
PMMA removal and AFM proĄling. The damage of the 15 s etch inner
contacts shown in (a) was caused by diiculties with AFM rather than
the etch process itself and should therefore not be a problem during Ąnal
fabrication.
imaged structures due to a low voltage set point leading to a tip collision with
the surface. Once set up correctly, however, full images were taken of the 15 s
and 20 s etched rings, and etch depths measured for all samples.
As shown in table 4.3 the depths were found to be considerably more than that
by Ehsan. The most probable cause of this was an increased etch rate of the
GaAs substrate to that of the (Ga,Mn)As. Previous RIE showed that higher
nominal concentrations of manganese generally led to lower etch rates. For the
25 nm samples an etch time of roughly 25 seconds was enough to remove most
of the overexposed resist, but not enough to etch through the (Ga,Mn)As Ąlm.
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Table 4.3: Etch depths measured via AFM for both 25 nm and 10 nm
(Ga,Mn)As samples.
Thus after this point the measured depth remained almost constant with a
dramatic increase in etch rate expected at higher etch times once the GaAs is
reached.
For the 10 nm samples this point was reached much more quickly before all
the resist had been removed resulting in the greater measured depth seen over
the original tests. Unfortunately, whilst this does mean that the required
depth is reached relatively easily, etching for too long signiĄcantly increases
the undercut potentially causing a collapse of the Ąner structure areas such
as the ring itself. Whilst the ring appears well deĄned in 4.4.5b, even for an
etch time of 20 seconds the etch depth at the centre is more than that at the
larger contacts. This could imply that at this point the central structure has
already partially collapsed, for this reason, and the fact that even shorter etch
times could pose a problem, a 15 second etch time was chosen for Ąnal device
fabrication.
Figures 4.4.6 and 4.4.7 show an AFM image of the 15 second etched sample and
a surface proĄle across the ring respectively. The proĄle shows that the surface
of the substrate over the etched areas is quite rough close to the structure.
However, the ring itself is clearly visible, but with dimensions noticeably larger
than that viewed in the SEM. One possible reason for this is a slight deformation
of the tip shape; broken or damaged tips, such as that after collision with the
inner contacts in 4.4.6, can lead to two scan points and therefore a double image
that is not always apparent. Such a problem would also explain the shape of
the left edges with respect to the right. These appear to be more vertical and
have a far better deĄnition. What is crucial about the ring is that the etch
depth even in the central hole is between 50 and 60 nm, considerably more than
the measured substrate roughness and 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As thickness.
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Figure 4.4.6: A 1Ûm x 1Ûm three-dimensional AFM image of a 15 s
etched structure taken at 45℃ with a set point of 700mV and a gain of
25V.


















Figure 4.4.7: An AFM image proĄle along the red line shown in
Ągure 4.4.6 from left to right.
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4.4.2 Final Recipe
With optimisation and testing carried out for all of the fabrication stages as
well as imaging of all of the resulting structures, the Ąnal fabrication process
chosen consisted of two exposures. During the initial testing and for the Ąrst set
of structures both stages were EBL-based. However, for the Ąnal samples the
Ąrst was changed to a photolithographic exposure in order to avoid the use of
large writeĄelds and to reduce fabrication time. This was used to lay down gold
contact pads and alignment marks via metallisation, and the second, an EBL
exposure, to deĄne the inner contacts and rings using RIE. This approach of
laying the contacts Ąrst was taken so that the gold could efectively be used as
a second mask for the etch step and allowed a greater freedom for any potential
misalignment. The full device fabrication procedure is summarised below; four
structures are fabricated together with a total production time of roughly two
to three days. A total of Ąve sets of four structures of varying ring diameter
were fabricated for measurement.
First layer processing
The Ąrst stage in the fabrication process was to prepare the (Ga,Mn)As, this
was done by scribing GaAs wafer with a 10 nm layer of (Ga,Mn)As 6% Mn
grown on it into six 9.7mm x 9.7mm substrates. Each of these substrates
led to a fabrication of four nanoring structures with diferent contact layout
orientations. Cleaning was performed using ethyl lactate, acetone, methanol
and IPA for 10 minutes each along with 1 minute in an ultrasonic bath. Each
were then dried using an N2 gun and dehydrated in an oven prebake at 180℃ for
15 minutes to remove any remaining unwanted surface residue.
The next step after cleaning was the lithography; this was initially carried
out via EBL using a bilayer resist of A5 495 PMMA and A2 950 PMMA
following a similar procedure to that of Ehsan using 500Ûm writeĄelds with
a uniform dose of 250ÛCcm−2. For the Ąnal structures, however, substrates
were spun with BPRS-150 photoresist for 30 s at 5 krpm using a spin coater
and disposable pipette. A hotplate was then used to remove the resist solvent
by baking for 5 minutes at 100℃. This led to an even resist coverage of roughly
1.5Ûm at the centre as measured via a Dektak stylus proĄler during testing.
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Figure 4.4.8: A schematic diagram of both the Ąnal gold contacts design
and the nanoring EBL exposure. The gold contacts shown at the top
were exposed in groups of four with a central square of 36Ûm resulting
in a perpendicular overlap of 7Ûm with each nanoring contact. The
nanoring and internal contacts were all performed in 50Ûm writeĄelds
via individual line writing as shown at the bottom. The vertical inner
contact positions were tailored to the nanoring diameter which ranged
from 130 nm up to 250 nm; this diagram shows the 130 nm design.
Photolithography was carried out using a SÜSS MicroTec mask aligner and a
chrome on soda-lime glass mask with an exposure time of 6.5 s. Samples were
then developed in a mixture of 20ml BPRS developer and 70ml water for 50 s
before being proĄled and viewed under optical microscope for defects.
Finally, the contact pads were laid down using a standard metal evaporator to
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deposit 20 nm of titanium followed by 100 nm of gold. Lift-of then consisted of
soaking the samples in acetone to remove the resist along with the unwanted
areas of gold, and then rinsing with IPA to clear the contact edges of any
remaining gold Ćakes. The full cleaning process performed prior to fabrication
was then repeated to ensure an uncontaminated surface for the second layer
exposure.
Second layer processing
With the gold contacts and alignment marks fabricated, the second stage was
to deĄne the rings themselves via EBL. High molecular weight PMMA resist
(A2 950) was applied to the samples using a 5ml pipette to guarantee total
surface coverage. This was then spun at 5000 rpm for 45 seconds and oven
baked at 180℃ for 1 hour to remove the anisole casting solvent. The resulting
resist had a thickness of 60 nm that was then reduced to roughly 30 nm after
exposure due to the efects of crosslinking.
The second layer exposures were then carried out with four optimised pattern
design ring exposures performed separately per substrate in order to avoid large
amounts of stage movement after focus and astigmatism set up. In each case
alignment was made using the gold contactsŠ respective inner alignment marks
before the sample stage was moved and the focus and astigmatism adjusted
before carrying out the next exposure. Exposures of variable diameter nanorings
between 130 nm and 250 nm were performed with an acceleration voltage of
30 kV and 500 pA current. After exposing a ring and inner contacts for each
of the sets of gold contacts on the substrates, the samples were developed in
acetone for 2 minutes, rinsed in IPA and then blow-dried with nitrogen.
Samples were etched for 15 seconds in a Corial 200RL RIE system using SiCl4
as the etch gas and SF6 as the plasma cleaner with Ćow rates of 25 sccm and
2 sccm respectively, and an RF power of 60W. This process was performed at a
pressure of roughly 9.6mTorr and temperature of 20℃. Etch depths measured
via AFM were roughly 60 nm; however, unlike the previous etch testing this
also included the thickness of any remaining crosslinked PMMA.
The samples were not originally exposed to oxygen plasma to remove this
resist because of the potential damage caused to the (Ga,Mn)As surface and
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4.9: SEM images of typical (a) 130 nm and (b) 180 nm nanor-
ing structures fabricated in Nottingham via the recipe detailed in this
section.
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structures leading to undesired efects on the electrical properties. It was
thought that leaving the resist on could act to protect the rings after fabrication
without afecting measurements. Unfortunately, initial dilution refrigerator
measurements showed that in fact the remaining resist does have serious adverse
efects on the resistance measurements. Structures were therefore later placed
in the barrel asher to remove this unwanted surface contamination.
Once the structures had been deĄned the substrates were all scribed down
to chip sizes of 5mm x 4mm, and then cleaned in acetone and IPA. These
chips were then mounted into non-magnetic 12 pin headers using GE varnish,
and bonds made to two of the four nanorings on each using an ultrasonic wire
bonding machine. Bonding was limited to only two structures per chip due to
the number of usable wires built into the dilution fridge probe.
4.4.3 Glasgow Nanorings
Nanoring fabrication in Glasgow was performed by Dr. Gary Ternent based
of designs and processes which I suggested following a two-stage lithography
process. A number of changes were made to the original Nottingham procedure
due to the di culties associated with the PMMA overexposure method and
the equipment available. The most notable change to the Ąnal recipe detailed
in section 4.4.2 was the use of hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) to deĄne the
structures rather than PMMA. This is an inorganic negative-tone resist that
consists of a cube-shaped monomer base molecule composed of silicon (Si),
oxygen (O) and hydrogen (H) with molecular formula H8Si8O12. It potentially
ofers a better etch resistance whilst retaining the high-resolution required for
nanostructure fabrication, and is both well understood and frequently used in
Glasgow as part of standard fabrication processing.
During the Ąrst stage of nanoring fabrication HSQ was used as part of a
bilayer resist with PMMA to deĄne the ring and (Ga,Mn)As contacts via EBL.
This bilayer technique was developed in order to avoid the use of hydroĆuoric
acid which is commonly required to remove HSQ after processing due to its
structural similarities to silicon dioxide. Whilst hydroĆuoric acid is known
not etch standard GaAs it has been observed to damage (Ga,Mn)As leading
to rough structure edges that could signiĄcantly afect nanoring transport
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properties. The use of a PMMA layer below the HSQ meant that the resist
could be removed via soaking in acetone.
After development the structures were deĄned in the (Ga,Mn)As following the
same process as that in Nottingham using RIE with SiCl4 and SF6. Earlier
test samples were etched using CH4, but this was found to severely damage
the structures. The second processing stage was then used to fabricate bond
pads to the (Ga,Mn)As deĄned contacts via a standard photolithography and
evaporation method using 20 nm Ti and 100 nm Au. Samples were bonded and
mounted in Nottingham into non-magnetic 12 pin headers.
All Glasgow nanorings were fabricated on 6%, 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As having been
annealed for eight hours at 180℃. The fabrication process was performed on
10mmx10mm chips due to EBL system restrictions. These were then diced
into 5mmx5mm samples for packaging with each containing two sets of six
structures of diameters 100 nm, 130 nm, 150 nm, 200 nm, 250 nm and 300 nm.
SEM imaging shows the actual outer diameters to be approximately 20 nm
greater than these nominal values with ring widths of between 30 nm and
50 nm. Unfortunately, such variable widths resulted in many of the 100 nm
and 130 nm nanorings having no central hole due to overexposure thus leaving
them unusable for Aharonov-Bohm measurements. Figure 4.4.10 shows SEM
imaged examples of each diameter nanoring.
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(a) 100 nm (b) 130 nm
(c) 150 nm (d) 200 nm
(e) 250 nm (f) 300 nm
Figure 4.4.10: SEM images of nanoring structures fabricated in Glas-
gow with deĄned outer diameters of (a) 100 nm, (b) 130 nm, (c) 150 nm,
(d) 200 nm, (e) 250 nm and (f) 300 nm. The step-like edge visible on all
contacts is due to a slight misalignment between the inner and outer
(Ga,Mn)As contacts possibly due to write order.
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4.5 Experimental Methods
A Ąrst batch of nanorings of diameters ranging from 130 nm up to 300 nm was
fabricated in Nottingham following the recipe detailed in section 4.4.2. Test
measurements on these structures using a Keithley source meter showed a
variety of resistances at room temperature with some demonstrating resistances
approaching that expected of 6%, 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As, but many clearly broken
with much higher megaohm resistances. A set of six of the lower resistance
structures were selected for low temperature measurements with nominal outer
diameters of 130 nm and 180 nm. Resistances of these structures ranged from
12 kΩ to 35 kΩ at room temperature. These structures were measured within a
dilution refrigerator at temperatures as low as 50mK, sweeping the magnetic
Ąeld between 0T and 8T. An overview of dilution refrigeration is given in
appendix B.2.
Resistance measurements proved di cult with two methods employed to try to
observe the expected oscillations. Structures were initially measured using an
AVS-47 resistance bridge with a set excitation voltage of 10ÛV equivalent to a
1 nA constant current. A number of other excitation voltages were also tested
with values as low as 1ÛV, but these resulted in signiĄcant amounts of noise.
Most structures demonstrated oscillations in the measured resistance when
sweeping the magnetic Ąeld. However, these oscillations had periods roughly a
quarter of that expected, and had a sawtooth-like proĄle uncharacteristic of the
Aharonov-Bohm efect. An example of this behaviour is shown in Ągure 4.5.1.
Further testing showed that these measurements sufered from severe grounding
issues, a problem that was later resolved.
One possible explanation for this behaviour is a coulomb blockade due to single-
electron transport through the structures. Standard single-electron devices
consist of a central localised region of electrons isolated from a source and drain
by low-capacitance tunnel junctions. Within the nanorings this structure could
be formed by nanoconstrictions in the contacts with the ring taking the role of
the isolated central island. Due to the complex form of this structure and the
large number of unknowns associated with such a setup exact calculations of the
expected oscillation periods are not possible. Measurements of single-electron
transport are typically performed on quantum dot structures with dimensions
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much smaller than the nanorings. However, past work on larger-scale structures
(1Ûm) have demonstrated similar sawtooth behaviour with periods of 0.2T
(Stopa et al. (1994)) approaching that seen in Ągure 4.5.1.


















Figure 4.5.1: Magneto-transport data of a 130 nm diameter Nottingham
nanoring measured at 100mK using a four-terminal resistance bridge
setup with an applied current of 1 nA. Both the up and down sweeps
display a sawtooth oscillation with a period of roughly 0.07T. The
expected Aharonov-Bohm period for nanorings of this size is 0.31T as
calculated from equation (4.2.8).
These structures were also measured using a Signal Recovery 5210 lock-in
ampliĄer applying a constant current of 100 pA with a ballast resistor of 10MΩ.
Various setups were used with later measurements also using a potential divider
and a preampliĄer. Structures showed a strong dependence on the applied
frequency implying the presence of capacitive efects that could explain the
observed sawtooth oscillations as charging and discharging. Samples also
displayed a large amount of shorting between contacts potentially the source of
this charging and discharging.
The most likely cause of the shorting between contacts in structures was residual
overexposed PMMA or surface oxidation. Oxygen plasma ashing was therefore
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used on a number of structures to try to remove any remaining resist, and reduce
the efects of shorting. Resistances between structures increased dramatically,
but structures were partially damaged by the process.
Given these inherent problems with the structures these results are not presented
within this chapter. The remaining dilution refrigerator time was dedicated to
setup optimisation in preparation for future measurements. A better low-noise
preampliĄer was also purchased to improve signal-to-noise with greater noise
having a signiĄcant efect on oscillation data analysis.
A second batch of structures was fabricated in Glasgow, and transport mea-
surements performed within a standard 4He cryostat on a range of nanorings
again with diameters of between 130 nm and 300 nm. Sample resistances were
measured using a standard four-terminal method using a Keithley Model 2400
source meter as a 100 nA constant current source and a Model 2000 meter to
measure the voltage drop across the ring. Samples were cooled from room
temperature down to 4.2K at roughly 5K per minute manually controlled via
the needle valve, and data measured at 0.2K to 0.3K intervals. Section 4.6
presents some of the more encouraging low resistance datasets; however, there
were still a signiĄcant number of broken or high resistance structures similar
to that seen in the original Nottingham samples. Full sweep measurements
were not performed on all structures, many were only tested at room and base
temperatures.
4.6 Results
Figure 4.6.1 shows transport data from two Nottingham nanoring structures
fabricated on separate chips taken from the same wafer. Both samples show
a clear peak in resistance close to 150K with rough plots of d�
d�
indicating �c
values around 125K. A value typical of a fully-annealed 6%, 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As
sample. The Ąrst of these, a 130 nm diameter ring, demonstrates a gradual
linear rise from room temperature up to a peak, before dropping away with no
appreciable rise at low temperatures. Such behaviour is very close to that of
the standard proĄle discussed in section 1.7.1 with the resistance per square
approaching the 1.3 kΩ of a typical Hall bar structure on 6%, 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As.
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Figure 4.6.1: Transport data on (a) 130 nm and (b) 250 nm diameter
nanorings fabricated in Nottingham.
Unfortunately, this sample is an exceptional case with most other measured
structures demonstrating behaviour closer to that of the 250 nm nanoring shown
in 4.6.1b. This shows an additional resistive component that leads to a general
upward trend with a dramatic rise below 50K and a much greater resistance
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per square. Measurements on other samples of the same nominal diameter
frequently showed a variation with resistances per square generally appreciably
larger than that demonstrated in larger structures. Many nanoring structures
even demonstrated highly resistive behaviour with no discernible peak.
Figure 4.6.2 shows data from two Glasgow-fabricated samples of diameter
(a) 200 nm and (b) 250 nm. Both structures demonstrate resistances appreciably
lower than that seen in the 250 nm Nottingham sample, but still some way
from that of the 130 nm sample. Both display behaviour with a strong resistive
component at lower temperatures with �c values predicted to be between 80K
and 90K. This is substantially less than the Nottingham samples suggesting that
these samples are not fully optimised. This is backed up by test measurements
on large transmission line structures which showed the sheet resistance per
square to be close to 2 kΩ, signiĄcantly higher than the wafers used for the
Nottingham fabrications. This high resistance goes some way to explaining the
measured nanoring resistances.
Whilst these larger structures ofer an improvement in terms of resistance
over many of the Nottingham samples no working 100 nm or 130 nm samples
were measured. Typically these had megaohm resistances or, as discussed in
section 4.4.3, no central hole. In general, smaller diameter Glasgow nanorings
showed resistances higher than the Nottingham equivalents. Figure 4.6.3 shows
two examples of high-resistance datasets, both from 150 nm diameter structures.
Whilst these structures show very diferent resistances for nominally the same
diameter nanorings both still demonstrate proĄles very close to that of the
250 nm Nottingham sample with peaks suggesting �c values close to 100K.
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Figure 4.6.2: Transport data on (a) 200 nm and (b) 250 nm diameter
nanorings fabricated in Glasgow. Both structures demonstrate larger
resistances than the 130 nm nanoring fabricated in Nottingham, but due
to the longer contact pattern design still display a resistance per square
approaching that expected especially when compared to much larger
transmission line structures on the same chip.
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Figure 4.6.3: Transport data on two 150 nm diameter nanorings fabri-
cated in Glasgow. Both samples demonstrate very high resistances per
square, but still show very similar peak behaviour to that shown in 4.6.2.
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4.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a comprehensive look at (Ga,Mn)As nanorings
with the primary focuses being on nanofabrication, and early structure testing.
Whilst the original aim of this work was to complete an in-depth study of phase
coherent transport in high quality Nottingham grown samples, fabrication of
nanoscale structures in (Ga,Mn)As proved di cult. A signiĄcant amount of
time was invested in the development and optimisation of fabrication methods
made necessary by problems related to the required structure size, and a lack
of previous work on (Ga,Mn)As nanofabrication in Nottingham.
The Ąrst nanoring structures fabricated following the recipe developed in sec-
tion 4.4 displayed encouraging resistance oscillations at millikelvin temperatures.
However, these had periods and amplitudes roughly a quarter of that predicted
by theory, and had a sawtooth proĄle uncharacteristic of Aharonov-Bohm oscil-
lations. If produced by the expected interference of electrons such oscillations
would suggest a much larger ring diameter than that deĄned via EBL or a
smaller phase coherence length than originally postulated. These measurements
also showed no signs of UCF which could again be indicative of a small phase
coherence length with the Ćuctuations not easily distinguishable due to the
restricted magnetic Ąeld sweep range. The magnetic Ąeld correlation length
was predicted to be appreciably larger than the Aharonov-Bohm oscillation
periods and comparable to the sweep range. Reducing the phase coherence
length would further increase this calculated correlation Ąeld.
Both of these Ąndings could indicate the need for smaller structures, however
given the unusual proĄle of the observed oscillations it is more likely that
these early measurements were afected by problems. This explanation is
supported by later testing that showed that these structures sufered from
serious shorting between contacts and structures with the oscillatory behaviour
attributed to charging and discharging. These problems were likely caused
by the presence of residual resist after fabrication, or oxidation linked to the
RIE processing. Attempts to remove any unwanted overexposed PMMA via
O2 plasma ashing suppressed the efects of shorting between structures, but
lead to further di culties, and damage to the nanorings. Such unpredictable
shorting and sample damage could also result in a larger apparent structure
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size potentially explaining the lack of UCF within these measurements.
Due to these di culties the results from these early dilution refrigerator mea-
surements were not fully presented within this chapter. However, these measure-
ments did ofer the opportunity for equipment setup optimisation, and allowed
problems such as grounding and signal ampliĄcation to be identiĄed and solved
in preparation for the Ąnal studies. These measurements also illustrated the key
problems in the fabrication procedure allowing a revised version to be developed
at the University of Glasgow without the need for PMMA overexposure.
Despite these initial problems further work has shown that it is possible
to fabricate nanorings approaching the expected phase coherence length in
size with (Ga,Mn)As-like behaviour observed at 4He cryostat temperatures.
Measurements were performed on a variety of Nottingham and Glasgow samples
with many demonstrating peaks in resistance that indicated Curie temperatures
close to that expected for 6%, 10 nm (Ga,Mn)As. Most samples also showed an
additional resistive component on top of the typical (Ga,Mn)As behaviour with
a sharp rise at temperatures below 50K. Similar behaviour has been observed
in the past in early Nottingham-grown layers less than 10 nm thick. Given that
this behaviour is seen in both Nottingham and Glasgow samples it is possible
that this is unavoidable within nanoscale structures.
As well as this rise at low temperatures a large variation was observed between
structures suggesting that consistent fabrication is still very di cult. However,
this is not likely to be a problem given the fabrication processing time, and the
number of structures that can be fabricated together on a single 5mmx5mm
chip.
With the fabrication procedure Ąnalised the next step is to perform a full
study of these nanoring structures at millikelvin temperatures within a dilution
refrigerator applying the knowledge gained from the previous measurements.
Successful calculation of the phase coherence length from these studies could
potentially pave the way for further work on other quantum efects including
UCFs or weak localisation. These fabrication methods could easily be adapted
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis has presented a number of studies on the transport and magnetic
properties of the dilute magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As. The primary fo-
cuses have been critical phenomena, and low-temperature quantum interference
efects.
Chapters 2 and 3 detailed two separate studies on critical phenomena. Fun-
damental theory of critical phenomena predicts power-law scaling relations
between a materialŠs properties upon approaching a critical point with the same
behaviour across many diferent physical systems. Exponents are expected
to fall into a number of distinct universality classes with theoretical work
predicting Heisenberg-like behaviour in (Ga,Mn)As (Priour and Das Sarma
(2010)).
The Ąrst of these two chapters detailed comprehensive magnetometry mea-
surements around the critical region on two high manganese, high �c samples.
These measurements allowed accurate critical exponents to be calculated for
the remanent magnetisation and the susceptibility with both samples demon-
strating values closely matching that of the Heisenberg model. The efects of
sample inhomogeneity were considered when performing these calculations with
a strong agreement observed between the modelled �c broadening, and the
calculated exponent behaviour upon approaching the Curie temperature. This
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Heisenberg-like behaviour was also conĄrmed over a much broader spectrum of
samples via past-dataset analysis.
The conclusions from this work, whilst in agreement with theoretical calcu-
lations, contrasted with that of a previous study on (Ga,Mn)As performed
by Khazen et al. (2010). Within this work an intrinsic limit to the Curie
temperature was postulated based on analysis of the magnetisation critical
behavior and models of disordered/amorphous ferromagnets. A log-log method
was used to calculate the critical exponent to be 0.407, a value appreciably
higher than that predicted by the Heisenberg model, and the work presented
within this thesis. The author concluded that this enhancement of the exponent
was consistent with an intrinsically limited �c caused by a reduction in the
magnetic interactions range. References were made to observations of similar
behaviour in amorphous materials. However, the analysis techniques applied
within this work are questionable with the log-log Ątting method shown to be
inaccurate without a precise value for �c, and the Ątting ranges used being
much larger than the expected critical region. Long range Ątting to Nottingham
datasets supports these views with many samples demonstrating a clear move
to higher exponents at temperatures below the critical region with values closely
matching that calculated by Khazen et al. (2010).
The second critical phenomena chapter concentrated on the transport properties
close to �c with the SQUID system adapted to permit simultaneous resistance
and magnetometry measurements. Measurements of the resistance allowed
the diferential to be calculated with the critical behaviour expected to follow
that of the speciĄc heat. Unfortunately, critical exponent calculations similar
to that of the magnetometry work were not possible due to the need for a
double numerical diferential, and additional terms expected in the speciĄc heat
power-law behaviour. Open Ątting to datasets resulted in inconsistent results
between samples due to the required number of parameters and the addition of
�c broadening.
Whilst this critical behaviour characterisation proved diĄcult, these measure-
ments did conĄrm the behaviour observed by Novák et al. (2008). Both samples
demonstrated a strong agreement between the magnetisation-measured �c value,
and the peak in d�
d�
. Such behaviour invalidates the frequently used resistance
peak measurement of �c. Within a recent paper, Chen et al. (2011) used this
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method to predict sample Curie temperatures of between 190K and 200K; val-
ues appreciably higher than samples grown in Nottingham. However, the work
within this thesis has shown that this method consistently overestimates the
Curie temperature of fully annealed samples with the behaviour demonstrated
by these structures indicating �c values closer to 170K. A value much more
in-line with that observed in previous studies.
Chapter 4 focused on the preparation work necessary for a in-depth study of
Aharonov-Bohm oscillations in (Ga,Mn)As with the aim of calculating the
phase coherence length, and conĄrming the behaviour observed by Neumaier
et al. (2008). The Aharonov-Bohm efect is derived from the additional phase
an electron acquires when passing through a region of zero magnetic Ąeld, but
non-zero magnetic vector potential. The efects of this change in phase can
be demonstrated within the standard double-slit experiment by adding a long
solenoid in the region between the slits. The result is a shift in the expected
interference pattern due to diferent changes in phase around each path. The
efect also manifests itself within material ring structures if the electron phase
coherence length is comparable to or greater than the arc length. Oscillations
can be observed in the conductance under swept magnetic Ąeld with a period
related to the enclosed magnetic Ćux.
The phase coherence length of (Ga,Mn)As is expected to be of the order 100 nm
at millikelvin temperatures thus prompting the need for nanoring structures of
comparable size. An extensive discussion of the methodology used to develop the
techniques required for these fabrications was presented with details regarding
the di culties encountered and the steps taken to overcome them. Initial
dilution refrigerator measurements on these devices proved di cult due to
both shorting and grounding problems, but did ofer an opportunity for setup
optimisation applicable to future measurements. An alternative fabrication
method was developed at the University of Glasgow heavily based on that
used for the Ąrst Nottingham samples. Preliminary test measurements on later
structures at 4He temperatures demonstrated encouraging behaviour over a
range of ring diameters, however, a complete low-temperature study of phase
coherence phenomena has not yet been performed due to time constraints.
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5.2 Future Work
Despite the compelling results seen in chapters 2 and 3 on critical phenomena
the Ąeld still remains relatively unexplored in (Ga,Mn)As with a vast scope for
future work. This is particularly true of the transport behaviour with the work
presented in chapter 3 demonstrating a strong agreement between the peak
in d�
d�
and �c, but characterisation of the observed behaviour proving di cult.
Samples appeared to show non-power law behaviour resulting in inconsistent
exponent values.
One possible source of this problem could be the unconventional SQUID setup
which included a very simple clamp-based design for the probe-header used to
avoid unnecessary magnetic components. However, whilst a redesign of the
probe-header could potentially improve contact problems it is also possible that
the apparent non-power law behaviour is intrinsic to the transport data itself.
No measured conĄrmation has yet been made in (Ga,Mn)As of the expected
equivalence of d�
d�
to the speciĄc heat critical behaviour.
Similar to the magnetometry, past work on speciĄc heat critical behaviour in
(Ga,Mn)As has been very limited with only Yuldashev et al. (2011) performing
calculations of the critical exponent. Unfortunately, whilst sharp peaks were
observed at �c the results from these studies were inconclusive with samples
demonstrating signiĄcantly diferent calculated values suggesting no clear single
critical model. This inconsistent behaviour was most probably derived from the
quality of the (Ga,Mn)As used which was only as-grown with Curie temperatures
as low as 50K. Magnetisation critical behaviour data analysis on as-grown
samples in Nottingham has in the past shown equally inconsistent, and di cult
to interpret results.
Given this current situation one potential avenue for future research is therefore
to perform speciĄc heat measurements on high �c Nottingham samples. Si-
multaneous transport measurements would then allow a comparison to the d�
d�
behaviour with the aim of conĄrming the expected equivalence in (Ga,Mn)As.
A direct measurement of the speciĄc heat would also permit the calculation of
the critical exponent without the inĆuence of additional resistive terms typically
observed in transport datasets.
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Whilst the work on critical behaviour proved successful largely achieving the
original aims, the work on nanorings presented in chapter 4 remains work-
in-progress. With the fabrication processes Ąnalised, and prelimenary test
measurements performed clearly the next stage in this work is to proceed
with a complete low-temperature study on the highest conductance struc-
tures. Observations of Aharonov-Bohm oscillations within these sample would
then allow the phase coherence length to be calculated for Nottingham-grown
(Ga,Mn)As.
These studies could potentially pave the way for further work on phase coherent
transport in (Ga,Mn)As with measurements of other quantum mechanical
efects such as weak localisation or UCFs. However, given the problems found
in device fabrication, an alternative and potentially more proĄtable direction to
pursue for future work would be to branch out to the antimonides. Performing
Aharonov-Bohm studies on these materials would in principle be much easier
than that on (Ga,Mn)As due to their metallic behaviour. The longer mean free
paths of the antimonides would permit the use of larger structures alleviating
many of the device fabrication di culties as well as reducing the efects of
UCFs during measurements. The higher mobilities would also leave them less
susceptible to structure damage.
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B.1 The Quantum Design Magnetic Property
Measurement System
In 1962 Brian David Josephson (Josephson (1962)) postulated the existence
of Cooper pair quantum tunnelling between superconductors separated by a
resistive barrier. He suggested that Cooper pairs could tunnel through the
barrier with no voltage drop for distances less than the superconductor phase
coherence length and derived a relation between the resulting current �s and
the phase diference Δ�(�) between the two superconducting wavefunctions.
The result of this coupling of superconductors in the absence of an applied
voltage is known as the DC Josephson efect.
�s = �c sin (Δ�(�)) (B.1)
Within a superconductor there is critical limit to the resistance-less current
that can pass through dependant on the size of the conductor. Similarly a
Josephson junction also has a critical current �c above which superconductivity
through the barrier is destroyed. This critical current is less than that of
the superconductors either side. Josephson junctions are therefore frequently
referred to as a weak-links. If a current greater than �c is driven through
the junction from an external source then a direct voltage appears across it
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related to the diference in the chemical potentials of the two superconductors.
A direct voltage leads to an AC current with the time derivative of Δ�(�)
proportional to the voltage across the junction. This behaviour is known as






One of the Ąrst practical applications of the Josephson efect was in the SQUID
magnetometer developed in the 1960s at the Ford Research Labs (Jaklevic
et al. (1964, 1965)). These act as accurate Ćux-to-voltage converters ofering
extremely sensitive magnetic Ąeld detection with the best systems capable of
Ąeld resolutions as small as 10−17T. SQUID magnetometry is therefore one of
the most efective methods for measuring the magnetic properties of materials
such as (Ga,Mn)As.
A SQUID consists of a loop of superconductor within which there are one or
more Josephson junction weak-links. Such closed-circuit loops of superconductor
have two very useful properties. The Ąrst is that the total Ćux threading the
loop remains constant due to induced screening currents derived from LenzŠs
law. These tend to compensate for any Ćux change resulting from an applied
external Ąeld. The second is that they can only contain discrete units of
magnetic Ćux ã0 = ℎ2� . This is again ensured by screening currents.
When a SQUID is subjected to an external magnetic Ąeld a screening current
�s is induced with the size and direction determined by the applied Ąeld. A
bias current �b is applied to the SQUID so that the total current through the
loop therefore becomes the sum of both the bias and screening currents. When
this total current through the Josephson junction becomes greater than �c
the superconductivity breaks down. Once the magnetic Ćux created by the
screening current becomes greater than half a Ćuxon ã0
2
the Josephson junction
momentarily becomes normal and the internal magnetic Ćux increases by a
single Ćuxon. The superconductivity is then restored with the screening current
Ćowing in the opposite direction around the loop. This screening current then
begins to drop until the external Ćux is equal to one Ćuxon at which point the
induced current becomes zero. As the external Ąeld continues to increase the
screening current begins to rise again in opposite direction. The whole process
is then repeated with the total Ćux within the loop steadily increasing by a
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single Ćuxon.
When using a SQUID as a magnetometer a bias current is applied which
is slightly greater than the Josephson junction critical current. Under such
conditions there is a periodic relation between the voltage across the SQUID
and the applied magnetic Ćux. Due to this inherent periodicity a SQUID
cannot distinguish between zero applied Ąeld and any other Ąeld that generates
an integer number of Ćuxons within the loop. In order to measure an absolute
value a SQUID must therefore Ąrst be calibrated to a known magnetic Ąeld.
(a)
(b)
Figure B.1: Block diagrams of typical (a) RF and (b) DC SQUID
circuits taken from Fagaly (2006).
The Ford Research Labs group lead by Robert Jaklevic invented two variations
of the SQUID magnetometer. The Ąrst type was the DC SQUID developed
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in 1964. This contained a pair of Josephson junctions in parallel within a
superconducting loop and made use of the DC Josephson efect operating with
a steady current bias. The second type, developed only a year later, contained
a single junction and operated with an alternating current bias employing the
AC Josephson efect. Although developed after the DC magnetometer these
RF SQUID are not as sensitive, but are typically cheaper produce and still
capable of measuring Ćux changes much less than a single Ćuxon. Figure B.1
shows typical SQUID circuitry without the detection coils for both (a) RF and
(b) DC magnetometer variants. A much more in-depth review of both types of
SQUID, theory of operation, circuitry, applications and limitations is given by
R. L. Fagaly (Fagaly (2006)).
The SQUID system used to perform measurements on (Ga,Mn)As samples in
Nottingham is a MPMS XL. This is a commercially built RF magnetometer
from Quantum Design that uses both SQUID technology and a number of
patented enhancements. Sample signals are measured via a superconducting
four-coil gradiometer which together with a SQUID antenna forms part a
superconducting circuit that transfers the magnetic Ćux from the sample to an
RF SQUID located in a niobium shielded helium bath. The SQUID output
voltage is then ampliĄed and read out by the MPMS electronics. The system
is computer-automated allowing measurement sequences to be programmed in
advance before being executed without the need for user intervention.
The MPMS is capable of both DC magnetisation and AC susceptibility mea-
surements over a temperature range of 1.9K to 400K. DC magnetometry is
performed via the use of an reciprocating sample option (RSO) which moves
the sample up and down through the pick-up coils to produce an alternating
Ćux. This leads to an oscillating output voltage from the SQUID. By locking
the frequency of the readout to the frequency of the RSO the system is capable
of an absolute DC magnetisation sensitivity of 10−8 emu at 2500Oe. Hysteresis
loop measurements can also be performed with the RSO using the systems
high-homogeneity superconducting magnet which is capable of Ąelds up to ±1T
with a uniformity of 0.01% over 4 cm.
AC susceptibility measurements are performed by superimposing a small AC
magnetic Ąeld on the DC Ąeld causing a time-dependent moment in the sample.
This induces a signal in the pick-up coils allowing measurement without sample
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Figure B.2: A cross-sectional diagram of the MPMS SQUID system
adapted from Clarke and Braginski (2007).
motion. The detection circuitry is conĄgured to only detect over a narrow
frequency band. Measurements within the MPMS system can be made over a
frequency range of 0.1Hz to 1 kHz with a sensitivity of 2 × 10−8 emu at 0T. A
diagram of the MPMS system is shown in Ągure B.2. A more complete review




The standard method used to cool samples for measurement is via the evapora-
tion of helium-4 or -3 liquid within a cryostat. However, the lowest temperatures
that can be reached using this technique are limited by the vapour pressure
which falls exponentially with temperature. A typical 4He cryostat can operate
at temperatures as low as 1.3K, a value less than the 4.2K boiling point of
helium-4. This is achieved by pumping away the helium vapour to increase the
evaporation rate. The use of helium-3 permits even lower temperatures due
to the lower mass of the 3He atom resulting in a higher vaporisation pressure,
but this is still limited to 0.3K. An alternative method is therefore required


























Figure B.1: A phase diagram of the 4He and 3He mixture within a
dilution refrigerator.
This limitation of helium evaporation is overcome by using a mixture of both
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liquid 4He and liquid 3He, a technique originally proposed by Heinz London in
1951. The Ąrst dilution refrigerators, built in 1964, were capable temperatures
of 0.22K, but performance of these systems has greatly improved with typical
systems used within research capable of temperatures around 20mK. The
operating principles of a dilution refrigerator are based on the unusual properties
exhibited by the mixture at temperatures below 0.8K. Figure B.1 shows the
phase diagram of a mixture of 4He and 3He below 2K.
At temperatures below the triple point the mixture can only exist in one of two
states: that in the superĆuid region on the left or that in normal Ćuid region
on the right. The mixture therefore separates into two liquid phases divided
by a phase boundary, one rich in helium-3 called the concentrated phase and
the other rich in helium-4 called the dilute phase. Equilibrium concentrations
within each of these layers are dictated by the phase-separation line. As can
be seen from the diagram at very low temperatures the concentrated phase is
composed almost entirely of 3He whilst the dilute phase must contain at least
6.6% 3He. It is this percentage of helium-3 within the dilute phase that makes
the dilution refrigerator possible.
Both phases form a layer with the concentrated phase Ćoating on top due to the
lower density of the 3He. A good analogy to this behaviour is that of oil and
water when mixed together. If the mixture is held at a high temperature both
components mix together, but if the temperature is lowered the oil separates
from the water and Ćoats on the surface forming two distinct phases. This is
the behaviour commonly observed at room temperature with each of the layers
containing a small amount of the other material, similar to that seen in the
helium mixture.
Since there is a boundary between the two phases, additional energy is required
for a particle to move from one phase to another. This endothermic process can
be made use of for cooling by removing 3He from the dilute phase, this forces
3He from the concentrated phase across the phase boundary in order to restore
equilibrium. The removal of 3He within a dilution refrigerator is performed
via pumping, made possible by the much smaller vapour pressure of the 4He
below 0.8K. The lost 3He within the concentrated phase is then replenished by



















Figure B.2: A schematic diagram of the low-temperature components
of a conventional dilution refrigerator adapted from Lounasamaa (1979).
The heat exchangers and condenser are Ąlled with a sintered copper or
silver sponge in order to increase the thermal contact area, and have clear
holes in the middle for unimpeded 3He Ćow. The temperatures within
the condenser and the still are roughly 1.1K and 0.7K respectively.
Figure B.2 shows a schematic diagram of a typical dilution refrigerator. In-
coming 3He gas is pre-cooled and liqueĄed in the condenser using a pumped
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4He bath at 1.1K. The liquid 3He is then further cooled by passing through a
series of heat exchangers linked to the returning helium Ćow before entering
the mixing chamber. It is here that the 3He is mixed with 4He and crosses the
phase boundary taking heat from the walls of the chamber. The 3He atoms
then proceed in reverse order through the heat exchangers in a dilute superĆuid
phase cooling the downward Ćowing 3He until the still is reached. Here helium
vapour consisting almost entirely of pure 3He is removed via pumping with
heat supplied to the still to maintain a steady Ćow of 3He. This vapour is then






This section gives a brief overview of a low-temperature study of the magne-
toresistance properties of (Ga,Mn)As following on from earlier work by Dr.
Kaiyou Wang. Resistance measurements were performed between 20mK and
300mK within a dilution refrigerator on 25 nm thick, 6% (Ga,Mn)As sample
Mn107_a. This sample had been annealed for 50 hours at 190℃ prior to this
study with past magnetometry measurements on similar samples from the same
wafer displaying Curie temperatures around 140K.
Preliminary test measurements of the longitudinal resistance of Mn107_a
performed within a standard helium-4 cryostat exhibited behaviour very close
to past datasets on other Mn107 samples. Figure C.1a shows this data along




data shows a broad peak by comparison to
that seen in the chapter 2 datasets most likely due to the large data step-size
and temperature sweep rate, both of which were much higher than that used
when focusing on the critical phenomena. This peak in the diferential is
also seen to be slightly lower than the 140K Curie temperature measured via
magnetometry shown in Ągure C.1. Such a shift can again be explained by the
high rate of cooling especially when also considering the additional efects of
�c broadening covered in section 2.5.5.
Measurements of both �xx and �xy were performed on Mn107_a using a stan-
dard Hall bar setup. This structure had a channel width of 200Ûm and length
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(b)
Figure C.1: Resistance (a) and remanent magnetisation (b) measured
as a function of temperature for annealed Mn107 samples.
of 400Ûm with the current applied along the ︁11¯0︁ direction. The magnetic Ąeld
was swept between ±5T parallel to the current, and an AVS-47 AC resistance
bridge used to measure the resistance. The sample temperature was monitored
through the use of both an RuO2 thermometer mounted on the probe and the
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in-built Kelvinox system used to heat above base temperature.
The AVS-47 was used rather than a lock-in ampliĄer to avoid di culties with
signal phase introduced by capacitance within the circuit. The resistance bridge
consists of two feedback loops with the Ąrst maintaining a constant amplitude
AC excitation voltage across a room temperature reference resistor. This is
connected in series with the sample and has a resistance half that of the selected
range. The second loop converts this low AC voltage into a measurable DC
voltage. Both excitation and feedback currents are symmetrical square waves
generated by a chopper so that the amplitude is accurately proportional to a
DC voltage.
Due to the small changes in sample resistance (⎨ 1%) when sweeping magnetic
Ąeld the AVS-47 was used in 10 ×ΔR mode. This employs a diferential
ampliĄer to attain an additional decimal of accuracy over the standard mode
by amplifying the diference between two voltages and then adding this signal
to a reference taken at either zero or maximum Ąeld.
Initial test measurements were performed at base temperature with applied ex-
citation voltages of between 3ÛV and 300ÛV. Lower voltage �xx measurements
demonstrated overwhelming levels of noise with only voltages above 100ÛV
resulting in well deĄned datasets. Measurements taken at higher temperatures
showed optimum results at 300ÛV with only slight increases in resistance over
the lower voltage measurements, but with signiĄcant reductions in noise due to
heating. This is equivalent to a current of 300 nA. By comparison �xy could
be measured at the lowest excitation voltage due to its magnitude being more
than one hundred times smaller than that of �xx. However, even at 3ÛV the
associated current is 3ÛA, a value most likely high enough to cause appreciable
levels of sample heating.
The initial work at base temperature also showed a noticeable rise in tempera-
ture when sweeping the magnetic Ąeld at higher rates. The Ąeld was therefore
quickly swept out to the maximum and the power supply left in persistent mode
for the system to cool before taking measurements. The Ąeld was also swept
slower over the ±1T range in order to clearly see low Ąeld features such as
AMR, and to avoid signiĄcant thermal hysteresis. Base temperatures measured
via the RuO2 thermometer were found to be around 25mK when applying
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100ÛV and around 40mK when applying 300ÛV.
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Figure C.2: Longitudinal resistance �xx measured at base tempera-
ture, 100mK, 150mK, 200mK, 250mK and 300mK whilst sweeping the
magnetic Ąeld parallel to the current between ±5T.
After this testing full �xx measurements were performed at base temperature,
100mK, 150mK, 200mK, 250mK and 300mK using a sweep rate of 0.2T/min.
These higher temperatures were attained by heating the sample space using the
Kelvinox system. The temperatures speciĄed are therefore those measured by
the dilution refrigerator system thermometer in the helium mixture and not the
RuO2 resistor. However, periodic measurements of the RuO2 resistance showed
only slight increases above that speciĄed as the measurements progressed due to
the sweeping magnetic Ąeld. Figure C.2 shows �xx datasets for all temperatures
including a 100ÛV measurement at base temperature.
All of the datasets show a very narrow peak at zero tesla. This comes about
as the result of anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR): the dependence of the
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Figure C.3: (a) Longitudinal resistance measured within a helium-3
system close to 300mK applying the magnetic Ąeld parallel (green), per-
pendicular (black) and at 45ř (red) to the sample surface. (b) Subtracting
the perpendicular-Ąeld data from both the parallel and 45řdata results
in a roughly Ćat plot above 5T thus demonstrating that the high-Ąeld
negative magnetoresistance is highly isotropic.
resistivity on the relative directions of the magnetisation, applied current
and crystal orientation. Within (Ga,Mn)As this is caused by the efects of
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spin-orbit interactions on charge carrier scattering (Rushforth et al. (2006,
2009)). The application of an external magnetic Ąeld leads to the rotation of
the sample magnetisation. The magnetisation then saturates in the direction
of the applied Ąeld at a suiciently high magnitude with typical saturation
Ąelds for (Ga,Mn)As being less than 0.7T. The observed peak is therefore the
diference in magnitude of the resistance with the magnetisation along the
magnetic easy-axis to that of the magnitude with the magnetisation in the
direction of the applied magnetic Ąeld.
For Ąelds above the AMR peak at temperatures greater than 200mK a smaller
negative magnetoresistance is then observed which remains roughly constant all
the way out to the ±5T sweep range. This same behaviour is also seen within the
lower temperature datasets above ± 2T. High-Ąeld measurements performed
within a helium-3 cryostat showed that this constant negative magnetoresistance
persists to more than 15T, and is isotropic with the magnetic Ąeld swept parallel,
perpendicular and at 45ř to the sample surface.
Figure C.3 shows the high Ąeld sweeps performed within the 3He system with
�⊥ along the [110] direction parallel to the surface, but perpendicular to that of
the dilution refrigerator data. This explains the diferent behaviour of this data
to the dilution refrigerator measurements taken at 300mK. Difering magnetic
Ąeld directions were performed due to the limitations of the probe and system
designs. This isotropic magnetoresistance is related to weak localisation which
is caused by the destructive quantum interference of an electron with itself
along self-intersecting scattering paths. The application of a magnetic Ąeld
results in a shift in phase of the electronic wavefunction thus suppressing the
efects of localisation and decreasing the sample resistance.
As well as this negative magnetoresistance, additional shoulders are seen in the
lower temperature datasets either side of the AMR peak. Figure C.4a shows a
comparison of the datasets shifted such that the resistances at -2T are equal
to that at 300mK. This Ągure demonstrates the gradual evolution of these
shoulders as the temperature is reduced below 200mK. Figure C.4b then shows
the datasets below 300mK with both the low-Ąeld AMR and the high-Ąeld
isotropic magnetoresistance removed by subtracting the 300mK sweep without
the additional shoulders.
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Figure C.4: (a) Shifted plots of the �xx dilution refrigerator data shown
in Ągure C.2 comparing the 300mK sweep to the lower temperature
datasets. (b) The same shifted data with the low-Ąeld AMR removed by
subtracting the 300mK data demonstrating the gradual development of
the shoulders prominent in both the base temperature datasets.
Measurements of �xy at base temperature were also performed between ±2T
with a sweep rate of 0.2T/min. Figure C.5 shows this data after adjacent-
average smoothing along with both the symmetric and asymmetric components
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calculated using equations (C.1) and (C.2) respectively.
�sym = �xy(±� ↑) ⟩�xy(∓� ↓)2 (C.1)
�asym = �xy(±� ↑) −�xy(∓� ↓)2 (C.2)
The sharp peak observed in the symmetrical part of �xy is again the result
of AMR brought about by the rotation of the magnetisation. The unusual
behaviour in the asymmetric component close to � = 0 is caused by hysteresis,
and the resulting misalignment of the AMR peaks when applying equation (C.2)
to the up and down sweeps. In an ideal case this asymmetric contribution
should pass through the graph origin and arises from a combination of both
the ordinary and anomalous Hall efects.
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Figure C.5: (a) The transverse resistance �xy measured at base tem-
perature before separating both the symmetric (b) and asymmetric (c)
components using equations (C.1) and (C.2) respectively.
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